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Dedicated to the memory of Dr. Conor Downing.

"In practice, when designing a control system,
what we look for is a good trade-off between
robustness and performance"
(Richalet, 1994)

"The objective of a design method for robust
control systems is to reach the best compromise
between the conflicting objectives ofperformance
and robustness"
(Morari & Zafiriou, 1989)

Abstract
One of the more popular model predictive control approaches, of late, is the generalised
predictive controller (GPC). It has received widespread dissemination in academia and
numerous successful applications in industry testify to its usefulness. Its popularity partly stems
from its superiority over its predecessors, its simplicity and its control acumen. However, since
GPC is based on a mathematical model of the process, significant deterioration in performance
or even closed-loop instability may arise due to the inevitable discrepancies that arise between
the model and the true system. To ensure that the loop stability is not compromised and an
adequate level of performance is maintained the control law must be robust with regard to the
plant-model mismatch. This may be achieved by manipulating a specific tuning parameter, the
T-polynomial. However, the selection of this polynomial is not trivial as its effect is non
monotonic. Furthermore, in practice T must be chosen to achieve a realistic trade-off between
robustness and disturbance rejection performance. Despite this recognition, few of the existing
tuning rules address this compromise and no systematic design exists.
The primary contribution of this thesis is the development of a systematic tuning technique for
the GPC such that an optimal trade-off between robustness and disturbance rejection is
achieved. In this context optimal implies that the design should be just sufficiently robust to
cater for the existing model uncertainty, in which case the disturbance rejection performance
can be optimised. This design was achieved by minimising, with respect to T, an identical cost
function as that employed in //«, control. PerfoiTnance was incorporated by including an
additional criterion, the integral of error of the load disturbance response, into the optimisation.
This problem formulation does not lend itself to an analytic solution and therefore a numerical
technique, known as genetic algorithms, was applied.

Based on the success of this design an auto-tuning tool for the GPC was developed. With this
tool the servo performance is dictated by a user-specified nominal closed-loop transfer function
while the regulator performance is dictated, as before, by the trade-off between robustness and
disturbance rejection. This considerably simplifies the commissioning process. The usefulness
of this tool is demonstrated by simulations in Chapter 4 and by real-time experiments in Chapter
5. In both cases the results are compared with previously published tuning techniques. The
excellent results obtained support the belief that the advocated design is of practical significance
and is the principal contribution of this thesis.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Preamble
Model predictive control (MPC), also referred to as model based predictive control (MBPC),
predictive control or receding horizon control (RHC), has been widely adopted in academic and
industrial circles. It is now regarded, by many, as one of the most important developments in
process control since the development of the PID controller over 50 years ago. The motivation
for employing predictive control is simple to understand. Consider a control strategy that uses
only the current value of the system output as feedback and an alternative strategy that uses
knowledge of the future behaviour of the output to adjust the manipulated variable. Which
control strategy is expected to perform better? Clearly, the answer is the second control strategy,
as the necessary control action can be taken beforehand if the future behaviour of the system can
be predicted. This is the motivation behind predictive control, and as a consequence, it has
become a major research topic in the control community over the last two decades.

The name MPC stems from the idea of employing an explicit model of the plant to be controlled
which is used to predict the future output behaviour. This prediction capability enables the
online solution of an optimal control problem, where the tracking error, namely the difference
between the predicted output and desired reference, is minimised over a future horizon, possibly
subject to constraints on the manipulated inputs and outputs. The result of the optimisation is
applied according to a receding horizon philosophy; at time t only the first input of the optimal
command sequence is actually sent to the plant. The remaining optimal inputs are discarded, and
a new optimal control problem is solved at time /+/.
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The fundamental ideas underpinning receding horizon control and model predictive control can
be traced back to the 1960's, (Propoi, 1963; Kleinman, 1970) but credit for its remarkable
success is generally given to several industrialists who outlined the basic algorithms and argued
for its potential in industrial applications. Since the publication of their papers in the late 1970's
(Richalet et ai, 1976; Cutler & Ramaker, 1979), MPC has progressed rapidly, building up an
impressive track record. Early applications of MPC were confined to the petrochemical and
power industries and the technique proved extraordinarily successful on these complex
multivariable systems - a number of instances yielding hundreds of thousands of dollars per year
in additional yield or throughput, or in energy savings. Given this performance it is not
surprising that MBPC has since been applied in virtually every other field of interest from
automotive to food processing, clinical anaesthesia to mining, defence to pulp and paper. A
1996 survey (Qin & Badgwell, 1996) revealed approximately 2,200 applications. However this
survey is not exhaustive, as some companies were not asked to participate while others chose
not to. In addition the survey does not include in-house applications, which means that there are
likely to be many more applications. The ongoing success of this methodology is confirmed in a
more recent survey conducted by Automation Research Corporation which predicts a 170%
increase in sales of MBPC in the US alone from $311 million in 1997 to $841 million in 2002.
Thus there are now sufficient proven demonstrations for even the most cynical industrialist to
believe in the potential advantages of MBPC and the evidence suggests that the methodology
will continue to play a significant beneficial role in the future.

1.2 MBPC Philosophy
For the purposes of this thesis, model predictive control is defined as a control scheme in which
the controller determines a manipulated variable profile that optimises some open-loop
performance objective on a time interval extending from the current time to the current time
plus a prediction horizon. This manipulated variable profile is implemented until a plant
measurement becomes available. Feedback is incorporated by using the measurement to update
the optimisation problem for the next time step. The defining feature of model predictive control
then, is a repeated optimisation of an open-loop performance objective over a finite horizon
extending from the current time into the future.

It is important to realise that model based predictive control is not a specific control strategy but
rather a very ample range of control methods developed around certain common ideas. The
ideas appearing to a greater or lesser degree in all the predictive control family are:
■

the explicit use of a dynamic process model for prediction

■

the calculation of a suitable reference trajectory
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Figure 1.1: Model predictive control strategy

■

the optimisation of an appropriate objective function

■

the control law implementation

Different MBPC algorithms are realised by choosing different options for each of the above. For
example, MBPC controllers have been based on practically every conceivable type of process
model - continuous time, discrete time, impulse response, state-space, linear, non-linear, neural
networks, fuzzy logic, etc. The basic concept of MBPC is illustrated in Figure 1.1, and may be
described as follows:

1.

At each current moment /, the future values of the controlled process output are predicted
for a determined horizon N, called the prediction horizon. The prediction is performed by
means of a mathematical model of the process dynamics. These predicted outputs y(t+J\t/
for j ^ 1 ...N depend on the known measurements up to instant t (past inputs and outputs)
and on the future control signals u(t+j\t), j = 0...N-1. In many cases the length of the
horizon is quite long, yielding an alternative name for such control strategies: long-range
predictive control or LRPC.

2.

A reference trajectory co(t+j) is defined over the prediction horizon. This trajectory
describes how the process output is to be guided from its current value to the setpoint r(t+j).
In the case of Figure 1.1 the reference trajectory is the set-point itself i.e. co(t+j) = r(t+j).

3. The set of future control signals is calculated such that some cost function depending on the
predicted control errors (o(t+j) -

y(t+J\t)

is minimised. This cost function is usually

This notation indicates the value of the variable at the instant t + j calculated at instant t
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quadratic in nature and may include a penalty on the control effort. If the objective function
is quadratic, the model is linear and there are no constraints an analytical solution and linear
control law results. In the presence of constraints the control problem becomes a dynamic
optimisation problem and an iterative solution is required at each sample. In this context the
MFC yields a non-linear control law.
4. Though an entire vector of future controls is calculated in step three, only the first element,
u(t\t), is sent to the process whilst the remainder of the optimal control sequence is rejected;
this is because at the next sampling instant, the measurement y(t+l) is known and the
optimisation is recomputed using this new data. Thus u(t+l\t+l) is calculated (which in
principle will be different to u(t-\-l\t) because of the new information available) using the
most recent information. This principle implies that, at each instant t, the horizon N is
pushed into the future giving rise to the receding horizon concept.

Note that open-loop control is assumed in the computation of the feedback law. That is, the
vector of future controls, {u(t\t), u(t+l\t), ii(t+2\t),...}, that results from the minimisation of the
quadratic cost function is based solely on currently available measurements of the process
output i.e. the computation of u(t+I\t) does not utilise y(t+I) (which is unavailable at time
instant t) but rather its prediction y(t+J). This strategy is pursued because it considerably
simplifies the optimisation problem. The alternative, optimal feedback control approach,
assumes an optimal relationship between future control input moves and future process outputs
but leads to an intractable dynamic programming problem.

Though there are many different MFC algorithms they can be broadly classified as belonging to
one of two groups: industrial MFC algorithms or adaptive predictive control algorithms. These
two branches of predictive control differ considerably in their underlying philosophy, as they
were developed to solve different problems. A synopsis of the underlying ideas and advantages
proffered by each of these techniques follows. The emphasis, however, is on the adaptive
predictive control methodology since the algorithm of interest belongs to this class.

1.3 Industrial MPC
The most popular of the industrial MFC algorithms are identification and command (IDCOM)
(Richalet et ai, 1976), dynamic matrix control (DMC) (Cutler & Ramaker, 1979) and predictive
functional control (FFC) (Richalet et ai, 1987). These algorithms were developed to tackle the
large multivariable constrained control problems typical of the oil and chemical industries. Frior
to the development of the industrial MFC techniques these multivariable problems were handled
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Figure 1.2: Hierarchy of control system functions in a large scale industrial plant

by single loop controllers augmented by various selectors, decouplers, time-delay compensators,
etc. Yet difficulties still arose due to the strong interactions that existed between process
variables and the lack of constraint handling. IDCOM, DMC, PFC, etc. were developed to
tackle these issues. Because the processes of interest in the petrochemical industry tend to have
long time constants, the computation time for the control law was not an issue. Hence process
models that were simple to develop but extravagant in their parameterisation were frequently
utilised e.g. step or impulse response models. Furthermore adequate time was available to solve
the quadratic programming problem and hence constraints could be incoiq^orated.

In this scenario the MFC controller is generally part of a multi-level hierarchy of control
functions, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. At the top of the structure a plant wide optimiser
determines optimum steady-state settings for each unit in the plant and passes these on to the
dynamic constraint control system for implementation. The dynamic constraint control is
implemented using a MFC, the function of which is to move the plant from one constrained
steady-state to another while minimising constraint violations along the way.

These on-line optimisation systems provide the best mechanism for maximising the profit
potential from plants as they relentlessly drive the process to its operating limits as dictated by
the constraints and process economics. Its successful implementation generally involves two
phases, though sometimes both are implemented by the MFC (Becerra et al., 1999) a) Optimisation Fhase: Steady-state process models are used to optimise the process based on
an economic objective function subject to equipment and operating policy constraints.
b) Control Fhase: Dynamic process models are used to optimise a performance objective
function which penalises deviations of process variables from their optimum values given
by the optimisation phase. Since the optimal operating point generally lies at the
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intersection of constraints, this phase has the responsibility of dynamically enforcing these
constraints while rejecting fast disturbances.

In this context the primary advantage of the MPC is its ability to handle constraints. All
processes are subject to constraints: e.g. the operation of a valve is limited by its closed and
fully opened states and its maximum response rate between these limits. Fabrication, safety,
environmental issues or even sensor ranges can limit process variables such as levels in tanks,
flow in piping or maximum temperatures or pressures. Additional constraints may be placed on
product quality or related variables. The importance of constraint handling has increased
because supervisory optimising control schemes frequently push the operating point toward the
intersection of constraints and hence the control system will operate close to the permissible
boundary. Therefore, in order to be successful, any control system must anticipate constraint
violations and correct for them in a systematic manner. Traditional control implementations
generally handle constraints in a post-hoc manner resulting in schemes that are difficult to
design, debug, explain and maintain. MPC techniques provide the only methodology that
handles constraints in a systematic way during the design and implementation of the controller.
The main attraction of MPC is that the engineer/operator can enter the constraints in a
straightforward manner and that the algorithm will automatically find the best solution that
satisfies all of them. In addition, due to its "prophetic" nature, MPC can anticipate possible
constraint violations well in advance and apply corrective action to avoid or minimise the
impending violation.

To see why MPC is the only methodology that allows the systematic incorporation of
constraints consider the case of linear quadratic (LQ) controller design. The controller output is
usually calculated using linear state feedback:
u(k) = -k^x
where

(1 • 1)

is a vector containing the controller gains and x represents the state vector of the

process. The parameter vector k is obtained by minimising a quadratic criterion with respect to
k. Because the minimisation is w.r.t. k it is straightforward to incorporate constraints on k but
not on u. In contrast, the MPC criterion function is minimised with respect to u, hence
constraints on u, or any linear combination of u e.g. Au, may be systematically incorporated into
the cost. An alternative interpretation is that minimising with respect to u implies that the
controller outputs are not structured i.e. they are not constrained to be of a specific form as in
equation 1.1 above. This is in contrast to most other control algorithms where the structure of
the control law is dictated a priori e.g. LQ, Hoo. This prevents constraints on the controller
output from being accommodated in the cost function.
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The industrial MPC algorithms are also credited with possessing a greater degree of faulttolerance than other teclmiques (Maciejowski, 1999). Consider the case where an actuator fails
at equilibrium, the net effect of which is similar to a disturbance being applied to the system.
The result is that the plant pushes harder on the actuator to overcome the effect of the
'disturbance'. If constraints are present then the actuator will be activated until the constraint is
reached, the optimiser will then attempt to remove the 'disturbance' by reverting to alternative
actuators. In a similar manner a stuck valve can be simply specified by the operator on the
console as an additional constraint for the optimisation program. The algorithm will
automatically adjust the actions of all other manipulated variables to compensate for this failure
situation.

1.4 Adaptive Predictive Controi
The adaptive predictive control law is suited to applications where the process model displays
strong non-linearity over the operating range or the system itself is inherently time-varying. In
such circumstances it is necessary to update the process or prediction model using an algorithm
which estimates new parameters for the model. These new parameters are then fed to the
predictive control law and the sequence of steps I...4 of §1.2 computed to arrive at a suitable
control signal u(t\t) which is applied to the process. In contrast to industrial MPC, in the
adaptive setting computation time is a scarce resource and therefore process models have to be
parsimonious and the control law relatively simple. In addition such controllers have rarely been
successfully applied to multi-input multi-output (MIMO) systems. Hence the adaptive
predictive controllers are essentially limited to single-input single-output systems where
constraints are not an issue. A variety of these schemes were developed in the mid-1980's and
include Peterka's self-tuning controller (Peterka, 1984), multi-step multi-variable adaptive
regulator (MUSMAR) (Mosca at ai, 1984), extended horizon adaptive control (EHAC)
(Ydstie, 1984) and extended prediction self-adaptive control (EPSAC) (De Keyser & Van
Cauwenberghe, 1982, 1985). Generalised predictive control (GPC) (Clarke et ai, 1987) was
one of the last of the first generation MBPC schemes to appear. As its name implies, its
formulation makes it very general and, in fact, forms a superset of many MBPC algorithms
(Mohtadi, 1986). For this reason it is taken, in this thesis, to be representative of the above
control laws.

The motivation for the development of the aforementioned algorithms primarily arose from
academics seeking to replace the single-step ahead predictor that was the basis of the minimum
variance (MV) self-tuner. This optimum control law, designed to minimise output variance, was
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notoriously sensitive to modelling errors, particularly those errors resulting from incorrect
estimates of the process time-delay. The incorporation of a multi-step ahead predictor resolved
this issue and, as noted above, culminated in the development of the generalised predictive
controller (GPC) of Clarke et al. (1987). Like its many predecessors this algorithm is, in
essence, a fixed parameter control law where adaptation is incorporated through the use of a
recursive parameter estimator and the certainty equivalence principle. It is in this context i.e. a
fixed control law, that the algorithm is explored in this thesis. Claimed advantages of the GPC
methodology are its insensitivity to mismodelling of the process time-delay, ability to deal with
simultaneously open-loop unstable and inverse unstable systems and robustness to overparameterisation of the model. Despite these stated advantages it can be easily shown (Garcia et
al, 1989) that, for the original GPC formulation, an equivalent classical controller always exists
and therefore the performance of GPC is not inherently better than any of the alternative modelbased techniques. Similarly it can be shown that the robustness of the GPC approach is not
inherently better than that of, say, pole-placement or LQ control.

The fundamental difference (and hence motivation for choosing GPC) between pole-placement,
LQ and GPC is the design technique used to realise the control law. From a design point of
view, the methods differ in the design parameters that are used to obtain the desired behaviour
of the system. For example, in the LQ or Hoo philosophies the principal tuning parameters are
frequency-domain weighting functions utilised to shape the sensitivity and complementary
sensitivity functions. As a result, the translation between performance specifications (typically
based in the time-domain) and design parameters is, in general, highly non-linear and therefore
difficult to accomplish. Consequently, theoretically possible results may be difficult to achieve
in practice and a high level of expertise may be required to achieve optimum results from a
particular controller design method. This of course limits the practical use of these methods.
Therefore, practical results are not only determined by what is theoretically possible but also by
the simplicity of the translation from design specifications to design parameters. Hence it is
important that a controller be easy to tune.

From this point of view predictive controllers have a distinct advantage over many other
techniques in that the tuning parameters are relatively easy to apply and have a direct effect on
set-point or regulator performance. This simplicity of design is widely acknowledged, for
example, Berlin & Frank (1994) state that "from the authors point of view, the major advantage
of predictive control laws is the easy and effective design method. The predictive control laws
yield excellent discrete time tracking controllers without the necessity of sophisticated
numerical computation". One reason for the ease of tuning is that in the predictive control
technique the translation between specifications and parameters is simplified because both are in
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the time-domain and furthermore the design parameters may be easily interpreted within this
domain. For example, the prediction horizon may be used to vary the closed-loop speed of
response to set-point changes and/or to guarantee closed-loop stability. Alternatively, the
reference trajectory may be used to specify the desired response to set-point changes. This is in
stark contrast to the simple PID controller where it is not obvious how the three parameters
affect closed-loop performance and for what parameter values the closed-loop is stable.

Furthermore, the fact that MPC algorithms can be easily adjusted to enhance robustness is well
documented. The robustness problem is especially important in the control of industrial
processes, whose dynamic nature is complex, of non-linear character and varying over time.
This renders the linear models, on which control design is based, mere approximations of the
process behaviour under specific operating conditions and the controller must be robust to this
uncertainty. An advantage shared by many MPC strategies is the existence of a tuning
parameter that directly affects the closed-loop robustness but has negligible effect on tracking
performance. For example the T-polynomial in GPC has a very direct affect on robustness
properties. This contrasts with most classical methodologies, even two degree-of-freedom (2
DoF) structures, where there are neither 'tuning knobs' nor design techniques available to
enhance the robustness of the control law. Hence commissioning these controllers is frequently
a laborious, and occasionally, an unrewarding task. A distinct advantage, therefore, of predictive
controllers is the fact that they are relatively easy to tune - both for performance and robustness.
This makes these controllers attractive to a wider class of control engineers and plant personnel
and accounts for the partial success of the methodology in industry.

An additional benefit of predictive controllers, over standard feedback control is the ability to
incorporate prior information into the control law. For example, a characteristic of standard
feedback control structures is that the controller's response to zero error is zero (incremental)
control action i.e.
e(7) = 0

7e[0/]

^u{t) = Q

(1.2)

On the other hand, the use of prediction allows the MPC controller to take control action at the
current time in response to a forecast of a future error even though the error up to the current
time is zero. In other words equation 1.2 does not hold for linear MPC. This property of the
MPC controller is extremely beneficial when controlling non-minimum phase and time-delayed
systems (Eaton & Rawlings, 1992). This improved performance is only possible because the
predictive controller is given prior information regarding the state of the process or operating
conditions. Significantly, this information is often available: set-point changes and throughput
or raw material changes are frequently known in advance and this makes the eventual goal of
scheduling and optimisation of the entire plant easier to attain.
13
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Figure 1.3: MFC using infinite horizons

Figure 1.4: Third generation adaptive predictive
controllers

1.5 Motivation
Despite its popularity and the numerous successful applications, one difficulty with GPC,
shared by all of the first generation algorithms, is that most stability theorems apply to only
limiting cases. In general, stability can only be guaranteed if the prediction horizon is extended
to infinity - Figure 1.3. This prompted the development of a second generation of MBPC
schemes that were similar to their first generation predecessors but used the infinite horizon
required for stability (Bitmead et ai, 1990; Scokaert & Clarke, 1993; Morari, 1994). Thus the
stability question was resolved but at a very high computational price. Almost simultaneously a

third generation of adaptive predictive controllers was developed and characterised by the use
of a constraint horizon situated at the end of the finite prediction horizon as illustrated in Figure
1.4. The cost function was modified to include equality constraints that forced the output to
match the reference signal over the constraint horizon of interest. The specification of these
constraints enabled quite general stability guarantees to be readily established. Examples of
these algorithms include stabilising input/output receding-horizon control (SIORHC) of Mosca

et al. (1990), and constrained receding horizon predictive controller (CRHPC) due to Clarke &
Scattolini (1991). A variation on this approach is the control law known as stable generalised

predictive control (SGPC) formulated by Kouvaritakis et al. (1992); the stability results are
comparable to either of the other two schemes though the numerical properties of this latter
algorithm are superior.

The second and third generation of adaptive predictive controllers provided limited stability
guarantees in the sense that they enabled the selection of the GPC parameters to guarantee
stability for the nominal plant. They did not address the more fundamental question of

robustness to model uncertainty and to noise. MPC is based on a (mathematical) model of the
process, however due to the inevitable discrepancies between the model and the true system,
significant deterioration in performance or even closed-loop instability may arise. This
unavoidable mismatch or model uncertainty can be classified into two types: unstructured and
14
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structured. The former refers to process perturbations with no restrictions except for their
bounds (in the frequency domain), whereas the latter relates to variations of a particular form
and thus represents, for example, parametric perturbations. In the context of this thesis then, a
control system is said to be robust if stability is maintained (a minimum requirement) and
performance specifications are met for a specified range of model variations (both structured
and unstructured) and a class of noise signals. This issue, though receiving considerable
research attention, is still unresolved (Bemporad & Morari, 1999) and consequently forms the
motivation for the work presented in this thesis.

In terms of the GPC algorithm, robustness may be achieved through the adroit selection of the
T-polynomial. However, the design of this polynomial is not trivial, as its effect on the closedloop poles is neither linear nor monotonic. Preliminary studies (Mohtadi, 1988) revealed that
while, in general, decreasing the bandwidth or increasing the roll-off of 1/T yielded enhanced
robustness properties, this effect was not systematic and frequently the robustness deteriorated
and stability was compromised. As a result considerable research focused on the development of
tuning rules to aid the selection of the T polynomial. The choice of T is further thwarted by the
fact that this polynomial also influences the closed-loop disturbance rejection properties and
since robustness and rapid disturbance rejection are conflicting requirements, a trade-off is
necessary. Since the existing tuning rules do not adequately address this trade-off, many
practitioners resort to the use of an iterative trial-and-error design (Demirioglu & Karasu, 2000)
or neglect to implement this parameter altogether (Wu et ai, 1998; Liu & Daley, 1999; Wang &
K-im, 2000). As a result sub-optimal performance is likely, particularly in the latter case where it
is necessary to detune the tracking performance in order to achieve sufficient robustness.

1.6 Contribution
The primary contribution of this thesis is the development of a systematic tuning technique for
the GPC such that an optimal trade-off between robustness and disturbance rejection is
achieved. In this context optimal implies that the design should be just sufficiently robust to
cater for the existing model uncertainty, in which case the disturbance rejection performance
will be optimised - hence the title: Robust GPC - An optimal design for uncertain systems.

The general controller synthesis problem for uncertain systems is an active research topic,
currently represented by Hco theory (Zames, 1981; Kwakemaak, 1993). In this approach, a
robust controller is obtained by considering the minimisation of the Hoo norm of a mixed
sensitivity function e.g. a combination of sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions
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each with different frequency weights. Solutions are available (Doyle et ai, 1989) which enable
systematic robust design, but the procedure involves some iterative searching. The controllers
tend to be high-order in general, with the order being equal to the sum of those of the plant and
the frequency weighting transfer functions.

It is important to realise that the Hoo optimisation does not, by default, realise robust controllers.
Like all control problems, robustness will only result from a carefully crafted design. However,
the Hoo approach offers the significant advantage that uncertainty, both structured and
unstructured, can be explicitly included in the problem fonnulation at the design stage, and
hence robust stability can be achieved relatively easily. The problem of obtaining robust
performance is, however, considerably more difficult, and frequently involves numerous
iterations before a suitable design is reached. The tuning knobs available to the designer are
frequency-dependant weights that are used to simultaneously shape the sensitivity functions and
characterise the uncertainty and these constitute the author’s principal objection to the //«,
paradigm i.e. it is difficult to tune. Thus, while in theory excellent results are possible, in
practice the difficulty associated with specifying these weighting functions undermines, to some
extent, the usefulness of the technique.

This thesis therefore extracts from the //» paradigm the systematic design for uncertainty and
combines this with the ease of tuning provided by GPC to yield an enhanced GPC design. The
proposed tuning technique is based on a two-stage strategy that exploits the 2-DoF nature of the
GPC law. In the first stage the GPC servo parameters are selected (based on previously
established guidelines) to achieve nominal tracking performance. Subsequently the Tpolynomial is adjusted to guarantee robust stability by minimising the same criterion as that
utilised in Hoc control. In the GPC case, this minimisation does not permit an analytic solution,
therefore a numerical optimisation - namely the simple and intuitive search algorithm known as
genetic algorithms (GA) - was utilised to select the r-polynomial. Since both controllers
minimise the same cost function, this design yields a GPC with robustness properties similar to
the standard Hoc controller. However, since nominal performance is achieved by specifying the
GPC servo-parameters, the task of specifying the frequency-dependant weights associated with
the Hoc controller is considerably simplified. In the proposed design these weighting functions
characterise the upper bounds on the model uncertainty and can be directly estimated from
input-output data whereas in the Hoo design a certain amount of trial-and-error tuning is required
because performance specifications must also be incorporated. The resulting GPC is robustly
stable, but does not necessarily yield optimal performance i.e. the compromise previously
alluded to, between disturbance rejection and robustness has not been addressed. Thus the GA
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optimisation was modified to incorporate an additional criterion, the integral of error of the load
disturbance response. The resulting minimisation, performed with respect to the T-polynomial,
may be interpreted as the problem of optimising the disturbance rejection response, subject to
the constraint of robust stability.

The performance of this design was tested in simulation and the results reported in O'Mahony &
Downing (2000). On the basis of these results an auto-tuning design technique for the GPC was
developed. The motivation for the development of this tool lay in the recognition that the
numerous servo-tuning parameters (six in all), while providing the controller with extraordinaiy
versatility may intimidate practitioners and hinder the tuning process. Furthermore, the effects
these parameters are often non-monotonic as demonstrated by Soeterboek (1992). For example,
increasing a particular parameter like the control weighting factor, T, the effect of which is, in
general, to suppress control action and stabilise the system, can actually destabilise the system.
Upon further increase of this parameter stable behaviour may again result. Thus to avoid these
issues, and simplify the tuning process, an auto-tuning tool was devised. With this tool the servo
performance is dictated by a user-chosen nominal closed-loop transfer function while the
regulator performance is dictated, as before, by the trade-off between robustness and
disturbance rejection. The commissioning process is consequently reduced to the task of
obtaining an estimate of the model uncertainty and specifying the desired closed-loop transient
behaviour. This auto-tuning tool utilises a GA to determine suitable GPC parameters. With
regard to the servo behaviour the GA optimises the integral of error between the actual closedloop transfer function and the user-specified one to determine the set of GPC servo parameters
that generates the desired performance. The usefulness of this tool is demonstrated by
simulations in Chapter 4 and by real-time experiments in Chapter 5. In both cases the results are
compared with previously published tuning techniques. The excellent results obtained support
the belief that the advocated design is of practical significance and is the principal contribution
of this thesis.

1.7 Organisation of the thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows -

Chapter 2 introduces the GPC law and provides a comprehensive review of the significant
contributions made to the understanding, tuning and development of this popular control law. In
particular this thesis has endeavoured to clarify the interpretation of the T-polynomial as an
observer polynomial and also to present its effect on the quality of the predictions, y{t + j), and
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on the regulator performance e.g. disturbance rejection, immunity to measurement noise and
closed-loop robustness. Subsequently, the problem of incorporating advance set-point
knowledge was addressed and it is illustrated, through simulation examples, that poor
performance may result if the standard GPC algorithm is combined with a pre-programmed
reference or set-point trajectory. A simple solution is proposed, namely, that an additional
horizon be introduced over which the pre-programmed reference trajectory is defined. Good
results were obtained by constraining this horizon to be approximately equal to the process time
delay. The section concludes with a summary of recent extensions to the GPC algorithm which
endow it with (a) constraint handling capabilities and (b) stability guarantees.

Chapter 3 introduces various techniques through which uncertainty may be modelled. Thus
§3.2 details how unstructured perturbations may be formally represented via a technique known
as the basic perturbation model and §3.3 examines a variety of norms that may be used to
characterise the size of the perturbation. Section 3.4 presents various techniques for examining
the stability robustness of control systems that are subject to uncertainty modelled by the basic
perturbation model. The use of these techniques to yield a robust control design is elaborated in
§3.6 where a special case of the general //«, optimisation problem, the so-called mixed sensitivity
problem, is introduced. The chapter concludes with an example.

Chapter 4 begins with an introduction to the search and optimisation technique known as
genetic algorithms (GA). Section 4.3 formulates the GPC design in terms of a //«, objective
function and applies the GA to solve this optimisation problem. Subsequently the design is
extended to encompass additional performance objectives e.g. good disturbance rejection. In
§4.4 the auto-tuning tool is developed and evaluated. Established tuning rules are reviewed in
§4.5 and compared with the proposed tuning strategy by selecting a number of simulation
studies from the existing literature and comparing the proposed controller's performance with
previously published results. An alternative to the T-polynomial, the Youla parameterisation,
has also being investigated by some researchers, with mixed results. The chapter concludes,
therefore, by presenting the Youla parameterisation for predictive controllers and evaluates the
relative merits of this technique vis-a-vis the proposed tuning strategy for the T’-polynomial.

Chapter 5 is devoted to an evaluation of the proposed synthesis procedure on a real time
system. The real-time environment is described in §5.2 while the system identification
technique used to develop the nominal model and estimates of the model uncertainty is
described in §5.3. Section 5.4 applies these techniques to the identification of a nominal loworder model for a dc motor and the associated model uncertainty. Given these models, the GPC
is designed using the GA and applied to the dc motor. Section 5.5 extends these results by
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considering the control of the motor on a global scale i.e. over the range of possible operating
points and §5.6 presents results for a variety of applied loads. The usefulness of the proposed
tuning technique is further established in §5.7 by comparison with a GPC, where the design is
based on previously published tuning guidelines. In addition the proposed technique is
compared with the optimal Youla-parameterisation.

Chapter 6 draws conclusions from the results and arguments presented in the thesis and
suggests possible directions for future research.

Chapter 2: Generalised Predictive Control

2.1 Preamble
Model predictive control (MPC) has enjoyed great popularity since the late I970's with the
emergence and application of heuristic approaches such as I DCOM and DMC. These algorithms
promised to solve a number of complex control problems, especially those associated with
systems exhibiting large dead-times. These approaches were later challenged by many other
successful candidates, the most popular of which has proved to be the generalised predictive
control (GPC) algorithm developed by Clarke and co-workers (Clarke et al., 1987).

Unlike I DCOM and DMC, the motivation for the development of GPC came mostly from
academics seeking to resolve the stability issues associated with early-generation self-tuning
and adaptive control algorithms. The majority of these algorithms were based on the polynomial
approach and may be arbitrarily divided into two classes: methods which rely on the
minimisation of a quadratic cost and methods which place the closed-loop poles at pre-specified
locations. Of the former, the simplest is the well-known minimum variance (MV) regulator
(Peterka, 1970), which is derived from a single-stage cost-function in the process output alone.
Its simplicity, and ease of implementation on a digital computer led to a number of early
industrial applications (Astrom, 1967; Borrison & Wittenmark, 1973) which illustrated the
practical advantages of self-tuning control. However, as noted by Clarke & Gawthrop (1979),
the lack of closed-loop identifiability (in the adaptive case), and instability for inverse-unstable
processes sometimes necessitated the fixing of a single parameter to an arbitrary value. Further
ad hoc modifications were required to incorporate set-point tracking (Clarke et al., 1983) before
the regulator could be successfully used on the majority of industrial control loops.
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Clarke and Gawthrop (1975) extended the single-stage cost-function to include a penalty on the
system error and control signal. This amended the tracking problem and partially overcame the
difficulties associated with inverse-unstable systems. The resulting algorithm, known as the
generalised nunimum variance (GMV) controller, incorporates a variety of design polynomials
and transfer-functions that may be used to tailor performance or enhance robustness. Despite
this, problems remain with the GMV approach, including the requirement for accurate prior
knowledge of the plant time-delay and the inability to stabilise simultaneously open-loop
unstable and inverse unstable systems.

Parallel developments to those discussed above have taken place in the pole-placement
approach. A regulator form of the pole-placement algorithm is discussed by Wellstead et al.
(1979). Unlike the minimum variance regulator of Astrom and Wittenmark it can successfully
handle inverse-unstable systems and is more robust to variations of the time delay parameter.
The incorporation of a desired pole location allows model-reference-like objectives to be
reached by the closed-loop controller. However, the algorithm is sensitive to overparameterisation of the model order in which case numerical instabilities can easily arise.

Early in the development of self-tuners, Peterka and Astrom (1973) presented a method based
on the minimisation of a multi-stage cost-function. This overcame the problem of inverseunstable zeros while maintaining the minimum variance objective (for vanishingly small control
weighting). Based in the state-space, this linear quadratic gaiissian (LQG) method was found to
be computationally taxing. Lam (1980) extended the approach and Clarke et al. (1985) further
generalised the LQG approach of Lam by adding engineering design features similar to those of
GMV. The algorithm included an N-stage horizon with weighted control increments and the use
of a CARIMA model, which successfully incorporated integral action in the resulting control
law. This algorithm was shown to cope with variable plant delay, inverse-unstable and openloop unstable systems. However, this method, where the estimated model is transformed into its
equivalent

state-space

representation,

is

sensitive

to

over-parameterisation

and

is

computationally intensive.

With the development of the IDCOM algorithm (Richalet et. al, 1978) the concept and practical
advantages of long-range prediction became obvious and a slew of predictive control algorithms
utilising long prediction horizons and transfer function models were developed. The major
advantage of these long-range predictive control (LRPC) laws is the easy and effective design
method. In contrast to infinite-horizon controllers e.g. LQ or LQG, finite-horizon predictive
control laws yield excellent discrete-time tracking controllers without the necessity for
sophisticated numerical computation. Furthermore, as noted in Chapter 1, the unique aspect of
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all MBPC algorithms is that the basic algorithmic framework is ideally suited for the
incorporation of physical constraints in the control calculation. Of the LRPC methods, GPC can
be regarded as representative, for it is very general and is known to be a superset of many
members of the LRPC family (Mohtadi, 1986). Its popularity may be attributed to its many
successful applications that have demonstrated its good tracking perfomiance and disturbance
rejection properties. The GPC algorithm, since it is based on a cost function minimisation,
exhibits better numerical properties than the classic pole-placement algorithm and is less
sensitive to over-parameterisation of the model order. In addition it can successfully cope with
variations of the time-delay parameter and stabilise simultaneously open-loop unstable and
inverse unstable systems.

The premise for GPC is as follows; given a linear model for a system, it is possible to predict
future output behaviour in response to past history, and a future set of control increments. It is
further possible, to minimise over the set of future control increments, a cost that penalises the
sum of the squares of future deviations of the predicted output behaviour from a desired output
trajectory and the sum of squares of the future control increments. The implied objective
function is quadratic in the vector of future control increments and thus the minimisation
problem admits an explicit solution. This is the basis of the GPC algorithm, which computes the
entire sequence of future control increments but implements only the first, and repeats the cycle
of prediction and optimisation afresh at the next sampling instant. GPC has gained considerable
popularity because it is simple yet effective.

GPC has been applied to a diversity of processes ranging from robot manipulators (Lambert,
1987) to clinical anaesthesia (Linkens & Mahfouf, 1994). Applications in the cement industry,
drying towers and robot arms are discussed by Clarke (1988), while developments for a
fermentation process and laboratory-scale heat exchanger are presented by Montague & Morris
(1985). Bordons & Camacho (1998) apply GPC to a (pilot-scale) heat exchanger and report
improved performance over the existing PID controller. Other favourable comparisons vis-d-vis
PID were conducted by Wang & Kim (2000) on a heavy pneumatic lumber handling system and
Fikar and Draeger (1995) on pH neutralisation in a laboratory-scale continuous stirred tank.
Self-tuning versions have been successfully applied to Solar Power Plants (Camacho &
Berenguel, 1994) where time-varying characteristics result in poor performance when a fixed
parameter controller is utilised. Other applications include heat exchangers (Camacho &
Bordons, 1995; Lim & Ling, 1989), distillation columns (Hapoglu et ai, 1999; Kim et al.,
1996), autopilot design (Bendotti & M'Saad, 1993), glass manufacturing (Koenig, 1999; Wang
et al., 1997), environmental control (Dumur et al, 1997; Gonzalez & Leyris, 1996), robotics
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(Hu & Gu, 1999), flexible systems (M'Saad et al, 1993), polymerisation reactor (Ozkan et ai,
1998), ship steering (Hu & Jia, 1998) and a sugar evaporator (Lissane-Elhaq & Giri, 1998).

This chapter proceeds with a derivation of the GPC control law in §2.2. Subsequently, the GPC
algorithm is shown to reduce to a fixed linear control law in the absence of constraints. Section
2.4 outlines two possible implementation algorithms while §2.5 examines the task of controller
commissioning. The GPC, like most MPC, contains a filter, the T-polynomial, which may be
utilised to enhance robustness. This polynomial may be equated with the gain vector, K, of a
standard state-space observer and this interpretation is examined in §2.6. Additionally, the effect
of this design parameter on prediction errors and robustness is also elucidated. Section 2.7 deals
with the incorporation of prior set-point knowledge and illustrates a deficiency in the standard
implementation that may result in compromised tracking performance. A simple modification is
proposed and shown to overcome this deficiency. The chapter concludes with a review of recent
extensions to the GPC algorithm, which have been proposed to (a) improve performance, (b)
guarantee stability or (c) incorporate constraint handling.

2.2 The GPC control law
The GPC method uses an analytic process model to perform predictions of the plant response to
hypothesised control actions. Motivated by a desire for parsimonious parameter estimation and
offset-free control, a controlled autoregressive and integrated moving average (CARIMA)
model is usually postulated:
A(z-' )y{t) = B{z-' )u(t - 1) +

A(z )
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where A, B and C are finite polynomials of order na, Hb and nc and A - 1 - z'. Furthermore it is
assumed that A and C are monic and that C is strictly Hurwitz. For clarity of exposition it is
assumed that any time-delay present is incorporated into the B polynomial i.e. the first d terms
of B(z'') are zero. In the disturbance model the term A = 1 - z'' \s widely assumed, since it
naturally leads to an integral or incremental control law, though other polynomials are possible
if clear knowledge of the disturbance characteristics are available (Soeterboek, 1992;
O'Mahony, 1998). Referring to (2.1), note that if ^(t) is assumed to be a random variable with a
Gaussian amplitude distribution then ^(t)/A(z‘) is Brownian motion - a realistic model for many
industrial processes (Tuffs & Clarke, 1985). Alternatively ^(t) may be interpreted to be a series
of random amplitude pulses occurring at random time in which case ^(t)/A is step like in nature;
again a realistic disturbance model. If the disturbance is modelled correctly i.e. if an accurate
estimate for the polynomial C(z‘), i.e. C (z'‘) = C(z''), is obtained, a minimum variance
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predictor results, leading to a control law optimised for maximum quality. Alternatively an
assumed model, T(z‘) = C(z‘), for can lead to enhanced robustness. This latter interpretation is
the one adopted in this thesis.

Given the model (2.1) the objective is then to predict the future output y{t + j) so that
corrective control action, u(t), can be invoked at time instant t. The problem then relies on the
optimaly-step ahead prediction o^y(t):
T

A
Given j, A(z''), B(z''),

(2.2)

AA

, and {y(0}!t^_* the deterministic component
(2.3)

T(^ + 7) = —w(^ + 7-0
A

can be predicted exactly. In contrast the additive stochastic disturbance consists of both a
discernible and unpredictable entity. For optimal predictions it is necessary to include the
observable component of the stochastic disturbance in they-step ahead predictor. To achieve this
the rational function T/AA is split into a quotient and remainder by application of the division
algorithm as follows:
—-£^.(z-') + z-^'^
AA
AA

(2.4)

T = EjAA{z~') + z'^Fj

(2.5)

where Ej is a polynomial of degree j-1 and Fj is a polynomial of degree max{na, n, -1}.
Multiplying (2.2) by EjAA yields
EjAhyd + j) = EjBhu{t + j-\) + EjT^(t + j)

(2.6)

Substituting for EjAA from (2.5) into (2.6) yields
{T - z-jF^ )y{t + j) = G)Au{t + y -1) + Emt + y);
r(z-' )y{t + j) = G,A«(/ + y -1) + FM + E

G', = £,5

+ y)

y{t + y) = GjAu^ {t + j-\) + Fjy^ (/) + £/(t + y)

(2.7)
(2.8)

(2.9)

In equation 2.9 the superscript^ denotes quantities filtered by T. Thisy-step-ahead predictor runs
independently of the process and, for this precise reason, is not suited for practical applications.
To account for possible model mismatch or unmodelled disturbances it is necessary to
incorporate information about the current state of the process output. This may simply be
achieved by replacing y-^{t)\\\ (2.9) with the actual measured oxxXy^xxi y(t)/T = /(t). Note also
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that since Ej is a polynomial of degree j-1 the noise component Ej^(t+j) is comprised of terms
that are all in the future and therefore the optimaly-step ahead predictor is defined by
Ht + j) = G’jAuf{t + j-\) + Fjypt)

(2.10)

and the corresponding prediction error is £it) = Ej^{t + k)

(2.11)

The predictor defined by (2.10) may be combined with a quadratic cost which is subsequently
minimised to obtain the optimal future control sequence u= [Au(t), Au(t+1),...]. This
optimisation is hindered by the fact that the first component on the right hand side of (2.10)
consists of both past and future terms of the manipulated variable. To simplify the optimisation
problem, it is thus necessary to split this component into its constituent past, AiJ(t-I), and future,
Au(t+j-l), components. This may be achieved by noting that
g\
GjAu-^ (/ + 7-l) = -^AM(/ + y-l)

(2.12)

and, by invoking the division algorithm, the term G//T may be split into a quotient and
remainder as follows;
G:
. G,
^ = G:+7''-^

(2.13)

Gj-G/-,z-^G^

(2.14)

r

'

T

where the order of Gj is /-/ and Gj is of degree max (nt,, nj - 1. Substituting for G) in (2.10)
yields the following, preferable, representation for the y-step ahead predictor
y{l + j) = Gjf^<(t + j-\) + Gjhuf(t-\) + Fjy-f (/)

(2.15)

This is now in the correct form in that the predicted outputs are directly related to future but
unknown control increments. In addition, the predictor can now be represented by two terms;
one depending entirely on future values of the manipulated variable; the other on past values of
the manipulated variable and past measured outputs.

Equation (2.15) represents a prediction of the output at a single time instanty. Such a predictor
was utilised in the development of the GMV controller where the future output y(t-\-d |0 was
predicted, d being the process time-delay in sampling instants. If the value of d was
underestimated or variable, then the GMV controller was known to fail. To improve the
reliability of the predictions the process output may be predicted over a wider band. GPC
considers a bank of predictions for whichy varies from a small value to a large value: these are
known as the initial, V/, and final, N2, prediction horizons. Thus the generalised predictive
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controller utilises a multi-stage predictor where for j < d the prediction of the process output
depends entirely on data available at time t. For j > d assumptions need to be made about the
future control sequence as this sequence is, at time t, as yet undetermined. Consequently (2.15)
may be restated as
y{t + j) = GJ^u(t + j-\) + GJ^uf(t-\) + FJyf{t)

N^<j<N^

(2.16)

In key-vector form this representation is:
y = GiI + f;

f = GA«'(/-l) + F/(r)

(2.17)

where the vectors are defined as:

u = [Aw(/ +W, -O.-’-.A^Cz + W,, -1)]''
f =[/(; z-W,),...,/(z + Wj)!''
and the matrix G is of dimension [N2-N1 + J x NJ and defined by
Gn^

^A',-1

■ ••

0

^0

gN^
(2.18)

^0

G=

Gn,_

gN^-\

gN^-NU

The apparent inconsistencies in the indexing of the elements of the G matrix may be resolved by
noting that for each row, Gj, the first j-1 elements, go...gj.i, remain unchanged, consequently the
polynomials Gj are defined as
Gn, =go+gG

+--- + gN-\^ '

<^zV,+l =^0+^1^

r,
-I
Gf^=g^^gxz

+

.

, g^ iz

+--- +

+gN,^ '

'

'

,

, gM_,z A'j-l
^

+--- +

The GPC control law is arrived at by minimising a quadratic cost function comprising the future
values of the predicted errors plus some weighting on the future control signals i.e.
V:

V,,

j=N\

7=1

where
Ni is the initial prediction horizon; Ni <N2
N2 is the final prediction horizon
Nu is the control horizon; Nu <N2
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A(j) is a weighting sequence used to penalise excessive manipulated variable excursions
w(t+j) con'esponds to future values of the reference input
The implications of N/ and N2 are rather intuitive; they mark the limits of the instants at which it
is desirable for the output to track the reference. If a large value of Nj i.e. Nj > d+1, is chosen, it
is because the presence of a tracking error at time instants prior to Nj is acceptable. Such a
strategy is often employed with inverse-unstable plants. In general N2 is chosen to encompass
that portion of the process response which is significantly affected by the current control;
typically N2 is set equal to the plant rise-time defined in sampling periods. The control
weighting factor X(j) is traditionally assumed to be constant, ZQ) ^ A, though performance may
be enhanced and stability analysis simplified by incorporating exponential weighting (Yoon &
Clarke, 1993a). The cost (2.19) also requires the future reference trajectory, w(t+j); Nj <j <N2,
to be available. In circumstances where this is not possible w(t+j) is set equal to the current
value of the set-point or reference i.e. w(t-\-j) = w(t) Vj.

Note that for A^y = /, (2.19) is equivalent to minimising
+ j) -

+ 7)]

+ J- 0]

^U)

(2.20)

7=1

subject to the equality constraint
Au{t + J-\) = 0

for

< 7 < 7/2

(2-21)

Hence the incorporation of a control horizon Nu <N2 is equivalent to placing infinite weights i.e.
X(j) =

00

, on the control signal increments for j > N^. The cost (2.19) may also be re-written in

matrix notation as:
y = (y-w)^(y-w) + Tu^u

(2.22)

Using (2.17) yields the expanded cost
J = (Gu+f-w)^(Gu+ f-w) + /lu^u

=[u^G^ +(f-w)^][(Gu + (f-w)] + Tu^u

(2.23)
(2.24)

Multiplying through the terms within the brackets J = u^g''"Gu + u^G^(f - w) + (f - 'w)^Gu + (f - w)^(f - w) + T u^u

(2.25)

= u^(G^G + TI)u + 2u^G^(f-w) + (f-w)^(f-w)

(2.26)

u^G^(f-w) = (f-w)^Gu

(2.27)

since

The minimum value of the cost (2.26) is obtained by differentiating w.r.t. u and setting the result
to zero i.e.
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j

— = 2(G
5u
^
=>

+ A1 )G + 2G ^ (f - w) - 0

(2.28)

-(G^G + /lI)u = G^(f-w)

(2.29)

u = (G'^G + AI)“'G^(w-f)

(2.30)

Equation 2.30 gives the whole trajectory of future control increments and as such it is an openloop strategy. To close the loop, only the first element of u is extracted and applied to the
system and the optimisation recomputed at time instant t+1. This strategy is called the receding
horizon principle and is one of the key features in the MBPC concept. Recall the first element of
u is Aii(t) so that the applied control signal u(t) is defined byu{t) = u{t-\) +Au{t)

(2.31)

2.3 Equivalent linear control law
For the purpose of closed-loop analysis it is possible to rearrange the GPC control law (2.30)
into an equivalent linear control law. To achieve this it is convenient to assume that the
equivalent linear control law is causal i.e. no future set-point information is incorporated. If the
first row of the Nu x Nj- N/ + J matrix (G^G + TI) ’G^ is denoted by
=

...

(2.32)

then the current control increment, Au(t), may be calculated from
iv(0-G^ Aw^(r-1)-F^ v ' (f)

... hj^l

Au{t) = [hf^

(2.33)
w{t)-G^ Au-^ {t-\)-F^ yJ (t)

- I//,-vv(/)- Xh^-Gj-Au^it-\)-^hjFj-y^{t)

(2.34)
j=N^

j=N^

-/1

Multiplying across by T(z ) and re-arranging yields the following linear causal 2DoF control
law R(z-')Au(t) = r, (z-')w{t) + S(z-')y{t)

(2.35)

where
N, _
/?(z"') = r + z"' X^GGj’
FF ■

deg(/?) = max(A2,,Az^)

(2.36)

(2.37)
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram for equivalent linear form of GPC

S(z-') = ^hjFj ■

deg(S) = max(«„- W,)
(2.38)

The corresponding block diagram is illustrated in Figure 2.1.

2.4 Implementation
To implement the GPC algorithm it is necessary to determine the coefficients of the matrices G,
G and F. These coefficients may be obtained by solving the two Diophantine equations

T = EjAA + z~>Fj-,

G) =EjB

(2.39)
(2.40)

Gj =GjT + z~JGj

for j = N1...N2. These solutions (£), Fj, Gj) may be obtained recursively as outlined by Clarke
et al. (1987) and O'Mahony (1998). The matrix f may then be formed from equation 2.17 and G
from (2.18). The current control increment is then obtained from (2.30) or (2.34).

These coefficients may also be obtained from the plant data. For example, (2.39) may be re
written as
(2.41)

(T-z,-j
-^Fj)

^

Ej =-------------------- —

^

AA
B

Gj=Ep = ^iT-z-^Fj)

(2.42)

Further, from (2.40) we have that
—
G;7 =G;T
+ z~-’G;
7'
^

BT
AA

—L
AA

(2.43)

and by equating like powers it is evident that
GT = — -T
^
AA
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(2.44)
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Figure 2.2: Predicted free and forced response

The polynomial Gj therefore includes the first j Markov parameters g, of the transfer function
B/(AA). These parameters can be found by pulse response tests on the model B/(AA) or step
response tests on the plant B/A. This is a particularly attractive feature because step or impulse
response data is frequently available in actual operating plants.

The/-step ahead predictor (2.17) may also be represented, in polynomial form, as
y(t + J)^GjAu{t + J-\) + f{t + j)

J = N^...N2

(2.45)

If, in equation 2.45, it is assumed that all future control increments are zero i.e.
A//(/ + 7-1) = 0

j = \...N2

(2.46)

which is equivalent to assuming that the control input remains constant and equal to the last
computed value, u(t+j-l) = u(t+j-2), Vj,j = 1 ... N2, then equation 2.45 reduces to
y{t + j)-f{t + j)

j = N,...N2

(2.47)

Now since the term f(t+j) depends only on past input and output data, this term equates to the
free response of the open-loop plant (filtered by T). Thus for linear systems the total prediction,
using the principle of superposition, is taken to be the sum of the forced response fo(t+j) GjAii(t+j-l) and the free responsefft+j) =f(t+j), and can be defined according to yi^ + J) = foU + J) + fr

+ j)

(2-48)

This is illustrated in Figure 2.2.

Using this concept it is possible to compute the GPC coefficients as outlined by Clarke &
Mohtadi (1989). The procedure is to first calculate the forced response fo(t+j) = GjAift+j-l),
where the elements of Gj are the set of step response coefficients and Au(t+j-l) is the set of
projected future control increments. The free response fft+j) is evaluated by iterating the openloop system over the prediction horizon assuming zero future values of

and a constant

control signal u*(t+j) = u(t-l), j >0; = u(t+j),j < 0. T filtering is introduced by filtering the
input and output by l/T before the iteration and later inverse filtering is performed on f. This
method has the advantage of reducing the computation required. However, O'Mahony (1998)
notes some inconsistencies between this method and the recursion of the Diophantine equations.
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In addition, Demirioglu (1994) states that the latter implementation may not fulfil the role of T
on the basis that the combined filtering and inverse filtering operation has unit gain and
therefore all signals will pass without attenuation.

2.5 Commissioning
It is widely acknowledged that one of the advantages of predictive controllers is the ease with
which they can be commissioned (Berlin & Frank, 1994; Soeterboek, 1992). This ease of
commissioning arises because the tuning parameters associated with the predictive controller
are based in the time domain and may easily be interpreted within this domain. Thus predictive
controllers are relatively easy to tune and this makes predictive control very attractive to a wide
spectrum of control engineers and plant personnel. Furtheimore the use of predictive structures
considerably aids the robust design of digital controllers. This recognition led Garcia et al.
(1989) to (emphatically) claim that "there is no doubt that MPC can be adjusted more easily for
robustness than classic feedback. For example, the fdter in MAC^ or IMC^ has a very direct
effect on robustness". It is also widely acknowledged that the use of a multi-step receding
horizon control philosophy results in a controller that is less sensitive to the effects of sampling
time, system zeros and time-delay than, e.g., methods based on ^/-step ahead prediction e.g. MV
control. However, in the absence of constraints and knowledge of future set-points,
disturbances, etc. predictive control can always be transformed into an equivalent classical
control structure. The advantage then lies merely in the ease of design.

In the context of the foregoing discussion, GPC is no exception. It is equipped with a panoply of
practical 'tuning knobs' that provide the controller with an extraordinary versatility in its
applications. The design parameters may be divided into two classes. The parameters Ni, N2, Ny
and X may be classified as servo parameters since these parameters can be tuned to achieve the
specified nominal servo or tracking performance. Together with the observer polynomial T
which, in the nominal case, only affects the operation of the feedback loop, they form the GPC
design parameters. The distinction between servo and regulator parameters is somewhat
arbitrary as the servo parameters also affect the feedback loop, though the converse is not true.
This distinction is convenient in that it enables a two-step commissioning procedure where, in
the first stage the servo parameters are designed to achieve nominal tracking performance. The

^ Model Algorithmic Control (Mehra et al, 1982)
^ Internal Model Control (Garcia & Morari, 1982)
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properties of the feedback loop may then be analysed, i.e. robustness, disturbance rejection, and
if necessary a suitable T-polynomial designed and incorporated to enhance regulator
performance. This procedure is elucidated in Chapters 4 & 5. In terms of commissioning the
GPC a minimum requirement is an intuitive understanding of the servo parameters. This section
addresses this aspect by providing a short exposition of these parameters and their principal
time-domain effects. Since the effect of these parameters is well documented in the existing
literature, see Soeterboek (1992) for a more comprehensive analysis, the discussion will be
brief. Particular choices of these parameters, leading to standard control laws such as dead-beat
control, GMV, LQ, etc. are also presented. The section concludes by presenting the work of
McIntosh et al. (1991), which can be taken as representative of the state-of-the-art for
commissioning the GPC servo parameters.

2.5.1 The initial prediction horizon
If the plant dead-time d is exactly known then A9 should not be set to a value less than d as this
would lead to superfluous calculations in that future controls have no influence o\\y(t+j), Ni<j
<d. As an addendum to this statement, the early GPC literature suggested that there was little
point in choosing Nj » d as then, the initial predictions, being the most accurate, would be
ignored. Consequently the recommendation was to set A/ = d+l. This philosophy has, to some
extent, been superseded by the work of Yoon & Clarke (1993b) where it was shown that, for
maximum robustness, the order of the T-polynomial is bounded by the parameter A/. More
specifically they suggest that, for optimum robustness, T should be designed as
T = AT*, deg(r*)<max(A,,c/ + l)

(2.49)

Equation 2.49 may be interpreted as stating that increasing the order of T* beyond max(Ni, d+l)
is likely to reduce the robustness of the GPC controller. In particular note that in the absence of
time-delay, and for the usual choice of initial prediction horizon i.e. Ay = /, this guideline is
very restrictive. A corollary to (2.49) may be developed; namely that increasing Ay (beyond the
usual recommendation Ay =7, Ay = t/) may enhance robustness by providing more flexibility for
the design of T*.

This supposition is supported, to some extent, by simulations and

experimental work, conducted by Lambert (1987), which illustrated that for a plant where A„
cannot, in practice, be much greater than one, the effect of Ay on the closed-loop is almost
negligible. Therefore large values of Ay can be utilised to enhance robustness and
simultaneously decrease the computational burden, without significantly affecting the servo
performance. For short A2 and longer A^, Ay has a more pronounced effect on the closed loop.
Unfortunately this effect is often undesirable and rarely predictable.
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2.5.2 The final prediction horizon
In general N2 is chosen to encompass that portion of the process response which is significantly
affected by the current control; typically N2 is set equal to the plant settling-time defined in
samples. Therefore an initial estimate for N2 is A/

(2.50)

N2= —

where

is the 95% settling time. N2 is perhaps the most useful tuning knob available to the GPC

user. Its effect on the speed of the closed-loop is predictable; decreasing N2 tends to speed up
the loop, and the classic performance versus robustness trade-off comes into effect; likewise
increasing N2 tends to slow down and simultaneously stabilise the closed-loop. In addition, this
effect is relatively plant independent and since N2 g

it is restricted in the range of values it

can take.

2.5.3 The control horizon
Essentially this parameter may be interpreted as a coarse tuning knob for controller gain. As a
rule of thumb setting

equal to the number of badly damped or unstable open-loop poles

generally results in good control. Increasing N,, makes the control and output response more
active and reduces stability margins. Obviously a limit exists, where any further increase in N,,
makes little difference.

It has previously been noted that the choice of control horizon, Nu < N2, is equivalent to placing
an infinite weighting on the rate of change of the last N2 -

control moves. This has two

benefits. It can be used to improve the stability properties of MV, LQ and pole-placement type
controllers, and it removes the requirement for selecting a value of T - which would otherwise
be necessary. In practice, it is probably easier to select a suitable value of

since possible

values are restricted to the range
1<V, <^2;

(2.51)

while T may vary over the entire positive real axis i.e.
0<A<oo; TgR

(2.52)

Nu can also be used to improve the numerical properties of the algorithm. The realisation of the
GPC law depends crucially on the invertibility of (G’G+AJ). For small positive X a solution
always exists as this matrix is positive (semi-) definite, but the prior selection of a useful control
weighting X is difficult; therefore it is important to consider the case when X = 0. From the
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definitions of the prediction horizons, it is evident that the matrix G involved in the solution is
of dimension {N2- Ni+ I) * Nu and the general condition for invertibility is that the rank(G^G)
= Nu . Clearly as Nu ^ J this will be easier to achieve. A limiting and important case is where
Nu = I, so that G^G is simply a scalar which is, in practice, almost always invertible.

Finally, note that Nu has a substantial effect on the computational burden. For example,
choosing Nu = 1, implies that the matrix G reduces to a scalar and therefore the inversion
(G^G+?jy‘ is trivial.

2.5.4 The control weighting coefficient
The control weighting coefficient can be used to enable the minimisation of the error between
the predicted outputs and the reference trajectory while taking into account the energy required
to do so. Optimal minimisation of the cost (2.19) for X ^ 0, may result in excessively large
controls which are undesirable. In such cases a non-zero value of X may be included which will
result in detuned control and reduced controls. As mentioned in §2.5.3, the control-weighting
factor may also be utilised to enhance numerical properties by ensuring that the GPC law is
realisable. It may also be used to improve the stability properties of the algorithm.

While T is a useful tuning parameter, it has been noted that some of the other GPC tuning
parameters e.g. N2 and

often result in a much smoother detuned closed loop as they tend to

place the closed-loop poles rather than employ the ‘brute force’ approach of the control
weighting factor. Moreover, it has been observed that inclusion of X, while slowing down the
closed-loop response, frequently results in increased overshoots. This may be undesirable in
some applications. Consequently, the tendency in the literature has been to neglect X (or set it to
a very small value) and utilise the remaining servo parameters to achieve the desired servo
performance. This has the added advantage that commissioning is simplified as the number of
tuning parameters is reduced.

This trend was necessarily re-evaluated with the work of Boucher et al. (1992) and Prada et al.
(1994). The former set of researchers undertook an investigation of the effects of the servo
tuning parameters in the Bode and Black planes, the objective being to devise an auto-tuning
procedure for the GPC. An interesting result of their study was that for any given value of X, the
phase margin increases with N2 but the gain margin decreases. Therefore there would appear to
be no 'optimum' value of N2. In contrast, for any given N2 there exists a central 'optimal' value of
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X which maximises the phase margin. This optimal value of A was found to closely correspond
to the gain of the system and an initial suggestion is to choose A using (2.53)

A^triG^G)

Prada et al. (1994) also investigated the effects of the servo parameters Ni, N2,

and A. By

plotting the minimum of (2.19) for various settings of the servo parameters these researchers
found that A had quite a significant effect on the shape of the cost function. In particular they
found that ^ox A ^0 the resulting contour tended to be quite flat, but that increasing A resulted in
a more 'bowl-shaped' contour with a clearly defined minimum. While the shape of the contour is
not important when an analytical solution to the cost exists, it is of paramount importance when
numerical procedures are applied i.e. when constraints are included. Under these circumstances
the authors recommend the incorporation of A so that numerical optimisation is enhanced. They
note that even a small value of weighting factor i.e. A = 0.1, significantly improves the shape of
the cost.

2.5.5 Special cases
Through adroit selection of the parameters N/, N2,

and A the generalised predictive controller

defaults to standard well understood control laws. Mohtadi (1986) and Mohtadi and Clarke
(1986) discuss these parameterisations and the underlying theorems in detail. Only the
guidelines will be presented here.

2.5.5.1 Mean-level control
If the horizons are selected according to yv, =1;

N2^oo-

N,=V,

A = 0-

(2.54)

the GPC control law reduces to a mean level control law. A ‘mean-level’ control law is
characterised as one where the closed-loop poles lie in the same position as the open-loop
process poles, and consequently results in a closed-loop dynamic behaviour that is very similar
to the open loop one. In general, this behaviour is 'sluggish' in response to set-point changes but
'rapid' in terms of the disturbance rejection response. Implicit in this interpretation is that the
open-loop process is stable. However applying the above horizons to an unstable process will
not, in general, result in instability.
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2.5.5.2 Dead-beat control
A state dead-beat control law drives the state (system errors plus derivatives) to the origin in the
minimal number of steps. The GPC algorithm reduces to a state dead-beat control law if the
horizons are chosen as N2^2n-\\

with

T = 0;

«= max(/7^-I-(2.55)

where ria is the order of the plant denominator, /?/, is the order of the plant numerator and the
one is added as a consequence of the controller's inherent integral action. The choice of control
horizon used to achieve dead-beat control gives some useful insight into its application. To
achieve dead-beat control of an n‘'' order plant it is necessary that there be n distinct control
increments following which Au(t+j) becomes zero. If Nu were chosen as unity, then dead-beat
control would not be possible, as there would be insufficient degrees of freedom to realise the
control law. The state-dead-beat controller, as with all dead-beat controllers, places the closedloop poles at the origin of the z-plane.

2.5.5.3 GMV control
The GMV approach of Clarke and Gawthrop (1979) for a plant with known dead-time d can be
seen to be a special case of GPC in which the horizons are configured as N^=d-

N2=d-

N,=\-,

T=

(2.56)

This method is known to be robust against over-specification of model order but it can only
stabilise a special class of inverse-unstable plants for which A has to be chosen with care.
Moreover GMV is sensitive to the assumptions made about the dead time. GPC inherits the
robustness of the GMV controller but with its long-range prediction horizon and assumptions
about the future controls, GPC overcomes the limitations of the former strategy.

2.5.5.4 LQ control
The infinite horizon LQ controller can be shown to be a special case of the GPC controller for A, =1;

A2^oo;

A„^oo and

N^<N2-n + \; A = 0;

(2.57)

The importance of this result is that it shows that GPC is not only stable, but also possesses an
inherent degree of robustness, ensured by the return difference equality of the associated LQ
problem.

2.5.5.5 Other formulations
For specific settings of the parameters the GPC controller can also be shown to yield
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■

Ydstie’s extended horizon adaptive controller (EHAC) (Ydstie, 1984)

■

extended predictive self-adaptive control (EPS AC) algorithm of De Keyser and Van
Cauwenberghe (1982).

■

Peterka’s predictor-based self-tuning control (Peterka, 1984).

The interested reader is referred to Mohtadi (1986) for details.

2.5.5.6 Single parameter tuning strategies
A potential difficulty with commissioning the GPC controller is that the effect of each
individual parameter is dependent on the settings of the other parameters. This interaction may
complicate the commissioning process, particularly for 'difficult' systems. This problem was
addressed by McIntosh et al. (1991) who developed a number of tuning strategies where the
majority of the servo parameters are maintained constant at some default setting, and a single
'active' tuning parameter is utilised to obtain the desired closed-loop response. The first of these
strategies, the so-called output horizon configuration is summarised by /V, =1;

/V„=l;

/l = 0;

(2.58)

where dnu,x is the maximum expected value of the time-delay and 4 is the 95% settling time both defined in sampling intervals. The second proposal, the lambda weighting configuration is
defined by
A, =:/2^+l;

A2>A^+A,-1;

N^,=n,,-v\;

0</l<oo;

(2.59)

In (2.58) N2 is the active tuning parameter and the closed-loop response effectively varies from
a MV-type controller to a mean-level control law. Even in the presence of model-mismatch, the
closed-loop is guaranteed stable for sufficiently large N2 provided the open-loop system and
model are both stable (Garcia & Morari, 1982). In (2.59) the active tuning parameter is A, and
for T = 0 a dead-beat control law is obtained, while for large A the controller is progressively
detuned. Again, for a sufficiently large value of A the closed-loop is guaranteed stable for stable
open-loop processes.

2.6 The role of the T-polynomial
It is widely acknowledged that the inclusion of the T-polynomial is desirable for successful
practical applications. In essence, this polynomial has two possible interpretations: it may be
designed to minimise the effect of prediction errors and hence yield, in some sense, an optimal
P'edictor. Alternatively, T may be regarded as a design polynomial through which, by judicious
selection, it is possible to reduce the high-frequency gain of the controller. As a consequence.
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the robustness to unmodelled dynamics may be enhanced and the sensitivity to high-frequency
noise reduced. This section begins by comparing the optimaly-step ahead predictor y(l + j) = Cjhu(t + j-\) + Gjhuf{l-\) + Fjyf{t)

N^<j<N^

<2.60)

with the standard state-space based observer
k{t +1) - O ^(0 + ru{t) + K[y{t) - Cx{t)]

(2.61)

whereupon the equivalence of T with the observer gain K becomes evident, and hence T merits
the term observer polynomial. Akin to the issues involved in the design of the observer gain K,
the trade-off implicit in the selection of T, involves the reduction of prediction errors at a cost of
reduced robustness. The inteipretation of T as a polynomial that influences the prediction errors
is apparent from the use of the CARIMA model used in the derivation of the predictor (2.60). In
this context T is the noise colouring polynomial and if accurate knowledge of the noise
characteristics is available, a predictor based on this model will have optimality properties such as minimum variance. Such a design may be utilised to improve the disturbance rejection
properties of the closed-loop. However, since successful identification of T(z’) is difficult in
practice, the T-polynomial is rarely utilised in this role. In the existing literature, the focus has
therefore been on designing T to ensure robust stability. This role of the T-polynomial is studied
in §2.6.2. Due to the direct effect that Thas on controller robustness, the majority of the tuning
guidelines have focused almost exclusively on the design of T for enhancing stability
robustness, with scant regard for the other roles of this polynomial, in particular its effect on the
closed-loop disturbance rejection properties. In §2.6.3 this influence of the T-polynomial is
elaborated.

2.6.1 The T-polynomial as an observer
To illustrate that the prediction equation (2.60) is identical in structure to the classic state-space
observer, recall the CARIMA model of §2.2 -

-1)+

t(0

A(z-')

, \

AA(z~')

^{t)

(2.62)

where it is assumed that Tfz'^J = C(z‘). From equation (2.62) they-step ahead predictor
/
^(^“‘) /
T(^ + 7)------- +
/l(z~')

T{z-^)

■

++ j)

AA(z-^)

(2.63)
^
^

results. In accordance with the original derivation it is necessary to extract the discernible
component of the stochastic disturbance via the equation
— = Ej{z~^) + z~-'
AA
^
AA

3S

(2.64)
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and substituting for T/AA in (2.63) yields the following, alternative, representation for they-step
ahead predictor
yi2 + y)

B
A

F;
+7

+ 7)

+

AA

(2.65)

Since the component Ej(^(t+j) consists of terms which are entirely in the future, the best (in the
least squares sense) y-step-ahead predictor is obtained by taking the conditional expectation of
y(t+j) on all data up to time t and the future control sequence. This optimal predictor is y{l + j) = ~u{l + j-\) + -E4(l)
A
AA

(2.66)

To show the correlation between this predictor and the state-space observer it is necessary to
substitute the term (Fj / AA)(^(t). This may be achieved by multiplying (2.62) byFy /Tand
rearranging to get
F,B
A&'

T

AT

F

li{t - 1)

B
A

y{t)—

(2.67)

(2.68)

Substituting (2.68) into (2.66) yields the predictor equation
A

y{t)-—u{t-\)
A

T

(2.70)

Now since B/A corresponds to the model of the process we have (2.71)

A
and therefore (2.70) may also be represented by
y{t + y) = 4«(' + i -1) +
A
T

- KO]

(2.72)

In block diagram form (2.72) may be portrayed by Figure 2.3 for the casey = /.

Equation 2.72 may be directly compared with the state-space observer. Given a state-space
model in discrete-time x(^+ 1) = Ox(/)-t-rw(0
t(0

(2 73)

= H40

a standard expression for the state-space observer is y{t +1) = O i(0 + ru{t) + K[y(t) - Hi(0]

(2.74)

i.e. the reconstruction is based on the assumed model and accounts for possible modelling errors
through the term y{t) - H.v(0 . Note that from (2.73)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: The observer polynomial, T. (a) J-step-ahead predictor structured as an observer; (b)
Classic state-space observer
j)(0 = Hx(/)

(2.75)

and therefore (2.74) may also be written as x{t +1) = O x{t) -h ru{t) + K[yit) - j)(0]

(2.76)

Clearly the structures (2.72) and (2.76) are very similar, differing only in the form of the model.
This similarity is further emphasised by comparing the block diagrams of Figure 2.3.

In equation (2.76) the design parameter is the observer gain K. In (2.72) Fj is dictated by (2.64),
therefore the only design term is T, hence its interpretation as an observer polynomial akin to
the observer gain. Similarly to the problem of observer design in state-space, an appropriate
choice for this polynomial involves the trade-off between reducing prediction errors and
enhancing robustness. But the selection of T is not straightforward because the relationship
between Fj and T, as defined by (2.64), is a complex function of T. In addition Fj changes with j
and therefore the selection of the coincidence horizon, (TV/, Nj) will also influence the prediction
errors.

2.6.2 Effect of T on robustness
To examine the effect of T on the prediction errors and robustness of the control system recall
the following expression for they-step-ahead predictor
y(t + j)=-u(t+j-\)+-y^(l) + Efi(t + j)
A
AA

(2.77)

Utilising the expression for the CARIMA model to substitute for the present error, ^(t) i.e
A
^(t) = [Ay(t)-Bu(t-\)\yields the predictor
40

(2.78)
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Kt +

=

j -^)+^Uy{t) -Bu{t-1)]^
A
T

A
R \

—h-z~-’

(2.79)

F

\u{t + j-\) + -^y{t)
T
T

(2.80)

To determine the influence of Ton modelling errors, assume that the real process is defined by
y{t) = Mu{t-\) + x{t)

(2.81)

To calculate they-step-ahead error, e(t+j), it is first necessary to obtain an expression {ox y(t+j).
Multiplying (2.81) by t/EAA yields
EjAAyit + j) = EjAEMu{t + y -1) + EjAAx{t + j)

(2.82)

From (2.64) note that
(2.83)

EjAA = T-z~J Fj
Substituting into (2.82) and simplifying yields
f
(
i
]
y{t + y) = 1 - z — Mu(t + j -\) +
T^ ^
\
\

T )

F:
x{t + j) +—y{t)

(2.84)

Therefore the prediction error defined as £{t + y) = y{t + j)-y{t + y) is given by
+ j) =

-z

-jE"
M
T

\u{t + j-\) + x{t + j)

(2.85)

The modelling error M-B/A is therefore filtered by the function
(

■

2 86)

( .

T
^

V

which is a complex function of T and the GPC tuning parameters Nj and N2.

To obtain some insight into how T affects the modelling error note, from (2.64), that
-jE

-z

T

T

(2.87)

For smally, Ej is negligible and therefore (2.85) can be approximated by
AA 7

\m — u{t + j-\) + x{t + j)
Ai)

T Lv

(2.88)

Since the component of model mismatch is often large at high frequencies and since many
disturbances have a high frequency characteristic, a reasonable strategy would be to ensure that
the filter AA/T includes a low-pass filter. This leads to the choice of AA/T as a band-pass filter,
which can be realised if the degree of T is larger than the dQg{A) + 1. As j increases the effect of
the filter on the prediction becomes more difficult to analyse and in the limit the filtering
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Figure 2.4: Block diagram for equivalent linear form of GPC

become ineffective. The selection of the cut-off frequency for 1/T is not trivial and Mohtadi
(1988) illustrates that even in simple cases decreasing the cut-off frequency can have deleterious
effects on the closed-loop. In conclusion he recommends that to ensure good robustness
properties the T polynomial should be chosen as T = (1-Pz'f such that the cut-off frequency /?
coincides with the dominant time constant of A and n is equal to deg {A) + /.

2.6.3 Closed-loop transfer function
In §2.3 it was noted that the GPC can be recast as the 2DoF linear control law shown in Figure
2.4. The closed-loop transfer function relating the inputs w(t), ^(t) to the output y(t) is easily
derived as
T(0-

z~'BT,
RC
■w{t) +
4(0
RAA + z-'SB
' RAA + z~'SB
■

(2.89)

where the polynomials R, S and Ti are defined by equations 2.36 - 2.38, respectively. In
McIntosh et al. (1989), it was shown that in the absence of modelling errors the characteristic
equation contains T as a direct factor. Note, from the definition (2.37), that Ti also contains T as
a direct factor. The closed-loop transfer function may therefore be written as -

yiO-

z-'BT2
RC
w{0 +
4(0
[R'AA + z-'S'B]
[R'AA + z^'S'B]T
-

(2.90)

where S', R' and T/' are again defined by equations 2.36 - 2.38 but under the assumption that T =
/. Equation 2.90 clearly demonstrates that the polynomial T, while a factor of the characteristic
equation, has no influence on the nominal servo performance. However, T does influence the
disturbance rejection performance as indicated by the latter term in (2.90). Obvious parallels
may again be drawn with observer design in the state-space paradigm.

Since the polynomial T affects the accuracy of predictions, the disturbance rejection properties
and the robustness of the design, the selection of this polynomial is of paramount importance.
The choice of'optimal' observer polynomial is not trivial and difficulties are compounded by the
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fact that even in simple cases decreasing the cut-off frequency, or increasing the order of I/T
can have pernicious closed-loop effects. Thus much early research has focused on developing
tuning rules to aid the selection of this polynomial, while recent attention has tended to focus on
developing systematic tuning procedures. A review of these efforts will be presented in Chapter
4.

2.7 Incorporating advance set-point knowledge
A frequently cited advantage of predictive controllers is the ability to systematically incorporate
advance knowledge of set-point changes and thus yield improved set-point tracking. In addition
to the classic arenas such as batch processes and robotics, there are many applications in
temperature control, manufacturing, process control and flight control where advanced
knowledge is available and, ideally, this information should be utilised. Pre-programmed setpoints are particularly advantageous when dealing with plants with long transport delay.
Without advance knowledge such systems cannot start responding to a change in command until
the (i-step delay interval has passed. However, if given the future reference trajectory the output
can begin responding well before the (i-step delay interval has been exceeded.

As mentioned in §2.2 the GPC can incorporate prior set-point knowledge through the use of the
reference trajectory w(t+j); Nj < j < N2 which is included in the perfomiance index (2.19).
Typically, it is assumed that such infomiation is not available, in which case w(t+j) is set equal
to the current value of the set-point or reference i.e. w(t+j) = w(t)

j. If a future reference

sequence, r(t), is available then this information may be incorporated simply by defining w(r + 7):=r(/ + y);

j = N\...N2

(2.91)

This feature enables future system errors to be incorporated since the difference between the
future predictions and future set-points w(0 = [wyy , ...,

, rather than constant set-

points, is minimised. Thus, at time t the control calculation procedure may be forced to take into
account set-point changes N2 samples in the future. For instance, if a set-point change is likely
to occur at sample time 50 then the controller output starts reacting to this change at sample
time 50 - A?.

Though some successful applications incorporating the use of pre-specified set-points have been
reported (Linkens & Mahfouf, 1994) the claim that incorporating such information into the cost
function is beneficial, appears to be based, not on analysis, but merely on the fact that the
performance index includes a future reference trajectory. Therefore it is generally assumed that
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Time (samples)

Time (samples)

(d)

(b)

Figure 2.5; Incorporation of pre-specified set-points, (a) No future knowle(ige assumed; (b)
Incorporating pre-specified set-point; (c) Dead-beat response, no future knowledge; (d)
Dead-beat response with pre-specified set-point.

by providing and utilising future information the optimal solution will not be any worse that the
usual case where such information is ignored. It is the author's opinion that such assumptions
are fundamentally flawed, and in many cases, haphazard incorporation of future set-point
information leads to markedly degraded tracking performance. To illustrate this consider the
stable, minimum-phase discrete-time system T(0 =

1 + 0.52'
u{t-\)
1-1.5z“' +0.72"^

(2.92)

sampled at one second intervals i.e. p = 1. If the GPC servo parameters (TV/, Nj, TV,„ A.) are
selected as (I, 5, 2, 0) with T = J, the closed-performance resulting from a set-point change at
the 20'* sample interval is illustrated in 2.5(a). Incorporation of prior information yields the
result of Figure 2.5(b). Clearly the process output has started to respond sooner but a distinct
non-minimum-phase transient is also noticeable. If performance demands are increased i.e. say
a dead-beat response is desired, then (Nj, Ni, TV„, A) : = (3, 5, 3, 0) with the response of Figure
2.5(c). In this case incorporation of prior information seriously degrades the closed-loop
performance as illustrated by Figure 2.5(d)

These observations may be explained from a number of alternate viewpoints. Consider the dead
beat case initially and recall from §2.3.3.2 that to achieve dead-beat control of an n’' order plant
it is necessary that there be n distinct control increments following which Au(t+j) becomes zero.
When the integrator effect is considered, the plant (2.92) is third order and therefore three
distinct control increments are required to drive the output to the set-point. However, when
future set-point information is incorporated the controller output starts reacting to a set-point
change occurring at time t at sample time t - Ni. In this case the controller starts to react at the
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fifth sample interval, whereas in fact it should not begin to react until at least the seventh sample
period. Thus the predictive scheme has over-reacted to the pre-programmed set-point change
and generated a problem which did not exist when w(t+j) = w(t).

The non-minimum phase transient may be rationalised through the realisation that incorporating
future set-point information is akin to introducing zeros
w{t + j) = z-^ w{ty, 7 = A^|.,.A'’2

(2.93)

into the reference tracking controller i.e. that component labelled Tj(z'') in Figure 2.4. In many
cases, the net effect is that these zeros are located outside the unit circle and consequently result
in the non-minimum phase transient observed in Figure 2.5(b). Reducing N2 can ameliorate the
problem but this is not a feasible option in most applications due to the effect this parameter has
on closed-loop performance and stability. Rossiter & Grinnell (1996) point out that increasing
Nu often alleviates this effect but again because this parameter affects both performance and
stability it is not a viable option in most practical applications.

From a consideration of the dead-beat case, the author proposes to remedy the problem by
limiting the amount of prior information fed to the control law. Specifically it is proposed to
introduce an additional horizon, yV„,, and define w(t+J) as
n,(,+(2.94)
[r{t + N„.)- N^<j<N,
This formulation for w(t+j) can be interpreted as a compromise between the situations where no
advance information is utilised,
practice

= 0, and where full information is utilised,

need not be very large; good results have been obtained by setting

= N2. In
^ d+1. To

demonstrate the effectiveness of this modification the previous simulations are re-run with

-

2, as illustrated in Figure 2.6. Clearly the desired advance in tracking performance has been
achieved, while the degradation due to phase advance or additional inverse-unstable zeros has
been avoided.

2.8 Extensions and re-formulations
Since the publication of the seminal papers outlining the GPC algorithm by Clarke et al. (1987)
the algorithm has been the subject of a number of extensions and re-formulations. These
enhancements were largely motivated by a desire to improve performance, guarantee stability
and/or incorporate constraint handling. This sub-section provides an overview of those
enhancements directly motivated by a desire to improve performance. Subsequent subsections
deal with the question of stability and the incorporation of constraints.
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(b)

(d)

Figure 2.6: Pre-specified set-points with
= 2. (a) No future knowledge assumed; (b) Incorporating
pre-specified set-point; (c) Dead-beat response, no future knowledge; (d) Dead-beat
response with pre-specified set-point.

2.8.1

GPC with reference model

In addition to the ^-polynomial Clarke et al. (1987) equipped the GPC with a second
polynomial, the so-called P polynomial. Like the r-polynomial, this P polynomial was
originally incorporated into the MV controller to enable engineers to tackle a wider variety of
practical control problems. Inconiorating P(z'') results in the GPC attempting to steer
predictions of an auxiliary output
yf(t + j)^P(z-')y(t + j)

(2.95)

y(t+j). In the light of (2.95) it is obvious

to the set-point in place of the actual process

that to ensure zero steady state offset the following condition must be satisfied P(z-')L,=,;= P(l)-1

(2.96)

To facilitate the auxiliary output a new objective function is defined such that the prediction
errors are now defined as the difference between the reference and the auxiliary output, more
specifically the cost is defined as ' N.

,

7=V

NU

(2.97)

7=1

The remaining implementation details may be found in Clarke et al. (1987) and O'Mahony
(1998).

There are essentially two interpretations for the P(z^) polynomial. If the process is known to
have large overshoot to set-point changes or load disturbances then P(z‘) polynomial may be
used to penalise these overshoots or remove them altogether. In such applications P(z'‘) is
normally chosen as a stable first order polynomial having unity gain i.e.
4f)
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(2.98)

Of greater interest is the second possible interpretation of the P(z‘) polynomial. For Ni=l, Nu Nj > k, and

the GPC which includes the P polynomial can be interpreted as a pole

placement or model-reference controller with a closed-loop response to set-point changes
defined by the model Af where M is given by M

1

(2.99)

If Xc ^ 0 and/or Nu < N2 then P can be interpreted as an approximate inverse closed loop model.
For large NU the deterioration in model following is slight and is compensated for by the
avoidance of the associated problem of pole-zero cancellation which destabilises the usual
model-reference controllers for inverse unstable systems. This extension of the GPC controller
to include pole-placement control as a special case is of enormous benefit in high performance
applications where it may be desired to adhere rigidly to a specified reference trajectory. A
further advantage is that the need for T,. is further reduced, as now a reference trajectory can be
specified such that a smooth rise to set-point is achieved, with correspondingly smooth controls.

Similar to the other servo parameters, the P polynomial also affects the performance of the
regulator loop and, in that context, its effect is akin to that of the r-polynomial.

Based on the inteipretation of P as an approximate inverse closed-loop model McIntosh et al.
(1991) proposed an additional tuning configuration A, =1;

N2>d + Nu,

N^=n^+\\ X = 0;

(2.100)

where the active tuning parameter is the inverse closed-loop model - M(z') = 1/P(z''). This
configuration ensures that the model is followed accurately but not exactly. Exact model
following is undesirable as the resulting controller will attempt to cancel open-loop process
zeros.

2.8.2 GPC with multiple reference models
It is known, that, through the specification of a reference model on the controlled input, in
addition to the reference model on the controlled output, with the implicit assumption of
simultaneous tracking, model reference and MV controllers may successfully be applied to
inverse-unstable systems. Inspired by this basic culture, Irving et al. (1986), proposed a similar
extension for the generalised predictive controller which involves restating the GPC cost
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function in terms of input and output tracking errors with respect to the input and output
reference trajectories, i.e. A',
(2.101)

subject to the equality constraint
Ae^^{t + J-\) = 0

for N^^<j<N2

(2.102)

In (2.101) Cy is the output error defined by ey(t) = y(l)-y,(t)
where

(2.103)

is the reference model for the output. Similarly the input error Ou is defined as
^?w(0 = «(0-w^(0

(2.104)

where u(t) is the control input and Ur is the reference model for the input. A claimed advantage
is that the constraint (2.102) is more appropriate than the assumption made in the standard GPC
algorithm, since the input tracking error increments naturally vanish with time. Moreover, the
variations of this tracking error can be zero even though the control (and its increments) are
non-zero. This characteristic is useful for control problems that require continuous variations of
the command variable.

In the author's opinion, the most interesting aspect of the proposed modification is that the
resulting controller can be shown to be asymptotically equivalent to a pole-placement control
law. However, sinee the pole-placement objective is stated in terms of a linear quadratic cost
function minimisation, it does not suffer from the usual numerical instabilities associated with
the standard pole-placement problem. The pole-placement objective is desirable from a
performance specification point of view, since the desired regulation and tracking dynamics can
now be specified independently. In addition this performance is immune to variations in the
identified model, an important feature for adaptive applications. This is an improvement on the
standard GPC algorithm where, in adaptive applications, performance tends to vary according to
the identified model. This multiple model version of GPC has been explored by Wertz et al.
(1987) and M'Saad et al. (1993) both of whom report very consistent performance despite large
plant parameter variations.

Further, note that since the modification essentially results in a pole-placement controller the
regulation and tracking objectives are largely independent of the design parameters {Ni, N2, Nu,
X} associated with the performance index. However, the closed-loop system will contain
additional poles that depend on these design parameters. If these supplementary poles are stable
and result in fast transients, the output of the process will closely follow the output of the
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reference model regardless of the choices made for (N/, N2, Nu, 2.}. This feature may be
exploited by, for example, choosing X to enhance the numerical properties of the algorithm
while still maintaining the original performance specification. Kowalczuk & Suchomski (1995)
proposed a similar modification and applied the terminology GPC with anticipated filtration.

2.8.3 Extended predictive control
The premise of this modification is to utilise the entire vector of optimal controls {u(t+l\t),
u(t+2\t),

u(t+N2\t)J which results from the minimisation of the GPC performance index. If

these values are calculated and stored at each sampling instant, then at any particular instant an
entire sequence of postulated controls for that instant will be available i.e. {u(t\t), u(t\t-l), u(t\t2),

Therefore, Owens & Warwick (1988), proposed to formulate the actual control input

applied at time instant t as a weighted version of the previously obtained controls for that
instant. This is expected to reduce the effects of spurious control signals, temporarily
unmeasured dynamics or poor parameter estimates. More significantly, it is postulated that this
extension could be utilised within a fault tolerant scheme since the control action is no longer
critically dependent on the accuracy of the most recently measured plant output signal.

2.8.4 Continuous-time GPC
GPC has been redesigned in the continuous-time framework by Demirioglu & Gawthrop
(1991). The continuous-time formulation alleviates some of the problems associated with
discrete-time methods, such as numerical sensitivity, sample rate selection and inverse-unstable
zeros. However, the continuous-time approach has received little dissemination and very few
real-time applications are reported. Yet the continuous-time GPC (CGPC) approach has much to
commend it. Demirioglu & Karasu (2000), report that
■

CGPC appears to be more robust than GPC with respect to the choice of the
observer polynomial

■

CGPC tolerates changes in system parameters better than GPC does

■

GPC was found to be more sensitive than CGPC to disturbances affecting the
system

■

the computational burden of GPC was greater

The reluctance on the part of practitioners to apply CGPC may be related to the incompatibility
between the assumed continuous-time control inputs and the widely used zero-order hold. As a
result, the digital implementation of CGPC unavoidably introduces approximation that may
demand a small sampling interval - with the associated computational cost. To overcome this
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issue sampled-data GPC (SDGPC) was proposed by Lu & Dumont (1994). SDGPC is based on
a continuous-time state-space model and utilises a continuous-time quadratic cost function.
However, the projected future control scenario is assumed to be piecewise constant. The
following strategies for implementing the control law were proposed:
(a) the first control, u(]), is applied to the plant for a time interval T,,,
(b) a fraction of the first control, u(l), is applied to the plant for a duration Tgxe
where T,„ is the design sampling interval and T^xe the execution sampling interval. For case (a),
with T,n = Texe, SDGPC corresponds to a discrete-time control system with sampling frequency
T,„. By designing the control law with a larger sampling interval Tj,, the computational load may
be reduced. If it is then implemented, via option (b), with a short sampling interval Texe a
smoother response and better disturbance rejection properties will be obtained. As Texe

0a

continuous-time control law can be obtained.

2.8.5 Simplified GPC
In contrast to most other variants, Bordons & Camacho (1998) report a simplified GPC structure
suited to industrial process with limited computational facilities. Based on the success of the
traditional PID controller, these authors propose a PID-like GPC structure that is ideally suited
to distributed control equipment. The proposed structure is valid for any plant which can be
modelled via the reaction curve method, i.e. only three process parameters are required; the
open-loop time constant r, the open-loop gain, K and the time delay r,/. The control law is
defined by
Au{t) = lyyy{t +d) + ly2yi( +

-1) + /h w{t)

(2.105)

A simple set of Ziegler-Nichols type functions was then derived which relate the controller
parameters to the process parameters. For example, the parameter lyi is defined by
ly\

(2.106)

+^21

where a corresponds to the location of the discrete-time process pole. Each of the coefficients kn
depends on the controller weighting factor X e.g.
yt,, =-exp(0.3598-0.9127Z + 0.3165Z^)

(2.107)

Hence tuning of the controller is reduced to the selection of a single parameter X. Extensions are
proposed to cater for integrating processes and ramp-like inputs. The authors applied the
simplified algorithm and a PID controller to the temperature control of a heat exchanger and
compared performances. The simplified GPC algorithm was found to outperform the (carefully
tuned) PID controller.

M)
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2.9 The question of stability
Due to its popularity, there have been many attempts to examine the stability properties of GPC.
However, the fact that GPC is based on I/O models and minimises a finite receding horizon cost
function has proved to be an obstacle in the search for stability results. Initial proofs were
confined to very specific limiting cases e.g. large prediction horizons which were not
particularly useful as, in practice, relatively small horizons tend to be used to reduce the
computational load. One breakthrough came from the discovery that 'end-point state constraints'
could be used to give guarantees of stability under relatively weak assumptions and for short
horizons. This stimulated several solutions to the problem of guaranteed stability in the early
1990's and provided theoretical indicators for 'good' predictive control design.

The stability results to date may be classified as:
■

specific limiting cases (Clarke & Mohtadi, 1989; Kwon & Byun, 1989)

■

introducing some terminal constraints on the input, output or state variables of the
system (Clarke & Scattolini, 1991; Mosca & Zhang, 1992)

■

imposing a terminal weighting on the tracking error or control increments
(Demirioglu & Clarke, 1993; Jolly & Bentsman, 1993)

These results are now briefly reviewed.

2.9.1 Stability results for limiting cases
Early attempts at prescribing stability may be characterised as limiting cases, usually of the
form N]

<30. Clarke & Mohtadi, (1989) discussed the stability properties of GPC by relating

GPC to LQ control for state-space models; this allowed stability to be established for the
limiting case where the cost horizon grows infinitely or the control weighting goes to zero. This
result was further refined by Kwon et al. (1992) who effectively showed that the standard GPC
law was equivalent to the combination of a receding horizon tracking controller (RHTC) with a
steady-state Kalman filter. By invoking the well-known stability properties of RHTC the
following stability result may be established for GPC

Theorem 2.1: If the polynomials A(z'^), B(z'‘) have no common factors, then it can be shown
that if the control horizon Nu is equal to the final prediction horizon N2 with Ni
= ], A, ^0, there exists a finite horizon N* such that for N2 >N* the closed-loop
system is asymptotically stable.
A corollary follows:
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Corollary 2.1: Let N2 -

> n; n being the order of the system, Ni = J and X> 0. Then there

exists a finite control horizon N^* such that the closed-loop is asymptotically
stable for all iV„ >Nu*.

Other limiting cases are also known. For example:
Theorem 2.2: For a stable polynomial A if
/V,-^00,

N2>N^, N^=\,

A=0

(2.108)

the closed-loop is stable and the control strategy tends to a mean-level law i.e.
the characteristic equation

tends to A (Clarke & Mohtadi, 1989).

Theorem 2.3: Given that A has r unstable roots, and
yv, <00,

N2=oo,

N^^>r, T>0

(2.109)

the characteristic polynomial is stable (Rawlings & Muskc, 1993)

2.9.2 Constrained receding horizon predictive control
In the early 1990's Clarke and Scattolini (1991), Mosca & Zhang (1992) and Kouvaritakis et al.
(1992) independently proposed three alternative approaches to the stability problem. Of these
the first two, both of which are referred to here as constrained receding horizon predictive
control (CRHPC) add terminal constraints (i.e. equality constraints on the output) to the usual
GPC cost. On the other hand, the stable generalised predictive control (SGPC) method of
Kouvaritakis et al. (1992) forms a stabilising inner feedback loop, and then applies GPC. All
these strategies are in fact equivalent but have different numerical properties due to different
implementations (Rossiter & Kouvaritakis, 1994). Here the CRHPC algorithm is taken as
representative and its pertinent characteristics summarised. The CRHPC cost is defined by
N

r
..19
r. w(/
,
-.19
J - y/^\y{t
+ y) - w{t. -f-y)]
T ^[A
+ J)]
^

j=\

j=0

(2.110)

where ^ is a weighting on the tracking error. This cost is subject to the constraint that over a
future range of m points the predicted output should precisely equal the future reference
y{t + N + j) = w{t + N)

(2.111)

In addition the manipulated variable is allowed only a limited number of projected control
variations
Au{t +

+ j) = 0 for j = \,...,N-N^^+m

(2.112)

The purpose of these constraints is to ensure that the plant output will be at a desired set-point
not only within the interval [t+N+1, t+N+m] but also afterwards. Therefore the sequence of
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Figure 2.7: 2DoF control configuration.

control increments is also constrained such, that after time t+N+m the increments will be zero.
An explicit, and fairly complex, formula for u is available using the results from the original
CRHPC paper. However, this formula involves matrix inversions that are badly conditioned for
open-loop unstable plants.

This extension to the basic GPC problem endows the algorithm with some stability and
robustness results even for small prediction horizons. The most significant result, see e.g. Clarke
& Scattolini (1991), Mosca & Zhang (1992), Leva & Scattolini (1993), states, in principle, the
following:
Theorem 2.4: The closed-loop is asymptotically stable for i// >0, A> 0 and
N = deg(B) - I + n
N,, = deg(A) + n
n = max(deg(A) + J, deg(B))

The resulting control law is linear and time-invariant of the form
RAu{t)^T^w{t + N)-Sy{t)

(2.113)

where
deg(/?) = deg(5)-l
deg(5) = deg(z()

(2.114)

deg(r,) = A^-l
This 2DoF controller is illustrated in Figure 2.7 where F = A. Stability of this predictive control
law may also be established by considering the problem from a closed-loop point of view (Fikar
& Unbehauen, 2000) i.e. by considering (2.113). Since the CRHPC law must yield a closedloop control law defined by (2.113) it follows that an equivalent pole-placement controller
exists. This controller must satisfy the conditions
(1) the sequences u and e {e = co- y) must be finite length sequences
(2) the pole-placement controller is the minimal degree solution of
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AF'R-\- BS — M
FQ + B1\ =M

^2 115^

For M =y, the sequences u and e may be shown to be:
u^AT^ ^ deg(w) = deg(.4)
e = ^ => deg(e) = deg(5)-l

(2.116)

Therefore, the minimum horizons that yield a stable closed-loop system must at least contain all
non-zero coefficients

u ,e and are given as
A^-deg(5)-l
Nu = deg(^)

(2.117)

In fact it can be shown (Fikar & Unbehauen, 2000) that these constraints on the output and
control horizons are somewhat conservative and that the output horizon can be reduced to
yV = deg(7?")-l

(2.118)

where B' denotes the anti-stable component of B. In addition, Rawlings & Muske (1993), Fikar
& Kucera (2000), have shown that the minimum number of optimised variables that leads to a
stable closed-loop system is equal to the number of unstable plant poles. Thus Nu may be
reduced to
= deg(zl“)

(2.119)

In the original CRH PC proof it is required that the control weighting X be greater than zero.
However, the closed-loop 2DoF controller is, for minimum horizons, unique and does not
depend on the choice of weights. Therefore it can be concluded that the condition X> 0 can be
omitted. Of course, if the horizons are larger than minimal, a well posed optimisation problem
requires either y/or XXo be greater than zero.

2.9.3 End-point state weighting
As another approach to the stability problem, finite end-point weighting may be added to the
GPC cost in order that the solution of the associated Riccatti equation, or the cost itself, is
monotonic (Kwon & Byun, 1989; Demircioglu & Clarke, 1993; Jolly & Bentsman, 1993). This
technique is closely related to the CRHPC scheme. In fact, minimising a cost function subject to
equality constraints is equivalent to minimising the function with infinite end-point weighting.
The latter technique has been proven to guarantee stability in receding horizon control schemes
by the monotonicity property of the Riccati equation of the corresponding state-space system
(Kwon & Pearson, 1975).

Alternatively this monotonicity can also be achieved by employing time-varying or exponential
weighting, which places more emphasis on tracking error and control increments further in the
54
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future (Yoon & Clarke 1993a). In such a scheme a cost similar to (2.110) is utilised where the
weighting functions ^and A are defined as exponentials of the form y/ = [i/(i) = y/a~"'‘ > 0 and
A = A(i) = Aa~^‘ >0. In general exponential weighting is considered useful in that it leads to
improved dynamic responses, principally it may be used to reduce overshoots. Another
motivation for exponential weighting in receding-horizon control is the necessity for monotonic
solutions of the associated Riccati equation as a sufficient condition for stability. If the output
and control signals are accordingly weighted in a monotonic manner then this condition may be
easily satisfied for some a < /. In contrast the corresponding condition in ordinary GPC is
highly restrictive (Bitmead et ai, 1990). Furthermore exponential weighting may be used to
obtain a prescribed degree of stability. More specifically, the following theorem (Yoon &
Clarke, 1993a) is applicable Theorem 2.5:

Given a finite N2 - N„ > 0, there exists a finite Ni, such that all eigenvalues of
the closed-loop system have moduli less than a.

2.10 Incorporating constraints
Constraints are a common feature of most practical control engineering problems. Actuators
have a limited field of action as well as a limited slew rate. Fabrication, safety, environmental
issues, or even sensor ranges can limit the process variables such as levels in tanks, flows in
piping, maximum temperatures or maximum pressures. Additional constraints may be placed on
product quality or related variables. It is a fact, that, under such conditions, the operating point
of a plant that satisfies the overall economic goals of the process will lie at the intersection of
constraints (Prett & Gillette, 1979). If these constraints are incorporated through an ad hoc or in
an a posteriori fashion, then, in general, the plant will operate well below the optimum
operating point and sub-optimal performance will result. If the process is to operate close to the
permissible boundary, it follows that constraints must be incorporated into the control law and
furthermore the control system must anticipate potential constraint violations and correct for
them in a systematic manner. The main attraction of the MBPC methodology lies in the fact that
the constraints can be entered in a direct manner and the algorithm will automatically find the
best solution that satisfies all of them. In addition, due to their "prophetic" nature, model based
predictive controllers can anticipate possible violations well in advance and apply corrective
action to avoid or minimise the impending violation.

In MBPC the optimisation is with respect to the control sequence u and therefore it is quite
straightforward to incorporate constraints on u which is not the case for other control
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techniques e.g. LQ or Hoc. Furthermore, under the assumption of a linear model, any future
input, output or state can be expressed as a linear combination of u . This means that any
inequality constraint on the input, its rate of change, the output, or state (or any combination
thereof) can be written in the form (2.120)

Pu<r

To illustrate, consider the case where constraints are placed on the output, specifically the
output is assumed bounded by the upper and lower limits y,„a.r and>^„„>, leading to the constraint
Tmin

(2.121)

Using predictive control it is possible to look ahead to see if the current vector of controls will
induce violations of future constraints, thus (2.121) may be extended as
J = N,...N2

+

\<N,<N2

(2.122)

However, because each future constraint adds to the dimensionality of the problem it is typical
to consider a constraint range such that j e
J=

+
where

Niy, Nuy

(Niy, Nu^)

yielding
\<Nfy<N,,.

(2.123)

are the lower and upper constraint horizons for the output. Substituting they-step-

ahead prediction y{t + J) for y(t+J) and recalling that
y(l + j) = GjAu(t + j-\) + f(t + j),

f(l + j) = Gj&iC (I -1) + Fjyf (;)

<2.124)

implies that the constraints (2.123) in key vector form are
(2.125)
— G u < —y
where y„„„ =

ymav = (ymax.

....

consisting of its rows from

Niy

to

Nuy.

+f
ymax)^ and Gv is a submatrix of the matrix G

With respect to u the GPC cost function is quadratic and

the constraints (2.125) are linear thus the optimisation may easily be accomplished through the
use of quadratic programming (QP).

A number of algorithms for solving QP problems exactly and within a finite number of steps
have been developed. They can be roughly divided into groups based on:
■

the computation of Lagrange multipliers (Fletcher, 1990; Tsang & Clarke, 1988)

■

the reduction of the QP problem to a non-negative least squares problem (Lawson
& Hanson, 1974; Camacho, 1993)

■

the reduction of the QP problem to a linear complementarity problem (Fletcher,
1990)

In general though, the QP problem can be characterised as computationally demanding and
lacking robustness with respect to infeasibility and constraint redundancy. Furthermore there is
no general guarantee of stability. The latter is a crucial issue because a (previously) stable
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control law can become unstable simply through the addition, to the control law, of an
unfortunate constraint. Thus the stability results obtained from stabilising algorithms such as
CRHPC, SGPC do not propagate to the case where more general constraints (e.g. inequality
constraints) are included in the cost. Some stability results do exist; with CRHPC or GPC“
(Scokaert & Clarke, 1993), the established stability results are extendable to the constrained
case for N^y -> <», provided a feasible solution exists. The problem is that infeasibility^ is
increasingly likely as profitability pressures drive plants harder towards constraints, leading to
the output being pushed into a forbidden region by disturbances. The use of equality terminal
constraints to guarantee stability as in CRHPC further complicates the feasibility problem, as
they reduce the number of control degrees of freedom available for satisfying the desired
inequality constraints.

To overcome the constrained stability problem R.ossiter & Kouvaritakis (1993) proposed an
augmented SGPC cost and applied a mixed weighted least squares (MWLS) algorithm to
optimise the resulting constrained problem. This algorithm is computationally simpler than the
standard QP approach. Furthermore if an infeasible solution arises the MWLS algorithm will
converge to that vector which minimises the maximum constraint violation. This is in sharp
contrast to other methods such as QPGPC (Tsang & Clarke, 1988; Camacho, 1993) which
reverts to the unconstrained optimum since quadratic programming cannot handle the case of
infeasibility. The proposed constrained stable generalised predictive control (CSGPC)
algorithm gives guarantees of stability only under the assumption that a "long-term" feasible
solution exists. In essence long-term feasibility implies that given an unlimited number of future
control increments it is possible to steer the output to its target values without violating any of
the input or output constraints. As mentioned previously even if the optimum solution is
infeasible CSGPC still attempts to minimise the possibility of constraint violation and provides
a systematic method of handling "short-term" infeasibility. To understand this, consider the case
where the constraint violation does not concern a current value of input/output but rather some
predicted future value. Clearly if all the "optimal" future control increments computed at this
particular time instant were to be implemented, then a constraint violation would occur some
time in the future. However, at the next time instant the problem is reformulated and the
optimisation re-computed yielding a solution which will be less than or at worst equal to the
value at time t . Hence, assuming that infeasibility does not occur at the current sampling
instant, by minimising the maximum future constraint violation, CSGPC maximises the chances

^ Infeasibility occurs when the optimum solution as dictated by the quadratic cost violates one
of the constraints
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of avoiding intrinsic (current) infeasibilities over all time. In instances like this, despite "short
term" infeasibility, CSGPC will yield results that are both stable and optimal.
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Chapter 3: Modelling Uncertain Systems

3.1 Preamble
Every design or tuning procedure is centred about a process model whose complexity can vary.
However, the elaboration of process models requires simplifications to be adopted and in
practice no mathematical model capable of exactly describing a physical process exists.
Neglecting the uncertainty between the model and the process is not advisable as the resulting
controller tends to be too "tight" and is likely to become unstable in the real operating
environment. Thus two fundamental questions in control design are: 1) how to describe the
discrepancies between the model used for the design and the actual system, and 2) how to
incorporate this information into the controller design and thus realise a controller that is
insensitive to the model uncertainty.

Modelling errors, or uncertainties, can be represented in different forms, reflecting in certain
ways knowledge of the physical mechanisms that cause the discrepancy between the model and
the process. Mismodelling can, in many cases, be expressed as structured uncertainty where it is
assumed that the equations describing the dynamics of the plant (and compensator) are known,
but that there is uncertainty about the precise values of various parameters in these equations.
However, owing to neglected dynamics, there are always residual errors, particularly dominant
at high frequencies, which are not suited to this type of representation. A more appropriate
mechanism for dealing with this type of uncertainty is to consider these unmodelled dynamics
as a form of unstructured uncertainty. Unstructured uncertainty refers to modelling errors that
result in essential changes to the dynamics of the system and admits a much wider class of
perturbations to be described. Typically unstructured uncertainty is specified in the frequency
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domain and characterised by norm bounds. A simple, yet powerful, technique to formalise and
encapsulate both types of plant uncertainty is the basic perturbation model.

Given an estimate of the modelling error, the objective is then to design a closed-loop system
that is insensitive to this model uncertainty. Consequently, in addition to achieving good
nominal performance, robust stability and robust performance add extra constraints to the
design of the closed-loop controller. In the classical era no rigid formulation existed to achieve
these twin objectives, thus satisfactory closed-loop design relied on the experience and intuition
of the control engineer. In the early 1980's Zames (1981) and Zames & Francis (1981)
postulated a novel control strategy, referred to as //a,-control, to address these issues. These
researchers postulated an optimisation problem in a Hardy space in which uncertainty was
systematically incoq^orated by representing the plant with a nominal model augmented by a
model of the possible uncertainty or disturbance. This approach deals with some of the basic
questions of classical control theory, namely the problems of robust stability and robust
performance, and immediately attracted considerable attention. This ability to handle robust
design issues in a rigorous mathematical framework was soon recognised as being its most
important attribute.
This chapter concentrates on the problem of uncertainty in a controller design context i.e. how
best to model the uncertainty and, given a model of the uncertainty, how to utilise this
information to yield a robust controller. Thus the next section describes one technique, the basic
perturbation model (Doyle, 1984) through which model uncertainty may be formally
represented. In the robust control literature uncertainty is frequently characterised by norm
bounds and therefore §3.3 examines a variety of possible norms with particular emphasis on the
a>norm. Section 3.4 presents a mathematical framework for assessing the stability robustness of
control systems subject to uncertainty while §3.5 clarifies some of these concepts through an
example. The use of these techniques to yield a robust control design is elaborated in §3.6 where
a special case of the general

optimisation problem, the so-called mixed sensitivity problem is

introduced. The chapter concludes with an example.

3.2 The basic perturbation model
Regardless of what design technique is used, controllers are always designed based on
(necessarily incomplete) information about the dynamic behaviour of the process. This
information or model can, in its most basic form, represent the experience of the operator who
"knows" how the plant responds to certain inputs. At the other end of the scale would be, for
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example, a coupled system of non-linear partial differential equations. Thus the accuracy of the
model may vary but it is never perfect. In the context of linear time invariant models, the model
uncertainty can have several different sources, the most significant being that real processes are
non-linear. Thus if the process model is obtained via linearisation, then it is accurate only in the
neighbourhood of the reference chosen for linearisation. In other cases, a linear model might
represent the process quite accurately. However, different operating conditions generally lead to
changes in the parameters of the linear model. For example, increased throughput and flowrates
usually result in smaller dead-times and time constants.

In the two cases above, the sources and the structure of the "uncertainty" are known quite
accurately. However, there is always some "true" uncertainty even when the underlying process
is essentially linear: the physical parameters are never known exactly nor can they be precisely
estimated. Furthermore process models are usually simplified by neglecting fast dynamic
phenomena such as valve dynamics or by truncating high-order models to yield approximate
low-order equivalents. Thus, in most cases, even the model order will be unknown. In terms of
system identification experiments, the accuracy of the estimated model depends on the
frequency content of the excitation signal. In practice, the frequency spectrum of the excitation
signal will not be constant and therefore model precision is necessarily low for certain
frequency ranges. Thus "true" model uncertainty or unstructured uncertainty will always exist
and tends to predominate at high frequencies.
In this thesis the problem of describing and accounting for plant-model mismatch is largely
restricted to considering unstructured uncertainty in the frequency domain. Aside from the fact
that unstructured uncertainty is ubiquitous there are several other reasons for adopting this
approach
1. The use of low-order models to describe generally high-order processes results in
unmodelled unstructured dynamics that can be easily described using this approach.
2. Unstructured uncertainty also encompasses structured uncertainty, albeit in a
conservative sense.
3. A complete and simple theory for the design of robust controllers (from a stability and
performance point of view) exists for the case of unstructured perturbations in the
frequency domain.
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Figure 3.2: Simple feedback loop

Figure 3.1: Basic perturbation model

A formal mechanism for representing such uncertainties is the basic perturbation model of
Figure 3.1. The block marked H is the system whose stability robustness is under investigation.
The block Ah represents a perturbation of the dynamics of the system. This perturbation model
may be attributed to Doyle (1984) and yields a process described, not by a single linear timeinvariant model, but by a family of linear time-invariant models. This is a somewhat primitive
uncertainty description especially when the effect of non-linearities is to be captured. However,
the technique is very simple and is, at present, the most feasible mechanism, by which
uncertainty may be incorporated into the controller design problem. Two specific cases of this
general model are now considered.

3.2.1 Additive perturbation model
The basic mechanism for dealing with unstructured uncertainty is to consider the dynamic
behaviour of a determined process as belonging to a family of linear plant models,
characterised by a nominal process Go and an uncertainty model. In terms of the Nyquist plane,
this family of processes,.^, may be represented by a region about the nominal plant for each co
frequency. If the uncertainty is precisely described, these regions will have complex
mathematical descriptions and are very difficult to deal with in the context of control system
design. Therefore the regions are assumed to be disk shaped with radius A^(tu) since a disk can
approximate any complex region (with more or less conservatism). Algebraically this family of
plants is defined by
= {G: I G(y«) - G„ (y«) I < A„ («)}

(3.1)

where GoQco) is the nominal plant or model and GQco) represents any member of the family.^
and fulfils the condition
G{j(o)^G^{jco) + A^{jco)\

\A^{jco)\<'K^{co)

(3.2)

The region.^ will vary with co because 4, does and, therefore.^ is described by a zone about the
nominal plant formed by discs with different radii at different frequencies. This type of process
uncertainty is known, for obvious reasons, as an additive uncertainty or additive perturbation.

(G
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Figure 3.3(b): Multiplicative perturbation

Figure 3.3(a); Additive perturbation

This uncertainty description may be related to the basic perturbation model by considering
Figures 3.2 and 3.3. Figure 3.2 shows a simple feedback loop with nominal loop gain Lo = GoC.
It is assumed that the actual plant G differs from the nominal plant and therefore the actual loop
gain is defined by
1 = 4,+A^
where

(3.3)

= Czl„ and it is presumed that the controller is known and constant and furthemiore

that it can be implemented exactly. The true feedback system may therefore be represented by
Figure 3.3(a) where the shaded block represents the unperturbed system, denoted H in Figure
3.1, and A^ corresponds to the perturbation denoted Ah in the basic model. The transfer function

H for this specific perturbation model may be computed by denoting the input to the
perturbation block, zl/., as q and its output by p. Inspection of Figure 3.3(a) shows that with the
perturbation block removed, the equation relating q to p is q = -p - L„q and the resulting
transfer function is

(} =

\+L

(3.4)

P

By analogy with Figure 3.1 it follows that the interconnection matrix H is

H=

5^

= -<

P

(3.5)

1 + ^0

where5^is the sensitivity function of the feedback system. The model of Figure 3.3(a) is known
as the additive perturbation model.

3.2.2 Multiplicative perturbation model
An alternative uncertainty description utilises the multiplicative uncertainty model for which the
family of processes is described by
^ = \G\

G{jco)-G^{j(D)
GoUco)

Therefore any member.^ satisfies

(A

<A.Aco)

(3.6)
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G{Jco) =

{jco)[\ +

{ja))]\

^,„{jco) \<

(3.7)

The multiplicative or proportional perturbation model, is shown in Figure 3.3(b) where the
actual loop gain, is related to the nominal loop gain, Lg, by
L = L„(\ + AJ
with, in this case,

(3-8)

= A,„. By comparison with (3.3) it is evident that the additive perturbation

4; is equivalent to a multiplicative perturbation GoA,„. The quantity Al = A,„ may thus be viewed
as the relative size of the multiplicative perturbation. From the signal balance q = -Lo(p + q) the
transfer function relating pio q may readily be obtained as
q=

L.
(3.9)

\+L

so that the equivalent interconnection matrix is
H =-

L

= -^

\+L

(3.10)

.5^ being the complementary sensitivity function of the closed-loop system.

3.2.3 Example
To demonstrate the above concepts consider the following, somewhat unrealistic, example:
assume the real plant transfer function, G(s), is defined by
2.y^ +120.y + 400
-hi2^^ +1205 + 200

G(5) =

(3.11)

and that the following second-order nominal process model, Go(s), has been obtained
^

^

100
5^ +105 + 100

(3.12)

If the uncertainty is described in terms of an additive uncertainty model, the additive
perturbation, Aa, is
A =A =

2
5 + 2

(3.13)

while the multiplicative uncertainty is given by
A„. = A„. =

0.025 + 0.25 + 2
5+2

(3.14)

In Figure 3.4(a) the Bode magnitude responses of both uncertainty models can be seen. Both
models are practically constant and equal to unity at low frequencies and change with increasing
frequency; the additive perturbation A,, decreasing while the multiplicative uncertainty increases
after a certain point. This would be typical of each type of uncertainty. Figure 3.4(b) (additive
(i4
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.4: Additive v's multiplicative uncertainty models, (a) Bode magnitude responses; (b) Polar
plot of additive uncertainty; (c) Polar plot of multiplicative uncertainty; (d) Bode
magnitude responses of plant and model.

uncertainty) illustrates the frequency response of the nominal process (solid line) as well as the
discs of radius AaQ'co) for a selected number of frequencies. All processes G(s) belonging to the
family.^, defined by equation 3.1, are to be found within these discs. Likewise, Figure 3.4(c),
illustrates the family.^ corresponding to equation 3.6 i.e. for the multiplicative uncertainty case.
Obviously Figures 3.4(b) and (c) may be interpreted in a similar manner to Figure 3.4(a). At low
frequencies both uncertainty models are similar as indicated by the radii of the respective discs.
As the frequency is increased the radii of the AaQ'co) discs decrease monotonically. In contrast
the radii of the A„,Qco) discs begin to increase after a certain frequency.

Figure 3.4(d) illustrates the Bode magnitude responses for the actual process and the nominal
model. Clearly at mid-frequencies i.e. around the frequency lOrad/s, there is a close
correspondence between both transfer functions but significant mismodelling exists at both low
and high frequencies. Comparing Figure 3.4(d) with, say. Figure 3.4(a) it is evident that of the
two possible models the multiplicative perturbation model is the more accurate, in that at both
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high and low frequencies the magnitude of the perturbation is significant while at mid
frequencies it decreases significantly. Consequently, unstructured uncertainty, such as
considered in this example, is most frequently modelled by the proportional or multiplicative
perturbation model while parameter perturbations tend to be best modelled using the additive
uncertainty model.

3.3 System norms
The performance of a control system may be specified in terms of the size of certain signals of
interest. For example, the performance of a tracking system could be measured by the size of the
error signal. One technique used for specifying the size of signals is the concept of a norm.
Given a continuous time signal z, with elements in R or C, its norm is a mathematically welldefined concept that is a measure of the "size" of the signal and has the following properties /)

IzI>0

a)

I z I = 0 <=> z(/) = 0

Hi)

II az II = |a| • ||z||,

/V)

I z -I- V I < ||z|| -I- ||v|j

V/
Vfl G

(3.15)

Signals, such as z, may be added and multiplied by real or complex numbers and hence are
elements of what is known as a linear vector space.

3.3.1 Vector norms
Let X = (xi, X2, ..., x,J be an n-dimensional scalar-valued complex sequence, that is x is an
element of the linear space C". A useful class of norms is the Holder or p-norm defined as
("

^

ft
= V/-1
II Wp

for

1 < p < 00

y

(3.16)
for

max X;

p = CO

Well known special cases forp = 1,2 and ooare

= Ikl

(3.17)

/=l

fn

FII2 =

~V

1

EkI
SKITy
V(=i

(3.18)

\\x\\ = maxU;

(>6

(3.19)
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3.3.2 Signal norms
For any l<p < oo the p-norm, ||z||/„ of a continuous-time scalar-valued signal z(t), t

e

R, is

defined by

for
Wp

\A\

I

-

^

1 < p < CO

V-G

(3.20)
for

sup^g.jJz(0|

p=

where the function sup\ • \ is referred to as the supremum or least upper bound. This is a more
precise definition of the norm as it incorporates the fact that the maximum or peak value may
not be attained for a finite frequency. The most commonly applied norms to signals are the
Euclidean norm

FII2 =

jl 2(/)|^ dt

(3.21)

V-00

and the oo-norm

IkIL =

(3.22)

Since z is a signal, note that the square of the 2-noiTn, l|z||/, is simply the amount of energy
contained in the signal while the norm ||z||oo is the maximum magnitude that the signal attains
over all time. From this it is evident that every finite energy signal also has finite magnitude, but
that the converse is not necessarily true. Therefore the space of all finite energy signals, li, is a
subset of the space of all finite magnitude signals, 4., as shown by Figure 3.5. Finally, note that
the power of a signal is not a norm since a vector norm must obey property (ii) of (3.15). In
contrast to this requirement, it is quite common for a nonzero signal i.e. a sine wave, to have
zero average power.

3.3.3 Norms of linear systems
Consider the system shown in Figure 3.6 which maps the input signal u into an output signal y.
Given an input, u, the output of the system is denoted as y ^ H u, where H is interpreted as an
operator. If the system is linear then H is a linear operator. The norm of the system is now
defined as the norm of this operator. The norm of the operator H is induced by the norms || u ||t/
and \\ y ||k applied to the signals u and y, respectively. The induced norm, || H ||, is formally
defined as
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H

y

Figure 3.6: Input-Output Mapping system

Figure 3.5: Relationship between normBounded linear spaces

Hu
H I = sup

= sup

(3.23)

I

Ir

and depending on the norms defined on u and y, different system norms are obtained. For a
SISO system, with impulse response H(t) and frequency response H(jco), the norm induced by
the oo-norm

iM')IL = ^

I

' ^(Ol

(3.24)

IS

\Hl= \ \H{t)\dt

(3.25)

while that induced by the 2-norm

ik(o||. = Z K(0|^
v/=i

(3.26)

y

is defined by
//

sup \H{j(o)

(3.27)

<ye'Jt

There are many possible interpretations for the //co-norm, equation 3.27. Its physical
significance may be appreciated by examining the frequency-response of a scalar transfer
function drawn on the Bode magnitude diagram. In this context, the //«, norm is equal to the
maximum amplitude of the frequency response of the transfer function. Similarly in terms of the
Nyquist plot (3.27) says that || H ||oo equals the distance from the origin to the furthest point on
the Nyquist plot. An alternative interpretation arises from the definition of the induced norm,
equation 3.23. Consider Figure 3.6, and assume that the input w is a signal of unknown
frequency content but finite energy. Thus u e Ci and || u Hj < co. Recall that the //a,-norm of the
system of Figure 3.6 is that induced by the 2-norm applied to the input u and output 7 i.e.
H

- sup ||w|L

" I2

<00
68

(3.28)
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Thus the Ha, norm of the transfer function represents the maximum value of the ratio of output
energy to the input energy and thus is a measure of the system gain. In fact, from its
interpretation as the peak amplitude on the Bode magnitude plot, it is clear that the Ha, norm of
the transfer function equals the system gain. It follows, then, that Ha optimisation is concerned
with the minimisation of the peak amplitude of an appropriate frequency response function.

There are two main justifications for formulating the //a> optimisation problem. In the context of
Figure 3.6, assume that the input u is a. disturbance of unknown frequency content but finite
magnitude. Classic optimal controller synthesis techniques e.g. the LQG method, are unable to
systematically handle such problems as they require a reasonably accurate model of the
disturbance. In contrast a Ha problem can be easily constructed to penalise the maximum
amplitude of an appropriate frequency-response characteristic e.g. the sensitivity function. If the
peak value is suitably attenuated, then the magnitude of the transfer function is necessarily small
at all frequencies, and the desired degree of disturbance rejection attained. Since the class of
input disturbances is deliberately left vague,

||//||2

<

minimisation of || H ||<» implies worst-

case optimisation because it amounts to minimising the effect on the output of the worst case
disturbance - namely a harmonic disturbance at the peak frequency of H(j(o). In a similar
manner, when robustness is considered there is usually a need to limit a transfer function gain
over a particular frequency range. Therefore the stability margin may be maximised by choosing
a controller that minimises the gain of the appropriate sensitivity function i.e. by formulating a
//«, optimisation problem.

It is evident from the preceding paragraph that in Ha control, performance and robustness
specifications can be expressed in terms of the same norm. This is in contrast to //2-optimal
control e.g. LQG, where perfonnance specifications are in terms of the 2-norm, yet robustness
still needs to be specified in terms of the co-norm. The different norms are an indication that
perfomiance and robustness cannot be treated jointly when the ISE is employed as a
performance objective. Since the same norm is utilised in //a, control both specifications can be
incorporated. This is one of the main motivations for the use of //<» optimal control.

3.4 Stability robustness
3.4.1 BIBO and internal stability
Consider the SISO input-output mapping system of Figure 3.6 with linear input-output map H.
The system is said to be bounded-input bounded-output (BIBO) stable if any bounded input u
69
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Figure 3.7(b): Feedback loop with internal input
and output

Figure 3.7(a): Basic feedback loop

results in a bounded output y = H u. By "bounded" it is meant that the norms of u and y are
finite. Normally the oo- or i-nonns of u and y are used.

Summary 3.1 (BIBO Stability)
If II H II is finite, with || • || the norm induced by the norms of the input and output
signals, then the system is BIBO stable
A system is internally stable if the system obtained by adding external input and output signals
at every exposed interconnection is BIBO stable. The internal stability of a single feedback
loop, as in Figure 3.7(a), is of particular interest. Adding external inputs V/, V2 and
corresponding outputs W/, vvj, the structure of Figure 3.7(b) may be obtained. This system is
stable if and only if all elements of
^ Wi

^ GC
l + GC
C
U + GC

G
^
—
A
l + GC r'
GC 1^2 7
l + GC

(3.29)

have all their poles in the LHP. This concept of internal stability is more complete than the usual
stability concept where system stability is checked by examining the roots of the characteristic
function l+GC. Formally, the feedback loop. Figure 3.7, is internally stable if the system with
input {v/, V2) and output {wy, W2} is BIBO stable. Given the feedback system of Figure 3.7(a)
internal stability may be assessed through the use of the small gain theorem.

Summary 3.2 (Small gain theorem)
In the feedback loop of Figure 3.7(a), assume that L is a linear BIBO stable system.
Then a sufficient condition for internal stability is that
|ll||<l

(3.30)

where || • || is the norm induced by the signal norm.
The small gain theorem gives a sufficient condition for internal stability that is very simple but
often very conservative. It may be intuitively explained using Nyquisfs stability criterion. The
Nyquist criterion says that the feedback system is internally stable if and only if the Nyquist plot
of L = GC does not pass through the point s = -1. From §3.3.3 recall that the

norm equals

the distance from the origin to the furthest point on the Nyquist plot, and therefore a sufficient
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Figure 3.8(b): Arrangement for internal stability

Figure 3.8(a): Basic perturbation model

(but conservative) condition for internal stability is the small gain condition
lull

<1

(3.31)

3.4.2 Stability robustness of the basic perturbation model
Consider Figure 3.8(a) where the model is nominally stable, that is, internally stable if Ah - 0.
This is equivalent to the assumption that the interconnection system H by itself is BIBO stable.
Similarly, it is assumed that Ah by itself is BIBO stable. The interconnected system is BIBO
stable if bounded signals injected at any point in the control system generate bounded responses
at any other point. While many different points can be selected for signal injection and
observation, from the perspective of internal stability, most of these choices are equivalent.
Elementary analysis will reveal that for the system of Figure 3.8(a) there are only two
independent inputs and two independent outputs. One particular choice for these outputs (w/,

W2) and inputs (vi, vj) is illustrated in Figure 3.8(b). The corresponding input-output relationship
is W] - A/y //W] + V] + Ay/ V

2

(3.32)

VV = HA // VV + //V| + V
2

2

2

and it follows, since both H and Ah are BIBO-stable, that the system is internally stable if the
inequality
||Ayy//||<l

(3.33)

holds. While this inequality is useful, a more desirable outcome would be a criterion which
places specific bounds on the system transfer function matrix //rather than the combined matrix

AffH. A useful property of the //a,norm is that the following norm relationship applies: \\lVG\\oo^
||IT||aJ|G'|l<» where W and G are transfer function matrices. Quadratic norms such as those used in
LQG design do not satisfy this multiplicative relationship. This is another reason why the Hoc
norm is so important in terms of the robust design of systems. Whenever a perturbation analysis
is used, or when plant modelling errors are considered, products of cascaded transfer functions
occur. If bounds on the magnitudes of the resulting system transfer functions are to be obtained.

Chapu r
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the multiplicative norm relationship is needed. Therefore the system norm utilised is that
induced by the 2-norm and condition (3.33) becomes
(3.34)
By applying the multiplicative norm relationship this inequality may be reformulated as
lh/dL-||/^IL<'

(3.35)

In general (3.35) is considered more useful that either (3.33) or (3.34) because it directly
furnishes a frequency-dependant bound on the perturbations that are guaranteed not to
destabilise the system. It is a sufficient condition for robust stability. Thus it is possible to find
examples that admit perturbations that violate (3.35) but at the same time do not destabilise the
system. It may be proved, Vidysagar (1985), that if robust stability is desired for all
perturbations satisfying (3.35) then the condition is also necessary. The inequality (3.35) is also
equivalent to
1
H

(3.36)

The condition (3.35) is particularly useful, see §3.6, if the perturbations are scaled such that they
satisfy ||Zl//|loo

/. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for robust stability is that 1| H | <x. <

/.

3.4.3 Robust stability for proportional perturbations
When modelling uncertain systems the multiplicative or proportional perturbation model is
generally preferred as it represents the relative size of the perturbation. As noted in §3.2.2 this
model represents a perturbation
L

{\ + ^l)L^

where the transfer function H becomes H = -(1+ Lo/'Lo =

(3.37)
From (3.36) the robust stability

criterion for proportional perturbations therefore becomes
A,

(3.38)

The connection between peak value minimisation and design for robustness may also be
illustrated by considering the Nyquist plot (Figure 3.9) of the loop gain L = GC. Now denoting
the true open-loop transfer function L(z‘) = C(z')G(z‘) and the nominal loop transfer function,
Lo(z'‘) = C(z‘)Go(z‘) assume, for simplicity, that both L and Lo are stable. In order to ensure the
stability of the closed-loop system for an open-loop transfer function Lo which differs from the
actual one L, the Nyquist plot of L should leave the critical point [-l,jO] on the left when
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Figure 3.9; Nyquist Plot of real and nominal loop transfer functions

traversed in the sense of growing frequencies. Thus a sufficient condition for stability is, that at
each frequency, the distance between L and Lg be less than the distance between the nominal
open-loop transfer function and the critical point. This may be expressed mathematically as
\L{jco)-LXi(o)\<\^ + l^oU(o)\

(3.39)

and is equivalent to
\L{jco)-L^,{j(o)\

\L^,{j(o]

<1

Vru G 9?

(3.40)

It follows that if
\L{j(o)- L^,{jco]

|^(7ry)|<l

Vrye9i

(3.41)

then the perturbed closed-loop system is stable. In expression (3.41) ^(jco) is the nominal
complementary sensitivity function and the factor \L(ja))-Lo(jco)\/\Lo(jo))\ is the relative size of
the perturbation of the loop gain L from its nominal value Lg and is equal to Ai. Thus the
relation (3.41) shows that the closed-loop system is guaranteed to be stable as long as the loop
perturbations satisfies
|A;|-|^(y£u)|<l

^3 42)

Hence the complementary sensitivity function represents an upper bound on the allowable
magnitude of the proportional loop perturbation - in other words, it defines the maximum
amount of (proportional loop) mismodelling that the closed-loop will tolerate prior to instability.
The larger the magnitude of the complementary sensitivity function, the smaller the allowable
uncertainty. Hence it is desirable that ^ be small, particularly at the frequencies where it is
anticipated that the modelling errors may be severe. Generally, the modelling error is greatest at
high frequencies and therefore it is desirable that ^decreases rapidly at high frequencies. The
faster^decreases with frequency the more protection the closed-loop has against high73
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Figure 3.10(a): Proportional perturbation model

Figure 3.10(b): Proportional scaled perturbation
model

frequency loop perturbations. This is important because owing to neglected dynamics highfrequency uncertainty is ever-present.

A more elegant variant of (3.27) results if bounds are introduced on the uncertainty Ai i.e. it is
assumed that the transfer functions W(jco) and VQco) exist such that
^(J<^W(J(o) I

I

(3.43)

This upper bound on the uncertainty \IVV\ also has some practical significance. For example, it
may be advantageous to choose a low-order nominal model for the controller synthesis even
though the actual system may be known to be very high order. Under these circumstances the
model uncertainty

= A,„ - (G - Go)/Go will also be high-order. If this information is directly

incorporated in the Hoc controller synthesis procedure, a high-order controller will result; the
order of which will be equal to that of the model plus the order of the uncertainty Ai.
Alternatively, if Al is modelled or bounded by low order transfer functions W and V, and the
bound \ WV\ used in place of Ai in the controller design, a reduced order controller will result.
The robust stability criterion resulting from the bound \WV\ is easily derived. From the
inequality (3.43) one can write
Ia, '
(3.44)
since |zl£|/l^TF| <7.Hence if
\W{ja))^{ja))V{jo))\<\

(3.45)

then by (3.42), (3.44) the closed-loop system is stable for all perturbations bounded by (3.43).
Introducing the /7<»norm, the inequality (3.45) may be re-written more exactly as
||lFyyL<l

(3.46)

Formally, the introduction of the transfer functions W and V, see Figure 3.10, is known as
scaling and the resultant proportional loop perturbation model becomes L

{\ + Vdi^W)L^
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Figure 3.11(a): Proportional inverse perturbation
model

Figure 3.11(b): Proportional scaled perturbation
model

where W and V are chosen such that \\ Sl\\^ < I. Thus the robust stability criterion (3.46) states
that the closed- loop system is stable for all || St ||oo < / if and only if || IV9T ||oo < f. This
explicitly demonstrates the relevance of the oonorm or peak value to robustness
characterisation.

3.4.4 Proportional inverse perturbations
The result of the preceding section confirms the importance of the complementary sensitivity
functione^for robustness. The result (3.46) may be complemented with a "dual" result involving
the sensitivity function.5^. To this end consider the perturbation model of Figure 3.11(a), where
the perturbation Ad' is included in the feedback loop. The model represents a perturbation
L ->

i„(l + At‘)-'

(3.48)

If L has an inverse, this may be rewritten as
+a;')

(3.49)

Hence the perturbation represents a proportional perturbation of the inverse loop gain. The
transfer function H follows from the equation q = -p -Loq so that
‘<=-Thr/

(3.50)

and hence H = -(1+ Lo)'' = t5^. The robust stability criterion for inverse proportional
perturbations therefore becomes
-1

A“

(3.51)

Allowing for scaled inverse proportional perturbations generates the structure of Figure 3.11(b)
where the scaled inverse proportional perturbation model becomes
L"'

^ L-J{\ + Vdl^W)

(3.52)

where V and W are chosen such that || Si' \\oc ^ 1. For this configuration the interconnection
matrix, //, becomes H = - WS^ and stability is guaranteed provided
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w^W

<1

(3.53)

The stability robustness test (3.53) may be utilised to determine the type of modelling error best
represented by the proportional inverse loop model. Since the nominal sensitivity function is
typically small at low frequencies, (3.53) implies that the upper bound on the mismodelling,
WV, may be quite large at these frequencies. Conversely at high frequencies.^^increases towards
one and therefore little modelling error is permitted at these frequencies. Thus if uncertainty
modelling is to be compatible with performance requirements it follows that the proportional
inverse loop perturbation model is only suited to modelling low frequency perturbations. The
most important low frequency perturbations are normally caused by parameter uncertainty. On
the other hand, high-frequency perturbations are best modelled as proportional loop
perturbations since.^can be made small at high frequencies. High-frequency perturbations are
generally caused by parasitic effects and unmodelled dynamics.

3.4.5 Fractional representation
The stability analysis of feedback systems based on perturbations of the loop gain or its inverse
is simple, but often overly conservative as will be demonstrated in §3.5. Also it is not advisable
to consider the problem of minimising either || Wi^9^ ||oo or ||

||oo with respect to all

stabilising compensators as neither optimisation problem adequately incoiporates basic
performance considerations. Thus, though the resulting controller is robustly stable there is no
guarantee that adequate performance will result. On the contrary, if the stability bound is
satisfied for a family.^, then there will exist a plant Gg^ for which the closed-loop system is
on the verge of instability and for which the performance is arbitrarily poor. In addition note
that neither model is capable of adequately describing the situation where both low- and highfrequency uncertainty is simultaneously present. Hence an alternative model is required which
can

encapsulate

both

structured

and

unstructured

uncertainty

and

enables

performance/robustness considerations to be included. One such model encountered in the
literature, Vidysagar (1985), McFarlane & Glover (1990), is the so-called fractional
perturbation model. The fractional perturbation model represents the loop gain L as
L = N„D-'

(3.54)

where both N and D are rational transfer functions. Figure 3.12(a) illustrates the fractional
perturbation model. Inspection shows that the perturbation is given by
L = ND-'

-> (H-A;^)Af„D;'(l + Ao)^'

Hence the denominator and numerator are perturbed as
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Figure 3.12(b): Equivalent model

Figure 3.12(a): Fractional perturbation model

(3.56)
Thus Ao and 4v represent proportional perturbations of the denominator and of the numerator
respectively. Through block diagram substitution it is easily seen that the configuration of
Figure 3.12(a) may be rearranged as in Figure 3.12(b). In Figure 3.12(b) the output of the
perturbation block, p, is defined as
^1

P = ^i

(3.57)

^2

where
^L=[-^D

^n]

(3.58)

To establish the equivalent system transfer function H for the structure 3.12(b) consider the
output of the summing junction qi. From elementary block diagram analysis, qi = p - Loqi,
hence
^1

\+L

p = 5^p

(3.59)

Since q2 = -Lo^i the transfer function relating q2 to p becomes
qi =

L,
p = -^p
\ + L,

(3.60)

Therefore the interconnection or system transfer function becomes
H=

(3.61)

To scale the fractional perturbation model such that the perturbation || 5i\\ < 1 i.e.
SP

IKL^‘-

(3.62)

it is necessary to reconfigure the block diagram of 3.12(b) to that of Figure 3.13. This
modification corresponds to representing the perturbations as
A.d=V5qW\

(3.63)

where V, fV/ and JV2 are suitably chosen transfer function weights such that the inequality (3.62)
is satisfied. The frequency dependant functions fV/V and IfTf represent the largest possible
perturbations of the denominator and numerator respectively. The common factor V adds
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Figure 3.13; Fractional scaled perturbation model

additional flexibility in that it enables partial pole-placement of the resulting //^.-optimal
controller (see §3.6.4). The interconnection matrix now becomes ■

■

H=

(3.64)

Given this uncertainty model, robust stability is guaranteed for all stable perturbations 6l ^[-Sd

Sn] such that || 5i ||oo si if and only if

II^IL < '

(3.65)

For a MIMO system such as (3.64), the co-norm is defined as
l^L = niaxcr.(//)

(3.66)

/

where cr///) denotes the singular values of the matrix //. These singular values are defined as
a,(//) =

(3.67)

where the superscript * denotes the complex conjugate transpose. In words, the singular values
correspond to the square roots of the eigenvalues of either H*H or HH . The //«, or spectral

norm is therefore equivalent to the largest singular value of H. If follows that, for a stable
transfer matrix //, the co-norm is found by first computing, for each frequency, the largest
singular value of the frequency response matrix H(jcD) and then taking the maximum of these
largest singular values over all frequency.

3.4.6 The weighting functions V, Wi and W2
From the preceding development it is evident that, since

H-

(3.68)

and for robust stability
//

<l

(3.69)

7S
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the weighting functions V, Wi and W2 play an important role in determining the stability of the
closed-loop. Consequently the issue of how to choose these weighting functions arises.
Furthermore, to ensure good closed-loop performance, these weighting functions need to be
chosen consistent with performance requirements on^and^T In the SISO case, and without
loss of generality, it is possible to assume that the scaling function V equals unity. In this
situation Wi now represents the scaling factor for the denominator perturbations and W2 the
scaling factor for the numerator perturbations. Further, note that the 2x1 matrix H = [Hi H2]^
has the singular value
' //, P +1//-

(3.70)

Hence, the square of the co-norm of the system given by (3.68) is
\\H\l=snp[\5-U(of\W,{j<of +\^U(of\W^U(of )

(3.71)

rye'J?

For a well designed control system the sensitivity function.5^ is small at low frequencies while
the complementary sensitivity function^is small at high frequencies. Therefore, Wt may be
made large at low frequencies and W2 large at high frequencies without violating the bound
(3.69). This implies that at low frequencies large denominator perturbations are possible while
at high frequencies large numerator perturbations are allowed.
Conversely, this interpretation provides an indication of how to model perturbations compatibly
with performance requirements, namely that all low-frequency perturbations should be
modelled as denominator perturbations and all high-frequency perturbations as numerator
perturbations. Since L may be trivially represented as
L=

1
!L

(3.72)

modelling low frequency perturbations as pure denominator perturbations amounts to modelling
low frequency uncertainty as proportional inverse loop gain perturbations. Likewise, modelling
high frequency perturbations as pure numerator perturbations implies that they are modelled as
loop gain perturbations. With this in mind a suitable choice for the transfer functions Wi and W2
is
\W,{jco)\ = \ ^

W2UC0)\ =

0
Az.(^t>)

at low frequencies,
at high frequencies
at low frequencies
at high frequencies.

(3.73)

where A/ , A/ are bounds on the size of the inverse loop perturbations and loop perturbations
respectively.
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An alternative mechanism of dealing with this perturbation model is to modify the stability
robustness test to checking whether, for each co e R
\S^(Jco)\

or I
-

<

1
\^ijco)\

(3.74)

This test amounts to verifying whether either the proportional loop gain perturbation test or
proportional inverse loop test succeeds. The results are less conservative than if either of the two
tests is applied independently. This will be demonstrated presently.

3.5 Discussion
In §3.4.1 a sufficient condition for internal stability, namely

lU I <1

(3.75)

was presented. In addition it was stated that this condition was quite conservative. Furthermore,

II

it was noted that the subsequent results i.e.

At

lla,

< l/\\^\\oo and || Al‘ ||oo < //1l^||oo were

sufficient but not necessary conditions for robust stability and that both of these inequalities also
tended to yield quite conservative results. To elaborate upon these remarks consider a simple
feedback system (Figure 3.2) where the loop gain, L is defined by the transfer function
L{s) =

k
1+

(3.76)

1+s

(3.77)

with nominal value, Lo(s), defined by

3.5.1 Internal stability
Internal stability may be determined by evaluating the norm || L ||a, induced by the 2-norm i.e. by
evaluating
^ loo "

(3.78)
/e9t

where L(j(o) is
L{jro)

=

1 + j^rrf

(3.79)

Clearly || L H*, = | /: | and, by the small gain theorem, a sufficient condition for internal stability
of the feedback system is -\<k<\

80

(3.80)
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Analysis via classical means e.g. Routh-Hurwitz, root-locus plot, etc. reveals that in fact the
closed-loop is internally stable provided -/ < k. Hence the actual stability region is much larger
than that indicated by (3.80). Thus the inequality (3.80) is a sufficient, but not necessary
condition, for internal stability. This means that if the loop gain satisfies the inequality then
stability is guaranteed; however, it is possible to find perturbations that violate this constraint
but do not destabilise the closed-loop system. If internal stability is required for all perturbations
satisfying (3.80) then the condition is also necessary i.e. it is always possible to find a
perturbation that violates (3.80) by an arbitrarily small margin but destabilises the feedback
system. For the example under consideration the perturbation k =

for instance, with s

positive but arbitrarily small, violates the condition (3.80) and results in closed loop instability.

3.5.2 Robust stability
The stability of the feedback system defined by (3.76) and (3.77) may also be evaluated by
defining the proportional loop, Ai, and proportional inverse loop. Ad', perturbation models and
assessing the robust stability criteria (3.38) and (3.51). As noted in §3.4.3 the proportional
perturbation model is defined by
L = {\ + Aj)L,

(3.81)

Hence
------1

(3.82)

For the feedback system under consideration this yields Ai = k - I. A sufficient condition for
robust stability is
II^JIco^F^
II

(3.83)

II 00

where.^is the complementary sensitivity function corresponding to the nominal system
L,/(J+Lo) = l/(2+s). The inequality (3.83) therefore becomes
\k-\\<2
-2<k-\<2
-\<k <3

(3.84)

and a (slightly) less conservative result is obtained.

The proportional inverse perturbation model is defined by
Z.-‘=L-'(1 + A-,')

from which Ad may be calculated as

(3.85)
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AL

(3.86)

= —

L

^

A sufficient condition for robust stability of the proportional inverse perturbation model is
A' -1

(3.87)

where <5^ is the nominal sensitivity function of the closed-loop system i.e.

= (I +s)/(2+s).

Therefore the condition (3.87) becomes

<2

-1 < — < 3

k

..

-1<—;

— <3

k

k

=>

- k <\',

k > 0.33

.-.

A'>-1;

A: >0.33

(3.88)

Clearly the condition k > 0.33 satisfies both inequalities and is less conservative than either of
the previous results.

3.5.3 Fractional perturbation model
In §3.4.6 it was noted that one mechanism for dealing with the fractional perturbation model is
to modify the stability robustness test to checking whether, for each

^lU^)

\S^Uco)\

or \^LiJo^)\< \^Uo>)\
=

'

■'

eR
(3.89)

This test amounts to verifying whether either the proportional loop gain perturbation test or
proportional inverse loop test succeeds. Therefore by combining the previous results i.e. -1 < k

< 3 and k > 0.33 the correct result
-1<A:

(3.90)

is obtained. Hence the advantage of the fractional perturbation model is that it allows less
conservative results than if either the proportional or inverse proportional stability tests are
applied independently.

cS2
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3.5.4 Sufficient v necessary condition
In §3.4.2 it was stated, for the general perturbation model, that if robust stability is desired for
all perturbations satisfying
AH

H

(3.91)

then the condition (3.91) becomes a necessary condition. To expand on this consider the
example (3.76), (3.77) with a more general perturbation of the form
Us)

A,
1 +5

(3.92)

For robust stability, assuming a proportional loop perturbation model, the following criterion
must therefore be satisfied lhNlL<2

(3.93)

As noted previously, if the uncertainty is a simple parameter perturbation, Al = k, the criterion
(3.93) is quite conservative. This is principally due to the fact that parameter perturbations tend
to have an important effect on the loop gain and therefore the bound A^ has, necessarily, to be
quite large. Such a bound, however, encompasses a far wider range of perturbations than may
actually occur. For example, the class of perturbations defined by (3.93) is much larger than just
real numbers and, in this instance,

could represent a polynomial or transfer function such as
(l-s)(l + 0.l5)
5 + '2.S + 1

(3.94)

For this perturbation the closed-loop becomes unstable for values of gain ko ^3.8 and hence the
result of (3.93) becomes more reliable. The point to appreciate is that the bound A^ describes a
wide class of perturbation models, including parametric and unstructured uncertainty models,
and as a consequence the result (3.91) is quite general. The inequality (3.91) is a necessary
condition if and only if the bound Ah exactly encompasses the precise uncertainty that needs to
be described and excludes all other forms. In general this is not possible and therefore this
result, and by extension the results (3.83) and (3.87), should be viewed as (conservative)
sufficient conditions for closed-loop stability.

3.6 Hoc optimisation
Hex, optimisation of control systems deals with the minimisation of the peak value of certain
closed-loop frequency response functions. In the original problem, considered by Zames (1979),
the task was to find a compensator C that stabilised the closed-loop system and minimised the
peak of the sensitivity function. Since the sensitivity function describes the effect of a
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disturbance on the process output this optimisation problem therefore addressed the disturbance
rejection characteristics of the closed-loop system. It was readily appreciated, however, that the
minimisation of || .5^ ||ao was not a useful design tool. The problem is that every practical
sensitivity function^can easily be made small at low frequency and increased to one at high
frequencies. Exactly how small

is at low frequencies is not reflected in the peak value but is

of paramount importance for control system performance. For this reason the optimisation was
modified to one of minimising ||

where I'F/ is chosen to ensure that^is suitably shaped.

This weighed sensitivity function was found to be considerably more practical, but still did not
adequately address robust stability considerations or sensitivity to high-frequency noise.
Likewise the minimisation of ||

while directly addressing the robust stability problem

does not incorporate disturbance rejection specifications and tends to produce low-bandwidth
control-laws with characteristically sluggish response to set-point changes. For these reasons it
was found more practical to consider the mixed sensitivity problem which can address a number
of important performance considerations for the 1-DOF feedback configuration within the
constraint of stability.

3.6.1 The mixed sensitivity problem
In §3.4.5 the stability robustness of a SISO feedback control law was studied where it was
assumed that the uncertainty could be adequately represented by the fractional perturbation
model
L = ND-'

+

+

(3-95)

The frequency dependant weights V, Wi and W2 were chosen such that the scaled perturbation 5i
=[-Sd Ss] satisfied

|l

5i

| oo /. Stability robustness is guaranteed if

il^lL < '

(3-96)

where
■

H=

■

‘
-Wj^V

(3.97)

Given a feedback system with compensator C and corresponding loop gain L = GC that does
not satisfy the inequality (3.96) a different compensator that does satisfy (3.96) may be sought.
An effective way of doing this is to consider the problem of minimising || H ||oo with respect to
all compensators C that stabilise the system. If the minimum value, y, of || H ||oo is greater than
one then no compensator exists that stabilises the system for all perturbations such that II 4 lU <
1.

In this case stability robustness is only obtained for perturbations satisfying

S4

|1

Sl

||oo

<l/y.
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The problem of minimising
(3.98)

-W2^

is one version of what is known as the mixed sensitivity problem. This special Hoo problem
derives its name from the fact that the optimisation involves both the sensitivity and
complementary sensitivity functions. Introduction of scaled perturbations via the weighting
functions V, W/ and W2 results in a particularly elegant problem formulation, i.e. the
minimisation of (3.96), and avoids the need to evaluate the inequality
„

.

„

dt

1
H

(3.99)

Thus the success, or otherwise, of the optimisation may readily be determined simply by
examining the norm |1 H l|oo i.e. if || H\\oa<l then robust stability has been attained. The resulting
Hoo controller however gives no performance guarantees, simply that the system is robustly
stable. Therefore it is necessary to incorporate the weighting functions and thereby shape the
sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions. This enables performance specifications to
be introduced into the optimisation.

The mixed sensitivity problem may also be formulated in terms of the input sensitivity function
C/(1+GC). This may be achieved by noting that

- WiGfdV. If the plant transfer

function G and minus sign are incorporated into the weighting matrix W2 the mixed sensitivity
problem becomes one of minimising
^W,.9V'

(3.100)
with respect to all stabilising compensators. Since the problem of minimising (3.100) is more
ubiquitous than the problem of minimising (3.98), (3.100) is redefined as the mixed sensitivity
problem. The criterion (3.100) reduces to the square root of the scalar quantity
in^\y'^U(o).9’(jco)V(ja,f +\W^(jco)W(Jco)VUo))f )

(3.101)

3.6.2 Frequency response shaping
As noted in the preceding sub-section the mixed sensitivity problem may be used for
simultaneously shaping the sensitivity and input sensitivity functions via the weights V, Wi and
W2. That this is so is due to the fact that the solution of the mixed sensitivity problem often has
the equalising property. This property implies that the frequency dependant function
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\W,(jco)^U<o)VU<of +\W^(j<o)'l^U(o)VU<af
whose peak is minimised, actually is a constant. Denoting this constant as

(3.102)
with y non

negative, then it immediately follows from
\W,(j(o)5^(j<o)V(j(of +\W^(J(o)WUa))VU(of

(3.103)

that for the optimal solution
\W,(jco)S^{Jco)V{j(of <y

0

) e 0^

(3.104)

CtJ G

If the weighting functions Wj, JVj and V are suitably chosen then the solution of the mixed
sensitivity problem often has the property that the first term of the criterion (3.103) dominates at
low frequencies and the second at high frequencies. To achieve this fV/V should be chosen such
that it is large at low frequencies and

should be large at high frequencies. This will

naturally result in a sensitivity function which is small at low frequencies and an input
sensitivity function which is small at high-frequencies since CO G 0?

\W,Uco)V(j(o]
7
\W2(j<o)V(.jm)\

(3.105)
CO G 0?

These requirements on ,5^ and ^ are necessary for the system to perform adequately, that is, to
attenuate disturbances sufficiently given the plant capacity and ensure sufficient immunity to the
effects of high-frequency noise. The result (3.105) therefore allows quite effective control over
the shape of the sensitivity and input sensitivity functions, and, hence, over the performance of
the feedback system. On the other hand, any information that is available about the size of the
perturbations may be used to select the weighting functions Wi, W2 and V and hence the choice
of these functions generally involves consideration of both performance and robustness. These
design targets are not necessarily incompatible. For example, if the uncertainty is predominantly
unstructured it can, in general, be successfully modelled by the proportional loop perturbation
model. In this case the weight W2 can be utilised to define the upper bound on the uncertainty.
Wj may then be utilised to shape the sensitivity function and obtain desirable performance i.e. a
suitable level of disturbance attenuation. In this context performance is achieved by minimising
the norm \\Wi5^\\oo while robustness is achieved by minimising \\W^\\oo. A trade-off between
performance and robustness arises from the fact that<5^and,^are not independent and decreasing
one will automatically increase the other. However, since unstructured uncertainty is generally
high-frequency in nature and disturbances predominantly low-frequency a successful
compromise can usually be attained. On the other hand, if the disturbance contains high-
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frequency components this trade-off, and consequently the selection of Wt and W2 becomes
miuch more difficult.

Kwakernaak (1993) notes that the foregoing Hoc formulation has severe shortcomings. These
limitations primarily arise due to the fact that the proportional loop perturbation model is mainly
suited to describing high-frequency uncertainty such as that caused by parasitic effects and
unmodelled dynamics. Consequently if low-frequency perturbations exist e.g. parameter
perturbations, that have a significant effect on the loop gain, it may be necessary to choose a
large bound W2 to encapsulate this effect, resulting in a very conservative design. The
alternative is to utilise the fractional perturbation model, where Wi incorporates the effect of the
low-frequency uncertainty and W2 provides an upper bound on the high-frequency uncertainty.
The advantage of this technique is that the resulting design is far less conservative, particularly
when significant low-frequency perturbations exist. A difficulty with this technique is that the
design of the weighting functions is considerably more complicated as an independent
parameter, through which performance may be specified, no longer exists. Consequently the
designer is faced with a number of considerations - model uncertainty, disturbance rejection,
bandwidth, roll-off rate, etc, all of which need to be incorporated in the definition of the
frequency dependent weighing functions. Under these circumstances the design of the weighting
functions is not trivial and suitable choices are often found peradventure, after a trial-and-error
style iterative procedure has resulted in suitable time or frequency domain responses.

3.6.3 Integral action
Suppose that \ Wi(jcD)V(jco)\ behaves as 1/co as co

0. Then \y(jco)\ will behave as ru as <5; ^ t?,

which implies that the system will have integrating action. Thus offset-free control may be
achieved by including the factor

5

in the denominator of either Wi(s) or V(s). Typically the

former is chosen as it does not affect the second term in (3.105), namely the input sensitivity
function.

3.6.4 High-frequency roll-off
\^\W2(jco)V(j(o)\ behaves as ru"' as <5; ^

00

, then |^(/rq)| behaves as co'" as (i>

c»and.9^behaves

as co^'"^''’^ with e the pole excess of P. This may be achieved by defining W2(jco)V(jco) to be non
proper, that is, the degree of the numerator of W2(jco)VQco) will exceed the denominator by an
amount m. By choosing m it is therefore possible to pre-assign the high-frequency roll-off of the
input sensitivity function and, as a consequence, of the complementary sensitivity function and
compensator transfer function. The importance of good high-frequency roll-off is evident from
<X7
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the inequality (3.83) where it may be noted that the stability bound Ai is inversely proportional
to the complementary sensitivity function. Thus ^ (or

defines the maximum amount of

mismodelling that the closed-loop will tolerate prior to instability. Therefore it is desirable that
^(j(o)\ be small, particularly at the frequencies where it is anticipated that the modelling en’ors
may be severe. Generally mismodelling is most severe at high frequencies and therefore it is
desirable that \ ^Qo)) \ decrease rapidly at high-frequencies, where owing to neglected dynamics
high-frequency uncertainty is ever-present.

3.6.5 Partial pole-placement
It is also possible to achieve partial pole-placement for the mixed sensitivity problem
(Kwakemaak, 1993). This may be achieved through the weight Vby letting
(3.106)

y-K
D

where the polynomial M(s) contains zeros corresponding to the locations of the desired closedloop poles and D(s) is the plant denominator. The polynomial M should be of the same degree
as the plant denominator polynomial D(s). By suitable choice of the remaining weighting
functions these roots (the zeros of M(s)) may often be arranged to be the dominant poles.

3.7 Example
To demonstrate the design of the mixed sensitivity //«, controller consider the plant
G{s) =
{S

k
+ 1)(05 -f 1)

(3.107)

with nominal value Go(s) defined by
1
(5 + 1)

(3.108)

and subject to parameter variations of the form
0.5<k<3

O<0<O.2

(3.109)

The objective is to obtain robust stability and nominal tracking performance defined by
y+y= r

(3.110)

where y is the system output and r the specified set-point.

Considering the limits of the plant perturbations, as defined by (3.109), yields the following four
transfer functions which define the limits of the uncertainty -
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Frequency (rad/s)

Figure 3.15: Frequency response of Wjfs)

Figure 3.14: Upper bound on the loop and inverse
loop perturbations

0.5
0.5
G2is) =
{s + \)
■ {s + \){0.2s + \)
G^{s) = ^— C4(s) =--------- ---------Ci(5) =

(i + 1)

(3.111)

(j + l)(0.2i + l)

If the uncertainty is initially modelled as a proportional loop perturbation A/(s) =

Us)
[Uis)

f

j

ll
(3.112)

J

where G(s) assumes the extreme values of (3.111) then by examining the frequency response of
Alp) an upper bound
Aj{s) = 2

(3.113)

may be established. Note that for this particular example the bound is constant with frequency.
In a similar manner an upper bound for the proportional inverse loop perturbations may be
established, where the perturbation is defined as
a;'(^)-

Kis) 1

G{s)

Us)

-1

(3.114)

and the upper bound defined by
A"/(5) = 0.45 + 1

(3.115)

The frequency response of both the loop (3.113) and inverse loop (3.115) perturbation bounds
are shown in Figure 3.14.

Recall, from §3.4.6, that an advocated mechanism for choosing the weights W/, IV2 is to assign
them based on the upper bounds of the loop and inverse loop perturbations i.e.

SO

('/laptcr
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i„, , . ,1
A/ (rt))
W\(jco)\ = \
I 0
0

K2(»| =

A^(<y)

allow frequencies,
at high frequencies
at low frequencies

(3.116)

at high frequencies,

For this particular example, however, this procedure is not advised. If adopted it would lead to
Wi(jco) being small at all frequencies and thus result in a poorly shaped sensitivity function. In
this instance Wi(j(o) and lV2(jcD) were chosen based on their interpretation as weights which
shape the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions, respectively. Thus WiQ'cd) was
chosen to be large at low frequencies and reduce to 1 at high frequencies i.e.
lVfs) =

5+1

(3.117)

Since a desired response to set-point was specified the frequency weight V was chosen,
according to (3.106) as
(3.118)

= >

A trial run with this choice of weights yielded a suitable design thus W2(s) was maintained at
unity.

To evaluate the resulting design** the robust stability criteria corresponding to the loop
perturbation model
(3.119)
and inverse loop perturbation model
A'

(3.120)

are illustrated graphically in Figures 3.16 and 3.17 respectively. Clearly neither of the two
criteria are satisfied. At low frequencies the bound (3.119) is violated while from Figure 3.16 it
is evident that at high-frequencies (3.120) is violated. This suggests that for some extremes of
mismodelling the closed-loop response might be unstable. If, however, the joint criterion or

\AiUo))\<

1

(3.121)

is evaluated, as in Figure 3.18, then robust stability is more assured as (3.121) is all but
satisfied. The closed loop step responses resulting from this mixed sensitivity design are

The mixed sensitivity problem was solved using the SISO Polynomial Toolbox, Grimble
(1994)
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Figure 3.16:

Robust stability criterion for loop
perturbations

Figure 3.18: Robust stability criterion
corresponding to (3.121)

Figure 3.17: Robust stability criterion for inverse
loop perturbations

Figure 3.19: Closed-loop step responses

depicted by Figure 3.19. Clearly, robust stability was attained and, in addition, good
performance - despite the significant plant perturbations.

Chapter 4: Generalised Predictive Control
for Uncertain Systems

4.1 Introduction
As noted in chapter I the principal objective in this thesis is the design of digital controllers for
uncertain systems. The preceding chapter presented one well-established technique for
achieving this objective - the //cc paradigm. Thus if the plant uncertainty is described as a scaled
numerator-denominator perturbation using the fractional perturbation model i.e. the loop
transfer function is represented using
^J\ + V5f,W,)N

(4.01)

{\ + Vdf^W2)D
where the scaled perturbation dt = [-80 SnJ satisfies || Si \\ < J then a sufficient condition for
robust stability is given by the inequality

ll"IL<>

(4.02)

where
H=

(4.03)

The frequency dependant weights may be utilised to define the upper bounds on the permissible
uncertainty or to specify desirable closed-loop performance objectives. The //«, or mixed
sensitivity problem has the desirable property that if a reasonable estimate of the plant
uncertainty can be obtained, robust stability is assured. The frequency dependant weights Wi*,
W2* and V must, however, be carefully chosen since it is these weighting functions that
ultimately determine the success or otherwise of the Hao optimisation. It is the author's
contention that the task of selecting these weighting functions is not trivial. Principally the
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difficulty arises due to the fact that they are simultaneously utilised to define the upper bound on
the plant uncertainty and also to specify desirable closed-loop properties. Thus if Wi, IV2 and V
are chosen solely with regard for performance objectives then closed-loop instability is a real
possibility. Conversely if they are utilised to describe the uncertainty but not encompass
desirable closed-loop performance criterion, then poor transient performance may result.
Furthermore, the relationship between some classical closed-loop performance specifications
e.g. rise-time, settling-time, etc and the weighting filters W/*, fVj* and F is somewhat obscure
thus compounding the difficulty.

In contrast to the

approach, the relationship between the GPC tuning parameters N/, Nj, Nu

and X and the resulting time-domain performance is relatively intuitive and consequently this
controller may be easily designed to achieve nominal performance. However no stability
guarantees exist when the GPC is applied to uncertain systems. Thus an obvious merger is to
combine the two paradigms to obtain the ease-of-tuning associated with GPC and the robustness
of the Hoo control law. One possible mechanism for achieving this is to exploit the 2DoF nature
of the GPC controller and utilise a two-stage tuning strategy where, in the first stage, the servo
parameters are selected to achieve the desired nominal performance specifications, and
subsequently the T polynomial is designed to minimise an appropriate Hao norm. More
specifically, if the fractional perturbation model describes the plant uncertainty, the Tpolynomial is designed by solving the problem
min
T

= min sup
00

T

(4.04)

"

Note that the optimisation problem (4.04) is identical to that defined by (4.03) since Wj, W2 may
be trivially redefined as Wi = W *V and W2 = fV2*GV, with G being the plant transfer function.
The formulation (4.04) is utilised in this chapter because the proportional loop uncertainty Ai is
more directly related to^than to iF. In contrast to the Hoo problem, the tracking performance is
specified by the servo parameters and therefore the design of Wi and W2 is considerably
simplified. Wi is used to represent the upper bound on the proportional inverse loop uncertainty
and W2 the upper bound on the proportional loop uncertainty i.e.
(4-05)
Since .5^, for a well-designed control system, is always small at low-frequencies Wi can be
large at these frequencies. Conversely, ^will be small at high frequencies therefore W2 can be
large at these frequencies and yet satisfy the bound 4.04. This implies that low-frequency
uncertainty e.g. parametric perturbations, are best modelled as proportional inverse loop
perturbations while high-frequency uncertainty e.g. parasitic effects or unmodelled dynamics.
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should be modelled as proportional loop perturbations. Wi and W2 can therefore be directly
estimated from the definitions of Ai'‘ and Ai i.e.
‘■G

‘

G„

where G represents an accurate, typically high-order, description of the plant generated,
perhaps, from first principles modelling while Go is the low-order nominal model utilised for
controller design.

The optimisation of the //«,-norm with respect to T could be attempted using a laborious and
time-consuming trial-and-error procedure. An alternative is to seek an explicit relationship
between the T-polynomial and the //a^-nonn and thus generate a formula for calculating the
optimal T-polynomial. However the relationship between the T-polynomial and the //«,-norm is
neither trivial nor linear thus analytical solutions are not feasible and numerical techniques must
be resorted to. Again, due to the non-linear relationship between T and the cost 4.04, standard
optimisation techniques such as least squares are not applicable. Suitable alternatives arc
techniques such as Dynamic Programming or Genetic Algorithms (GAs). Both of these
approaches have similar advantages and disadvantages. Compared with the standard gradient
algorithms these alternatives are computationally expensive. However, each technique can cater
for a wide variety of cost functions, is not restricted in terms of the solution space and is less
susceptible to the problem of local minima than traditional techniques. The genetic algorithm
methodology was selected as the optimisation algorithm of choice in this thesis based primarily
on the intuitive nature of the technique.

This chapter begins, therefore, by introducing the concept of GAs and how they may be applied
to the task of tuning the GPC to achieve robust stability. Section 4.3 extends the design to
encompass additional performance objectives e.g. good disturbance rejection. The proposed
tuning strategy is further developed in §4.4, wherein the GA based optimisation is extended to
include the GPC servo parameters and thus yield an auto-tuned GPC. Other researchers have
also investigated the design of the T-polynomial for enhancing closed-loop robustness and the
GPC literature contains many guidelines to aid the selection of this polynomial. These
guidelines are reviewed in §4.5 and compared with the proposed tuning strategy by selecting a
number of simulation studies from the existing literature and comparing the performance with
prior published results. An alternative to the T-polynomial, the Youla parameterisation, has also
been investigated by some researchers, with mixed results. While some authors claim that, for
practical purposes, the difference between these two techniques is negligible, others have
reported significantly better closed-loop tracking performance and enhanced disturbance
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rejection for uncertain systems. The chapter concludes therefore by presenting the Youla
parameterisation for predictive controllers and evaluates the relative merits of this technique visa-vis the T-polynomial.

4.2 Genetic algorithms
The genetic algorithm (GA) approach is an intuitive and mature search and optimisation
technique based on the principle of natural evolution and population genetics. The search
process is similar to the natural evolution of biological creatures in which successive parent
generations give rise to a generation of offspring by exchanging genes based on the principle of
survival of the fittest. Over time, the organism evolves and adapts to its environment. Similarly
the GA concept utilises binary strings called chromosomes to represent the parameters of an
optimisation problemi. The GA search is initialised by randomly generating a population of these
artificial chromosomes or strings, each of which is applied to the test environment to be
evaluated and assigned a fitness value. A generation of offspring is then created by
probabilistically selecting parents based on their fitness value and applying genetic operators
such as crossover and mutation. By imitating the innovative fair of natural evolution, GAs
efficiently exploit historical information to search for and generate new populations with
gradually improved behaviour. This technique is of particular interest when the search space is
multi-modal e.g. if it contains sub-optimal solutions, as conventional search methods can fall
foul of local maxima due to hill-climbing.

Control theory has numerous applications such as parameter identification, controller
optimisation and control structure design, all of which can exploit the capabilities of GAs. The
use of GAs as an alternative for standard parametric identification algorithms has been
investigated by e.g. Chipperfield et al. (1994), Downing et al. (1996). Though few advantages
have been reported when applied to linear systems, GAs may also be applied to the
identification of non-linear systems where significant advantages accrue (Li, 1999).
Chipperfield et al. (1994) also utilise GAs to optimise controller parameters. This has the
potential to overcome the tedious nature of many traditional techniques and, in addition, yield
optimal parameter settings for a wide variety of process models (Wang & Kwon, 1994; Chen et
al. 1995; O'Mahony et al., 2000). An interesting application, Hyun & Lee (1998), demonstrates
that GAs are not limited to the realm of off-line parameter optimisation. In this application a
cascade PID controller was used to regulate the speed of a hydraulic motor. The five feedback
gains were tuned on-line, in real-time, using a GA. Thus, in this context, GAs may be
considered as an alternative to standard auto-tuners. In the predictive control field, the use of
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GAs has enabled some researchers to report on the effectiveness, in terms of closed-loop
perform.ance, of some rather unusual cost function choices (Martinez et al., 1998). GAs have
also been employed in less traditional control fields e.g. fuzzy logic (Feldman, 1993) and neural
networks (Machado & Da Rocha, 1992). The most common approach in these strategies is to
utilise the powerful learning capabilities of GAs to derive the parameters of the fuzzy or
connectionist networks.

It is important to realise that the GA does not possess any information about the problem that it
is trying to solve. This may seem somewhat paradoxical but it is also a feature of natural
evolution. The GA merely produces strings (chromosomes) and operates on these strings as
determined by the test environment or fitness value. The basic unit of the GA is the
chromosome which is an encoded representation of the parameters of interest. For example a
binary string of 20 bits could contain information about height, width and length of a box; the
same string could just as easily represent a set of controller parameters, model parameters, or
indeed a set of controller structures. The test environment then takes this binary string, decodes
the string to obtain the parameters and then applies these parameters to the formulated problem.
By measuring how well the problem is tackled, the chromosome is assigned a fitness value and
it is this fitness value which is returned to the GA. The GA can then utilise this information and
apply appropriate genetic operators to produce new offspring, which will tend to be more
evolved with each new generation.

These fundamental concepts were developed by Holland (1975) and subsequently the use of
GAs as an alternative to the classical analytical and numerical optimisation techniques has
attracted considerable interest, resulting in significant advances in the underlying theory and an
evolution of the fundamental concepts (Goldberg, 1989; Davis, 1990). Consequently GAs, as
originally conceived by Holland, are generally referred to as simple or canonical GAs to
distinguish them from their more elaborate and contemporary counterparts (Michalewicz, 1996).
However, since the canonical GA is still highly effective and, moreover, has the advantage of
simplicity, it is this genre of GA that was applied to tune the GPC. The underlying methodology
of such GAs is illustrated by the flow chart of Figure 4.1. Each of the key components is
expounded in the ensuing sub-sections.

4.2.1

Parameter encoding

When GAs are applied to solve a practical problem, the natural parameter set of the problem
needs to be coded as a finite-length string or chromosome. The most common representation is
binary, the chromosomes being made up of a string of genes (bits) with each gene having a
06
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Figure 4.1: Flow chart for canonical genetic algorithm

value of / or 0. The translation from real parameters to binary strings may utilise any desired
coding scheme e.g. standard binary, Gray code, etc. For decoding purposes the chromosome is
broken into segments according to the precision of the parameters. For example, three
parameters each with a precision of eight bits would require a 24-bit chromosome; when
decoded, each segment of eight bits is mapped onto the appropriate range.

4.2.2 Initial population
In a GA, the population is the set of possible solutions and is characterised by the binaiy
chromosomes. The GA commences by randomly generating an initial population consisting of
yV binary strings or chromosomes, each of which is of length m. The population size is an
important factor when using GAs. If the population is small the GA has less genetic material to
work with. This means less diversity in the population and the GA may not fully exploit the
search space, resulting in false or biased solutions owing to inbreeding i.e. a local sub-optimal
solution may be realised. On the other-hand an unnecessarily large population size results in
increased computational burden and slow convergence. Empirical results from various
researchers (e.g. Schaffer et al., 1989) suggest that population sizes as small as 30 are quite
adequate for many applications. Alander (1992) suggests that the optimal population size for
many problems is related to the string length m and recommends using a population size of
between m and 2m. Reeves (1995) provides some theoretical support for these results and
furthermore suggests that even smaller population sizes {10 < N < 20) are suitable for binary
encoded strings where m < 200.
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4.2.3 Evaluate fitness
Each chromosome in the population is decoded to obtain the corresponding parameter values.
The candidate then undergoes a trial (i.e. is applied to the test environment and/or evaluated
using a cost function) to measure its performance in the problem domain. Each individual is
then ranked based on this performance and assigned a fitness value. The fitness value is simply
a non-negative real number that is used to assess the relative merit of the current solution.
Typically the fitness values are in the range 0-1 and are inversely proportional to the
performance of the individual as determined by the cost function. Thus a fitness value of 1
would correspond to that individual which minimised the performance index.

4.2.4 Selection
To generate a population of offspring, a set of individuals, taken from the current population, is
selected as parents. The probability of any one individual being selected depends on the
associated fitness value. Individuals with higher fitness values (i.e. those that are closer to the
optimum solution) have an increased probability of survival. Several different types of
probabilistic selection operators are available. Each attempts to ensure that the fittest individuals
are chosen for reproduction, while providing sufficient diversity, so that a broad range of
solutions have the potential to propagate. A common selection strategy is the technique known
as stochastic universal sampling (SUS). In this strategy the probability of an individual,
being selected, P(Xi), is defined by
PiXi) =

fi^i)

zr=,/(-T)

(4.07)

where /(xj is the fitness value of an individual and N is the population size. This selection
process may be viewed as a roulette wheel where each member of the population is represented
by a slice that is directly proportional to the member's fitness. As illustrated in Figure 4.2, the
roulette wheel has N equally spaced pointers. The selection process may then be viewed as a
single spin of the roulette wheel, which will simultaneously select all the individuals (parents)
that will contribute to the next generation's offspring. The selected individuals are placed in a
mating poof to await the application of other GA operators e.g. crossover and mutation. In
many cases an elitist strategy is also employed where a number of the fittest individuals
automatically advance to the next generation. Such a strategy ensures that the next generation's
best will never degenerate and hence guarantees the asymptotic convergence of the GA.
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Figure 4.3: Single-point crossover

Figure 4.2: Stochastic universal sampling
for TV =72

4.2.5 Crossover
The crossover operator is applied after selection and produces two new chromosomes or
offspring by combining information extracted from the two parent chromosomes. The parents
are randomly selected from the mating pool, and the results depend on the type of crossover
operator utilised. The simplest is to employ single-point crossover as illustrated in Figure 4.3.
The crossover operator is not necessarily applied to all individuals - its success or otherwise
depends on the crossover probability, Pc- Typically this value ranges from 0.6 to 0.95. To
determine whether crossover actually occurs a random number [O-I] is generated and if this
value is less than the crossover probability then crossover occurs. Otherwise the selected
individuals are returned to the mating pool unchanged.

4.2.6 Mutation
Mutation is the last genetic operator applied in a simple genetic algorithm. It operates on each
individual by altering the value of a randomly selected bit position, e.g. Figure 4.4. Again the
success of the mutation operator depends on the mutation probability, P,„, which is usually very
low. A high mutation rate is not recommended as it could lead to the GA becoming a purely
random algorithm; typically the probability for bit mutation is in the range 0.001 to 0.01. The
advantage of the mutation operator is that a chromosome can alter its structure abruptly through
the occasional alteration of a selected bit and provides additional insurance against sub-optimal
convergence. The combined use of the crossover and mutation operators ensures against total
loss of any genes in the population by their ability to introduce any gene which may not have
existed initially, or, that may subsequently have been lost.
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Figure 4.4: Mutation

4.2.7 Iteration
The GA runs iteratively, as illustrated in Figure 4.1, and the evolution strategy ensures the
search converges to a highly fit population representing optimal or near-optimal solutions to the
considered problem. The GA terminates when some user-prescribed criterion is reached. This
may be a predetermined number i.e. the GA is to stop after 50 generations, or a prescribed
degree of convergence.

More advanced operators than those outlined above are also possible and in general yield a GA
with more powerful search capabilities i.e. result in faster convergence (Michalewicz, 1996).
Inherently GAs are very different from conventional optimisation techniques. By dealing with
several independent points, the GA samples the solution space in parallel and hence is less
susceptible to lingering in or converging to local optima. Furthermore due to their efficient
exploitation of past information to explore new regions of the decision space, GAs have a high
probability of finding a near optimal solution and are theoretically and empirically proven to
provide robust searches (Holland, 1975; Goldberg, 1989). Because GAs exploit strategies of
genetic information and 'survival of the fittest' to guide their search, they need not calculate the
gradient or assume that the search space is differentiable or continuous. The optimisation only
requires objective information so that GAs can utilise various kinds of objective function, even
non-linear, multi-objective or knowledge-based ones. Thus, with their robust features, simple
structure and the ability to attain global optimisation, GAs are now regarded as important
mathematical tools for complex optimisation problems and are ideally suited for searching
discrete, noisy, multi-modal or complex spaces.

4.3 Robust GPC via GA
As noted in the introduction, it is possible to exploit the 2DoF nature of GPC, and employ a
two-stage tuning strategy to ensure robust stability in the presence of uncertainty. The tuning
procedure therefore consists of
i)

defining the servo parameters to achieve nominal tracking performance

ii)

selecting the T-polynomial to enhance the regulator performance and obtain the
requisite degree of robustness
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Figure 4.5: Block diagram of linear GPC

A systematic mechanism for accomplishing the second step is to minimise the following Ha
norm with respect to T
mm
r

= mm sup

(4.08)

T

where WO and fVj represent upper bounds on the proportional inverse loop and proportional loop
perturbations respectively i.e.
fW, =A0‘;

^2=^l

The difficulties associated with this optimisation may readily be appreciated by developing
expressions for the sensitivity function, .50 and the complementary sensitivity function, .50
From the equivalent linear control structure of Figure 4.5, these transfer functions are AAR
AAR + z~^SB

AAR
Pr

(4.10)

z~^SB

z~^SB

(4.11)

AAR + z~'SB

Pc

where Pc is the closed-loop characteristic polynomial, and from Chapter 2, recall that the Tpolynomial is a factor of the closed-loop characteristic polynomial hence Pc can be expressed as
(4.12)

Pc=TPc'
and therefore .5^and ^ are defined by -

Pc'T

PAT

(4.13)

If the plant uncertainty is expressed as multiplicative perturbation, Al with upper bound W5, the
robust stability requirement is ^2l<-

.^1

PAT
SB

(4.14)

while for a multiplicative inverse perturbation, Af-I with upper bound Wi, the criterion is
W\ |<-

1

5^1

'Pc T
^
AAR

(4.15)

In both cases it is evident that the T-polynomial may be manipulated to satisfy the inequalities
4.14 and 4.15. A difficulty arises due to the fact that the polynomials R and S -
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Figure 4.6: Flow chart for optimising T using GA

/?(z-') =

N.

r + z-'

Xi'pi

(4.16)

j=N,
N,

S(z-')= ^hjFj

(4.17)

j=N,

both depend on T. The dependence of /? on T is evident from equation 4.16. Note also, however,
that both of the polynomials Fj and Gy depend on T. This subtle and considerably more
complicated relationship may be appreciated by considering the associated Diophantine
equations (4.18)

T = EjAA + z ^Fj ;
Gj = GjT + z~JGj

(4.19)

Clearly due to the complex relationship between T and (Fj.Gj} an analytical solution to the
optimisation problem 4.08 is not feasible and numerical techniques must be employed.

4.3.1 GA Implementation
Figure 4.6 details the salient characteristics of the GA utilised for the optimisation of the Tpolynomial and may be described as follows -

I) Parameter Encoding: Optimisation of the T-polynomial amounts to the determination of the
optimum location of the roots such that the criterion 4.08 is minimised. Therefore the first
02
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requirement of the codification stage is to decide on the number of roots and thus the order
of the r-polynomial. Experience suggests that there are few applications that require a highorder T-polynomial - generally a first or second order polynomial suffices. To maximise the
solution space, and since computation time is not a significant issue - a fifth-order Tpolynomial was selected i.e.
(4.20)

i=\
The range for each of the t, roots was defined to be

(4.21)

-1 < /y <1

and each root was encoded using a 10-bit Gray code scheme giving a resolution of
R: =

^

0.002

2'" -1

(4.22)

wliere U, and L, correspond to the upper and lower bounds on the root

2) Initial population; A population size, N, of 30 was selected. This choice was primarily
influenced by recent applications where small population sizes have been successfully
employed. The minimum population size, as determined by Reeves (1995), for a string of
length 50 is approximately 15. This minimum population size is based on the principle that
every possible point in the search space should be reachable from the initial population. The
choice of

= 30 is considerably greater than this minimum and thus represents a

reasonable compromise between computational cost and adequately spanning the search
space.

3) Evaluate fitness: Each individual of the initial and subsequent generations must be
evaluated to determine their fitness. This is accomplished by firstly decoding each
individual in the current population to obtain the parameters {ti, t2, ts, t4, t^}. The Tpolynomial is formed from these roots. The Diophantine equations, 4.18-4.19, may then be
solved to yield the polynomials Fj, Gj, Gj from which the controller polynomials S and R
are calculated using equations 4.16 & 4.17. Finally the sensitivity and complementary
sensitivity functions are computed and the Mao-noun -

^2^ 00

= sup
^ W2{e-j^)F^{e~j^)

(4.23)

determined. Equation 4.23 is evaluated for the entire population, the population is ranked by
assigning a fitness value of one to the solution(s) that minimise 4.23, and a fitness value of
zero to the solution that maximises it. The intermediate solutions are appropriately scaled
between zero and one.
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4) Each subsequent generation is produced as outlined in §4.2.4 - §4.2.7. Suitable parents are
selected using stochastic universal sampling, and the offspring are produced using single
point crossover with a recombination probability of 0.95. Mutation is applied with a
probability of 0.01. The GA terminates after 50 generations. The GA was implemented
using the CAD tool MATLAB with the aid of the Genetic Algorithm Toolbox (Chipperfield
et ai, 1995).

4.3.2 Evaluation
To evaluate the proposed tuning strategy the following example, taken from Normey-Rico &
Camacho (1999), was utilised. This example, representing a typical industrial process, is
modelled by

GAs) =

k

-t.iS

(4.24)

S+p

where the nominal values of the parameters are td = 0.5, k=l and p=I. This process is subject to
considerable parametric uncertainty where the uncertainties are defined as ±30% in the delay
and ±25% in the other two parameters. Table 4.1 defines the plant extremes, which are
generated by considering the upper and lower bounds for each of the parameters, k, p and td.

Table 4.1: Possible Worst Case Process Models
Gpi(s)

Gp2(s)

Gp3(s)

Gp4(s)

Gp5(s)

Gp6(s)

Gp7(s)

Gp8(s)

k

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.25

0.75

0.75

0.75

0.75

P

1.25

1.25

0.75

0.75

1.25

1.25

0.75

0.75

id

0.65

0.35

0.65

0.35

0.65

0.35

0.65

0.35

Sampling at 0.1 second intervals yields the following discrete-time nominal model:

GJz-') = z

0.09516z"'

-0.9048Z'-1

(4.25)

As discussed in this thesis, two distinct techniques are available to model the uncertainty. The
uncertainty may be modelled using a proportional and inverse proportional representation e.g.
equations 4.05 & 4.06 may be used to determine Wj and 1%. Alternatively a fractional
perturbation model may be used which can yield a slightly different, and in some cases less
conservative, representation of the uncertainty. If the latter technique is selected, the
perturbation is represented by the following model-
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N
D

N^{\ + ^^)
D,(l + A^)

(4.26)

where L = N/D is the loop gain and Lg = Ng/Do its nominal value. Since it is assumed that the
controller is constant and exactly known i.e. all the uncertainty is associated with the plant, the
definition of 4.26 can be simplified. Thus the transfer function N/D represents the transfer
function of the plant and Ng/Dg the nominal model. In §3.4.6 it was stated that when utilising
this uncertainty model low-frequency perturbations are best modelled as denominator
perturbations and furthermore this amounts to modelling low frequency uncertainty as a
proportional inverse loop uncertainty. Likewise, modelling high-frequency perturbations as pure
numerator perturbations implies that they are modelled as loop gain perturbations. Considering
the continuous-time model 4.24 the variations in the time constant p mainly result in highfrequency perturbations, while the low-frequency perturbations are primarily due to the
variations in the gain k. Accordingly, the perturbations in the time-constant are modelled as a
numerator perturbation, and the gain variations as a denominator perturbation i.e.
N
D

\+s{\/p)
P

Cj{s) = — =----------------

(4.28)

Likewise the nominal system can be represented as
\+s{\/pj
D,

Err

(4.29)

The proportional and proportional inverse loop perturbations may then be defined as
A/.-

Al =

(4.30)

Since this technique can model both low and high frequency perturbations it is widely
recommended in the robust control literature for continuous-time plants (Kwakernaak, 1993). A
preliminary analysis reveals that this uncertainty model is less suited to discrete-time
applications. The main reason for this is that in the continuous-time domain it is relatively
simple to split the model into its constituent high- and low-frequency components e.g. Ng of
4.29 has unity steady-state gain regardless of the value of pg. In the discrete-time domain the
expression becomes considerably more complicated due to (a) the introduction of additional
zeros which influence both low and high frequency characteristics and (b) variations of the
poles and zeros also affect the dc gain. For these reasons it was decided to utilise either the
proportional.
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IV,: Inverse
multiplicative
uncertainty

Multiplicative
uncertainty, IV,
-10

10'

Figure 4.7: Plant uncertainty characterised by the
multiplicative uncertainty model

A, =

Frequency
(rait/s)

Figure 4.8: Upper bounds for fVj and fV/

(4.31)
G.

or the proportional inverse loop model,
(4.32)

A-; =Al
''

G

depending on which was more appropriate. The cost of this simplification is that the
minimisation of 4.23 may yield more conservative results.

To determine the multiplicative uncertainty Ai the model 4.25 was used in conjunction with the
discrete equivalents, Gpi(z‘) - Gps(z’), associated with the models Gpi(s) - Gp8(s) of table 4.1
and the uncertainty was defined by Gpiiz

)

(4.33)

A/,(z-') =
V

GAz-')
o

Examining the magnitude response. Figure 4.7, of each of the uncertainty models, Au, revealed
that the worst case scenario occurred for the process model Gp3(s) and hence the corresponding
model uncertainty was used to characterise the upper bound for the multiplicative perturbation
W:. Similarly the inverse multiplicative uncertainty, A[‘, was bounded by the process Gp^ and

hence its upper bound is defined by
(4.34)

'yG.Az-')
Both of these upper bounds are illustrated in Figure 4.8. Considering that Wi is predominantly
used to describe low-frequency uncertainty, it is obvious from Figure 4.8 that, in this case Wi
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can be neglected. Alternatively, recall that minimising the norm 4.23 is equivalent to checking
whether, for each ru e R
mjco)\<

qr_ W2{j(^)\<

1

(4.35)

Since \I\S^\ will be large at low frequencies, and considering the shape of Wi, the inequality
ki Uo^)\ <

(4.36)

\5^{jco)\

will be always be satisfied at low frequencies and is therefore irrelevant. Recall that 1/|^1 will
be large at high frequencies, the second part of 4.35 dominates at high frequencies and the
objective is then to design ^such that the inequality

WiUcoU

(4.37)

\^Ua>i

is satisfied. This rationale suggests that the optimisation, in this instance, can be reduced to
minimising

\\>^2^L

(4-38)

with respect to the T-polynomial.

The design of the GPC controller commenced with the selection of the servo parameters [Ni, Nj,
Nu, T, P(z'')]. These were chosen according to the output horizon configuration suggested by
McIntosh et al. (1991). With this configurations the active tuning parameter is A? and the
remaining parameters have the following default values
A,-1; d^,,^<N2<tp,

A„=l; A = 0;

P=\

(4.39)

where t^ is the plant settling time in sampling periods. Since large A^ enhances stability, Nj was
set to its upper bound. A? = ts = 70 and applying the GA optimisation yielded the polynomial
r(z-') = (l-0.81z-')(l-0.14z-')

(4.40)

The robust stability criterion 4.37 is graphically illustrated in Figure 4.9 and is amply satisfied.
The corresponding time-domain perfomiance is illustrated in Figure 4.10 for both the nominal
model and the plant Gpj. In these simulations a step is applied as input, measurement noise is
present throughout, and a disturbance is applied to the process input at T=8sec. Despite
significant plant uncertainty the desired objective of robust stability was attained. However, it
was noted in Chapter 2 that enhancing robustness was only one of the facets, albeit an important
one, of the /’-polynomial. As with any controller design, enhanced robustness has its cost, most
notably, that the disturbance rejection performance is likely to be adversely affected. Thus the
design of T-polynomial should also account for this effect and thereby attain a realistic trade-off
between stability robustness and disturbance rejection.
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Figure 4.9: Complementary sensitivity function vs
upper bound on multiplicative
uncertainty

Figure 4.10: Closed-loop response of GA
optimisation for nominal and worst
case plants.

4.3.3 Accounting for disturbances
To account for the fact that the design of the T-polynomial involves a trade-off between
robustness and disturbance rejection it is necessary to augment the cost function utilised in the
genetic algorithm. Specifically it is proposed to extend the GA cost function to include the
integral of absolute error (lAE) of the regulator response i.e.
J,^ = [\e(’)\dl

(4.41)

where r corresponds to the duration of the simulation and, assuming a pure regulatory problem,
e(t) is defined equal to -y(t) i.e. zero set-point is presumed. The design problem therefore
becomes, in the subset domain of the H^o constraint, to determine the solution which optimises
the disturbance rejection tracking performance. This augmented optimisation problem can be
interpreted as a problem of optimal disturbance rejection subject to the robust stability
constraint 4.23 or 4.35. Formally, the problem may be defined as follows:
min I" I e{t) \ dt
T

(4.42)

J()

for the nominal closed-loop system, subject to the constraint 4.35. This formulation is similar, in
many respects, to the mixed //j///*, design except that the latter design optimises the tracking
performance using the integral of squared error (ISE) subject to a robust stability constraint.

One solution to this optimisation problem, detailed in Figure 4.11, may be described as
Step 1; Given the parameter set {ti, t2, /j, t4, t^} evaluate the robust stability constraint -

Ki(»|

1

qr_

\^Uco)\

OX

(4.43)
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Figure 4.11: Possible solution to augmented GA
optimisation

Figure 4.12: Contribution of stability constraint to
the GA cost

If the criterion 4.43 is satisfied then proceed to step 2. Otherwise select another potential
solution and repeat step 1.
Step 2: Compute the cost 4.41 and return to the GA, select another potential candidate and
repeat step 1 and step 2.
An objection to this procedure is that by neglecting those individuals that fail the robust stability
criterion vital information is removed from the GA. In other words, to effectively direct the
search, the GA requires information on defective as well as apt candidate solutions. This
information may be incorporated as follows. For the purpose of exposition, assume that the
multiplicative uncertainty model can adequately describe the plant uncertainty. Therefore the
robust stability criterion may be defined by the inequality 4.36. Furthermore assume that this
inequality is not satisfied i.e. at some frequencies the magnitude response \l\^\ is less than that
of W2, or more formally ------ Wj < 0

for

coi <0X0)2

J-

where ooi and

002

(4.44)

define the frequency band within which the stability constraint is violated. If

the magnitude response of jl/y' - Wf is then summed within this band and heavily weighted it
may be introduced into the GA cost and used to direct the search. The procedure is illustrated in
Figure 4.12. Formally, the contribution of the robust stability criterion may be written as J stability

I

_1_

w.

<0

for

^s ’ '^stability

reg

0)^ <0) <0)2

(4.45)

and the GA cost function becomes
GA
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Figure 4.13: Robust stability criterion for
augmented GA
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Figure 4.14: Closed loop performance of worst
case plant, Gpi(z), resulting from (i)
the original GA, (ii) the augmented
GA

where the term ps represents a weighting factor which may be used to heavily penalise the
robust stability criterion and hence ensure that even small disparities will be excluded.

Applying the augmented GA to the simulation study defined in §4.3.2 yielded
(4.47)

r(z'') = (1 - 0.38z"‘ )(1 - 0.16z'')

and the results of Figures 4.13, 4.14. Examining Figure 4.13 and comparing it with the results
depicted in Figure 4.9 it is evident that the robustness bound \ \lis considerably tighter for
the latter design. Correspondingly it can be seen, from Figure 4.14, that the disturbance rejection
performance is improved in that the peak overshoot is reduced by 10% and the ISE criterion
reduced by 35%. However, the results are not ideal; specifically the control signal variance is
excessive throughout the duration of the simulation. This level of controller activity can be
attributed to a poorly shaped input sensitivity function, the magnitude of which, at high
frequencies, was close to +20dBs. This problem may be amended by designing the control law
such that the magnitude response of the input sensitivity function,
CO.

is small; ideally

< 1, V

This is particularly important at high frequencies where the effect of measurement noise

dominates.

Based on these results the GA cost is further extended to incorporate the effects of noise. The
new GA cost is defined as GA ~ ds ''^stability ^

noise

(4 4g)

^0)<CO^

^449^

reg

where the latter metric is defined by
Jnotse=Y.{\^>^-A
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Figure 4.16: Closed loop performance of worst
case plant, Gpi(z)

(Oo being the closed-loop bandwidth. The index J„oise amounts to evaluating ^ at all frequencies,
but it is only at those frequencies where |^| > 1.5, that the magnitude response of ^ contributes
to the cost. The cost 4.48 can therefore be interpreted as optimising the disturbance rejection
performance, defined by

subject to the constraints of robust stability and measurement

noise attenuation. Applying the GA to the simulation example of §4.3.2 yielded a T-polynomial
defined by

T(z-') = (I -0.8z-' )(l -0.7z-' )(l + 0.55Z-')

(4.50)

with results similar to those obtained utilising the original GA (see Figures 4.15, 4.16).
However, because the original GA did not incorporate any performance specifications, other
than those implied by the servo parameters, the resulting closed-loop behaviour is subject to
considerable variation. In contrast the latter problem formulation involves a trade-off between
three very practical requirements and is preferred as it results in systematic tuning and yields
consistent performance. Further simulation studies verifying the usefulness of this technique
were presented in O'Mahony & Downing, (2000).

If the robustness bounds (Figures 4.13, 4.15) are compared, it becomes obvious that by defining

1/T to have a narrower bandwidth (compare equations 4.47 and 4.50) the robustness bound is
increased. A similar effect occurs if the bandwidth is maintained constant but the order of T is
increased. However, because of the complex relationship between T and the controller
polynomials S and R, this result is not true in general (Mohtadi, 1988; Yoon & Clarke, 1994)
and this necessitated the development of tuning guidelines to aid the selection of this
polynomial. In contrast to the requirements for robust stability, optimum disturbance rejection
dictates that T should be low-order and have a large bandwidth, ideally T = 1. Hence the
objectives of robust stability and good disturbance rejection are conflicting requirements and, in
practice, a trade-off is always necessary.
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The requirement for good noise attenuation is similar to that of robust stability i.e. a relatively
high-order, low bandwidth 1/T filter is desired. This similarity arises from the relationship
between ^and^i.e.
^=

(4.51)

Thus if ^ decreases at high frequencies (a requirement for robust stability) then ^ will also
decrease at those frequencies (a requirement for good noise performance). Intuitively, the
relationship is obvious since the frequency characteristics of both phenomena are predominately
located in the high-frequency range. Thus to provide immunity against these undesirable
frequencies it is required that l/T have a relatively narrow bandwidth and sufficient highfrequency roll-off As a result of this similarity, either of these two requirements will always
dictate the lower limit on the bandwidth and high-frequency roll-off of 1/T. If a large model
uncertainty exists then the robust stability constraint will dictate the poles and order of the Tpolynomial. Conversely, if the uncertainty is slight, then the requirement for good noise
performance will dictate the shape of the T-polynomial. These two constraints will rarely be
active at the same time. For this example (see Figure 4.15) it is obvious that the measurement
noise criterion places a more stringent demand on T than that of robust stability. Thus, in this
case, the stability constraint could actually have been eliminated from the GA cost function and
the same performance achieved. However, since this will not be true in general, the stability
constraint is maintained and the cost function utilised is that defined by 4.48.

4.4 Autotuned GPC
It is reasonable to question whether improved performance, i.e. a better trade-off, could be
obtained for alternative servo parameter settings. The principal difficulty with this conjecture is
the large number of servo parameters that is available for the user to investigate. Since it is
expected that alternative combinations of {Nj, Nj, N^, H, Pj will yield similar performance it is
possible to reduce the parameter set and thus focus the search on a subset of these parameters.
Principally, the parameter P(z'[) can be neglected, since similar performance can be obtained in
nearly all cases by judicious choices of {Nj, N^, N^, A.}. Furthermore, the parameter
has a very restricted range - 1 <

generally

e U" - and typically is set to the number of

unstable or badly damped open-loop poles. Thus the relevant parameter subset is {Ni, N2, A-j.
Even with this reduced set, an investigation based on trial-and-error is somewhat laborious.
More importantly, even after the expenditure of considerable effort, user confidence in having
achieved an optimal trade-off may be low.
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Alternatively if the search is accomplished through the use of GAs increased confidence, for
reduced labour, can result. Thus it is proposed that the parameter space traversed by the GA be
extended to encompass the parameters (Ni, N2, T, T}. Since the r-polynomial was chosen as
fifth-order the GA optimisation is accomplished over, effectively, eight parameters. The
remaining two parameters, P and iV„, are maintained at their default values N,=\

(4.52)

The GA search space now involves both servo and regulator tuning parameters therefore it is
necessary to extend the GA cost to contain a metric related to the tracking performance. One
possibility is that the user specifies an ideal nominal closed-loop model,

and the error

between this model response, y„„ and the nominal closed-loop response, y, be used to tune the
servo parameters i.e.
J servo =

(4.53)

- sf dt

An alternative, and somewhat simpler approach, is to minimise one of the standard integral of
enor criteria between the set-point, r(t), and the nominal closed-loop response, y(t). This
approach, using the integral of squared error, was adopted for this simulation, and the combined
GA cost is now defined to be dGA ~ Is ■ dstability

d

(4.54)

where
dservo

Jo ^

(4.55)

and e is defined as e(t) = r(t) - y(t).

Initialisation of the GA requires that the ranges and resolution of the parameters N/, N2, and T be
specified. This task is largely problem dependant. The ranges for the parameters N/ and N2
should at least encompass and, in general, extend beyond their default values. Typically A/ is
chosen equal to the process dead-time and thus the upper limit of A/ should exceed this value.
Likewise a standard recommendation for N2 is to set this parameter equal to the process settling
time, ts, where ts is defined in sampling periods. This yields quite a robust closed-loop with
sluggish transient performance and thus is a reasonable definition for the upper-limit of N2. Note
that Aj cannot be less than A/, therefore A/ defines the lower bound on A?. Since both A/, A?
Z, the resolution in both cases is unity. For the simulation example discussed in the preceding
sections the parameters may be initialised as follows 1 < Aj < 16; m = 4
16<A2<79; m = 6
0 < T < 10;

m = 10
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Recall that the resolution, R, is defined by Ri = (Ui - LJ/(2"‘ - 1) where Ui, Li represent the upper
and lower bounds of the

parameter and m represents the number of bits used to codify the

parameter. The bounds for A, were somewhat arbitrarily selected, as 'good' values are not known
a priori. In the GPC literature, most applications report the use of small values (< 1) for X. An
upper limit of ten was selected on the basis that it is extremely unlikely that larger values will be
required. However, a difficulty with the parameterisation (4.56) is that it excludes many
potential combinations of {Ni, N2} e.g. Ni = 2, N2 = 6. To overcome this the parameter range
was modified 1 < A^i < 16; m-A
1 <7^2 <64; m = 6
0 < /I < 10;

(4.57a)

/?z = 10

and to ensure that N2 >N/ the following condition was incorporated;
if

N2 < Ni

then

+7/2-1

(4.57b)

This implementation enables N2 to assume the entire range of values 7// < N2 <64.

Applying the GA to the simulation example yielded the following GPC tuning parameters
^,=6;

A^2=45; /I =0.89
(4.58)

r = (1 - 0.85z~' )(1 - 0.512~' )(1 + 0.42z"')
Interestingly, this choice of servo parameters closely parallels those chosen previously; the
effect of making N2 somewhat smaller is counteracted by the increase in X. Also the value of A/
selected by the GA corresponds to the standard recommendation, \.q. Ni = d +1\ where d is the
value of the delay in sampling periods. The resulting performance is practically identical to that
presented in Figures 4.15, 4.16. This result is not entirely surprising as it is generally known that
to achieve a robust control law a relatively slow closed-loop transient response must be
specified i.e. the closed-loop settling time should be comparable with the open-loop settling
time. Since the considered example involves relatively large parameter perturbations a robust
closed-loop and hence the parameter settings of 4.58 result. If the uncertainty was less
pronounced then this autotuned GPC would still be capable of making a systematic trade-off
between the contesting objectives of robustness, set-point tracking and good regulator
performance. This is the primary advantage of the technique.

If desired it is possible to speed up the nominal response considerably. This can be achieved by
applying a constant weighting to the index Jservo in the GA cost and thus increasing the relative
1 14
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importance of this component. However, this choice results in deteriorated closed-loop response
(larger overshoot and slower settling time) when large plant perturbations, such as considered in
this example, are present.

4.4.1 Mixed sensitivity interpretation
An advantage of the autotuned GPC synthesis is that by a suitable modification of the GPC cost
it is entirely possible to tune the GPC to yield identical or very similar performance to
alternative, even radically different control laws. To demonstrate this a second example, also
taken from Normey-Rico & Camacho (1999), is utilised where the plant is defined by
(1 + 0.2)
(1 + 0.455)(1 + 0. l5)(l + 0.65)(1 + 0.1255)

C„(5) =--------------

^

(4.59)

and the nominal value of the model is taken to be
G„,{s) =

(1 + 0.75)

The sampling time is taken to be 0.12 seconds. A mixed sensitivity Hoc controller may be
designed for this system, where the design proceeds by defining the weights IV/, W2 and V.
Based on their interpretations as weighting functions which shape the sensitivity functions 5^
and

these transfer functions were initially chosen, via trial-and-error, as -

If. =
-z

-1

W2 =

1.5-0.6z‘'
1-O.lz

-1

..
V=

1
-0.807Z -1

(4.61)

and minimising the //<»-norm

W2f/V

(4.62)

yielded a second-order controller defined by
(l-0.75z"')(l-0.1z“‘)
Gu =4.32(l-z'')(l-0.07z"')

(4.63)

If the GA optimisation is reformulated as
mm

(4.64)
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Figure 4.17:

Step responses of nominal model
and actual plant.

Figure 4.18: GPC step responses of nominal
model and actual plant.

i.e. determine the optimal set of parameters {Ni, N2, A, NJ such that norm 4.62 is minimised,
then both problems definitions are identical. Applying the GA yielded the following set of GPC
parameters
A', =1;

A^2=18;

^=3.76
(4.65)

r = (l-0.08z~')
and the resulting GPC controller was also second-order and defined by
(1-0.78Z"')
G,,,,=3.76(l-z"‘)(l-0.02z"')
A comparison of the Bode responses of the sensitivity functions

(4.66)
^

and ^ revealed

(practically) identical behaviour implying that the robustness bounds of both controlled loops
were very similar. The closed-loop response of the plant and model is illustrated in Figure 4.17
for the

Hoc

control law and Figure 4.18 for the GPC. In each case the performance is very

similar, though the GPC exhibits marginally better damping.

The performance of both controllers ultimately depends on the choice of weighting functions
and by altering these, improved performance may be attained. Further trial-and-error design
indicated that the choice

^1=----- it;
1-z"'

^2=6-

1.5-0.6Z -1
l-0.1z"‘

yielded superior performance. The resulting
G/y =1.04

Hoc

V=

1-0.66Z'

1-0.807Z -1

(4.67)

controller is

(l-0.83z~‘)(l-0.1z~‘)
(l-z“')(l-0.26z'‘)

(4.68)
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responses ofc5^and ^ for
GPC designs

and

responses for the plant Gp(s).

while the optimisation of the GPC parameters yielded
:=1;

/V2=32; ;i =0.958
(4.69)
r = (l-0.84z“')

and the resulting GPC controller was also second-order and defined by

(l-z"')(l-0.03z'')
In this case the sensitivity functions

(4.70)

fT and ‘f/ corresponding to the GPC and Hoo designs

varied a little as illustrated in Figure 4.19. Accordingly the closed-loop responses were not
identical either and again the GPC yielded a slightly better closed-loop response. Despite these
minor discrepancies the usefulness of autotuned GPC is evident, in that by judicious choice of
the GA cost, the GPC can be tuned to yield alternative control laws, that might otherwise be
very difficult to obtain. In this case the autotuning procedure enables the GPC to be formulated
as a mixed sensitivity control problem.

4.5 Comparison with existing techniques
Many researchers, Robinson & Clarke (1991), McIntosh et al. (1992), Soeterboek (1992), Yoon
& Clarke (1995) have examined the problem of designing a robust GPC control law in the
presence of model uncertainties. In each of these studies the selection of the T-polynomial was
the key element in enhancing robustness. Many of these researchers suggested design guidelines
to aid the selection of the ^-polynomial. These proposals are quite similar and the
recommendation is to choose either T = (1 - /u z‘)'\ T = A, or a combination of these two
expressions; A being the model denominator polynomial. For example the most recent offering,
Yoon & Clarke (1995), suggests setting:

(
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Figure 4.22: Closed-loop GPC responses for
worst case uncertainty

Figure 4.21: Robustness bounds of autotuned
GPC vs Yoon & Clarke's
recommendations

T = A{\-J3z~^f

(4.71)

n = A^i - deg(P)

(4.72)

with

P being the /^-polynomial. The parameter p has a value P

e

(0, 1) and a rule-of-thumb is to

place P in the neighbourhood of the dominant root of the model denominator polynomial. To
evaluate the robust design advocated in this thesis, a number of simulation examples will be
taken from the recent GPC literature. For each example a GPC is designed based on (i) the
advocated autotuning procedure and (ii) equations 4.71 - 4.72.

4.5.1 Simulation example 1
This example, Normey-Rico & Camacho (1999), was described in §4.3.2 and utilised
extensively in the subsequent sections. Here it is simply proposed to compare the results of the
autotuned GPC with those resulting from the use of equations 4.71 & 4.72. The GPC servo
parameters are defined as
=1;

A^2 = 70;

Sampling the process model at

/V,, = 1;

T = 0;

P=1

(4.73)

= 0.1 sec yields
O.lz'
(l-0.9z“‘)

(4.74)

and therefore, according to 4.71 & 4.72, a reasonable parameterisation for the r-polynomial is
r = (l-0.9z“')(l-0.7z“')

(^-75)

The results of this design are compared with the autotuning procedure in Figures 4.21 and 4.22.
This comparison highlights a limitation that is common to all the proposed recommendations for
the r-polynomial. When developing these tuning rules, the respective authors have tended to
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focus on a single criterion - that of robust stability and the rules have been developed from this
perspective only. As noted previously however any practical design inherently involves a trade
off and focusing exclusively on one design criterion, such as robustness, is not conducive to a
balanced design process. For example, the control design resulting from equations 4.71, 4.72 is
clearly more robust than that resulting from the GA autotuning design. However, the cost of this
increased robustness is poorer set-point tracking and disturbance rejection performance, as
evidenced from Figure 4.22. Thus Yoon & Clarke's recommendations result in a conservative
control law, for the given model uncertainty, and hence performance is impinged upon. In
contrast, the design based on the GA, which combines several criteria, results in a better trade
off between performance and robustness.

4.5.2 Simulation example 2
This example, also taken from Normey-Rico & Camacho (1999), considers the following highorder plant process
(l + 0.2)e""
(1 + 0.45.9)(1 + 0.1.0(1 + 0.6-f)(l + 0.125.?)

(4.76)

This system can be approximated by a first-order model with time-delay where the model is
defined by

C.,(5) = 1+0.75

(4.77)

With a sampling time of 0.12 seconds, the corresponding discrete time model is
O.lbz'

(4.78)

l-0.84z“‘
Normey-Rico & Camacho (1999), recommend setting the servo parameters as

= 75, A. =7,

where the parameter N is the prediction horizon i.e. N ^ N2 - Nj + I. Choosing the initial
prediction horizon equal to the model time-delay yields following servo parameters ^,=10;

N2=25-,

N^=\; T = 1;

P=1

(4.79)

In this case, due to the large value of N/ it is unreasonable to utilise equation 4.71,4.72 to define
the r-polynomial. Instead T was simply chosen as T = zl = (1 -0.84z'). Applying the GA to
autotune the GPC yielded =3;

^2=19; A = 0
(4.80)

r = (l-0.79z"')(l-0.57z"')(l + 0.34z“')
Figure 4.24 illustrates the very similar performance of both designs. Thus the autotuner again
negotiated a successful trade-off between the various performance objectives. Note that
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Time (sec)

Figure 4.24: Closed-loop GPC responses for highorder plant with time-delay

Figure 4.23: Step response of high-order plant
and first-order model with timedelay

considering the relatively large time delay (10 samples), neglected high-order dynamics and
mismodelling of the time-delay parameter, the performance of the GPC is admirable.

4.5.3 Simulation example 3
This final simulation example is taken from Yoon & Clarke (1995). These authors considered
the continuous-time plant

Gpis)
=
^

50
—

(5 + l)(5^+5-f50)

(4.81)

Sampling 4.81 every O.Js gives the following representation for the discrete-time plant
^ , _K
‘

0.0077z“'-f0.0287z“^+0.007z"^

1-2.3534Z"' +2.2155z“ -0.8187z"^

(4.82)

This plant has one damped pole at 0.9048 and a pair of oscillatory poles at 0.7243 ±j0.6167.
The discrete-time model was obtained by neglecting the oscillatory element of (4.81) and
sampling the resulting first order model, to yield

G,„(z-')

0. Iz

-1

l-0.9z"‘

(4.83)

The simulation example as presented by Yoon & Clarke utilised a variant of GPC, the
constrained receding horizon predictive controller (CRHPC). This control law has a slightly
different set of parameters in that it contains an additional prediction horizon - the constraint
prediction horizon - and applies exponential weighting to both the tracking error and control
signal. Thus an exact translation of these parameter settings to the GPC law is not possible and,
in any case, due to the algorithmic differences, identical performance is not guaranteed even if
the parameter settings could be rendered exactly. An approximate translation of the settings
used by Yoon & Clarke is
20
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Figure 4.25: Step response of plant v's first-order
model
yV, =4;

N2= 5;

Figure 4.26: Closed-loop GPC responses of plant

=4;

;i = 0.3;

P=1
(4.84)

r = (l-0.9z~')(l-0.8z"')
By examining the step response of the open-loop plant (Figure 4.25) it is evident that the plant
contains at least one pair of oscillatory poles. Hence it is reasonable to set the control horizon N,,
to 2. An initial trial yielded a very sluggish transient response, hence an increased weighting {rj^

= 50) was applied to the tracking criterion in the GA optimisation. Re-running the optimisation
with this modified cost yielded /V, =4;

N2=9;

i = 2.0137
(4.85)

7’ = (l-0.92z"')(l-0.47z"')(l-0.13z“')
Figure 4.26 compares the responses of both GPC controllers. The regulatory responses are
identical through a slight difference is evident in the tracking performance. Considering the
extent of the model uncertainty present, both designs perform exceptionally well. Again this
example illustrates both the usefulness of the GPC in general and the advocated tuning strategy
in particular.

4.6 Robust GPC via Youla parameterisation
An alternative to the use of the T-polynomial for enhancing the robustness of the generalised
predictive controller is the so-called Youla (Youla & Bongiamo, 1985) or Q parameterisation.
This parameterisation has been used to great effect to robustify linear control loop against model
uncertainty and desensitise responses to exogeneous disturbances (Francis, 1987; Morari &
Zafiriou, 1989). It was quickly realised by researchers in the predictive control area (Hrissagis et

ai, 1995) that the Youla structure could be translated into predictive controllers. This
parameterisation was first introduced into the GPC scheme by Kouvaritakis at al. (1992) where
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Figure 4.27: Block diagram of linear GPC

the optimum Q transfer function was determined by minimising a //<» norm. These authors also
noted that the GPC controller derived via the r-polynomial is in fact a special case of the
controller derived using the Q parameterisation and therefore, in general, the T-polynomial
cannot achieve optimal robustness properties. Yoon & Clarke (1995) also examined the
relationship between the Youla parameterisation and the T-polynomial and these researchers
showed that, for practical purposes, both parameterisations yield similar performance. This is in
conflict with the subsequent results of Ansay & Wertz (1997). These authors proposed a veiy
simple technique for selecting a suitable Q transfer function and a simulation example
demonstrated that the Q parameterisation achieved a better trade-off between disturbance
rejection and robust stability than the T-polynomial. In addition the tracking performance
resulting from the use of the Q parameterisation was significantly better than that achieved
using the T-polynomial.

4.6.1 Youla parameterisation
The Youla parameterisation is based on the following observation. Consider the controller ARo,
So of Figure 4.27 which defines the control law
RoAu{t) = T\w{t)-Soy{t)

(4.86)

and assume that it is stabilising i.e. that the nominal closed-loop pole polynomial Pc is Hurwitz.
As noted previously this closed-loop characteristic polynomial is
Pc^AR^A + z'^BSc,

(4.87)

Note that 4.87 defines an entire set of controllers, all of which result in the same closed-loop
characteristic equation. This set of controllers is given by
R = Ro-z-^BQ

(4.88)

where the Youla parameter 0 is a stable rational transfer function. This follows trivially from
the fact that
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(4.89)

ARA + z^^BS =- AR^A + z~^BS,, =

Therefore the set of all stabilising control laws that yield the same nominal response to set-point
changes can be expressed in the form
(«„ -z-'BQ)Au(t) = T,w(t)-(S, + AAQ)yit)

(4.90)

The traditional techniques for solving the Diophantine equation 4.87 e.g. Euclids Algorithm or
variations thereof (Kucera, 1979; Jezek, 1982), yield minimial solutions for the controller
polynomials R, S. However, as demonstrated by 4.88, an infinite number of solutions to this
equation actually exist. The importance of these other solutions is that while they yield the same
nominal closed-loop characteristic polynomial they may enhance other properties of the closedloop e.g. disturbance rejection or robust stability.

Considering the robust stability question where the plant uncertainty is defined using the
multiplicative uncertainty model i.e.
C(z-') = C„(z-')[l + A,J; |At|<«'2

(4.91)

Then a sufficient condition for robust stability is that
Wi \<-

(4.92)

The complementary sensitivity function, defined in terms of the Youla parameter, is
y =

z~Ksb

P.

_z-^B{S,+AAQ)

(4.93)

Pc

The optimum Q transfer function can be determined by minimising the //oo-norm
min II 1^2=^ II

(4.94)

= min sup Wjie

where W2 represents a weight on the complementary sensitivity function or the upper bound on
the modelling error. Alternatively, and by appropriate modification of W2 this may be re-written
as
min I

I

= min sup fV(e

■^^)

(4.95)

where ^ is the input sensitivity function. The problem 4.94, 4.95 is a standard //<» problem and
can easily be solved using state-space based //«. techniques (Francis, 1987) or by direct
application of Lawson's algorithm (Lawson, 1961).
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Figure 4.28: Block diagram of linear GPC incorporating the Youla parameter
Yoon & Clarke (1995), note that if the nominal plant is stable an analytical solution to 4.95
exists and is given by the following theorem;

Theorem 4.1: Suppose that the polynomial A is stable. Then a transfer function, Qopi,
described by

Qopt

Pci^)

)l

(4.96)

Q<i

minimises
The proof (see Francis, 1987) utilises that fact that
(4.97)
For the generalised predictive controller
z-'SA

z-'A(S„+AAQ)

P

p

(4.98)

and therefore
n^)=

^(l)^.(l)
(4.99)

PA^)

with
1T(1)^(1) =

^(1)^(1)>S.(1)

(4.100)

Substituting Qop, as defined by equation (4.96) into equation (4.98) yields
^(1)^(1)^.(1)
lT(z-')P(l)

(4.101)

and therefore
minlfF^II = min
Q

II*

Q

1T(1)^(1)5„(1)

^(1)^(1)^.(1)

no)

^.(1)

(4.102)

Hence Qopt as defined by 4.96 yields the value 11T(1)^(1) | for ||^^||^- This completes the
proof
24
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The design of GPC using the Youla parameter is also accomplished through a two stage tuning
strategy. The first stage involves selecting the servo parameters to yield the nominal tracking
performance thereby yielding the controller polynomials T/, So and Ro. The second stage
involves selection of Q for optimal robustness. If the plant is stable, Qopt may be obtained from
equation 4.96, alternatively the //«, norm 4.95 may be minimised by recourse to numerical
techniques. The controller transfer functions S and R are then computed from 4.88. The
resulting structure is illustrated in Figure 4.28. Note that the controller polynomial Ti is not
affected by the Q parameterisation and it is generally assumed that T = 1.

4.7 Youla parameter vs. r-polynomial
In the current literature regarding the application of the Youla parameter to predictive
controllers there is a consensus that in theory the Q parameter optimises the robust stability
criterion and that, in general, it is not always possible to select a T-polynomial which will yield
the same performance. However there is considerable confusion regarding the practical
importance of this result, with some sources claiming that, for practical purposes, the difference
between the two parameterisations is insignificant. Other sources are adamant that the Q
parameterisation realises appreciable differences with regard to disturbance rejection and setpoint tracking in the presence of uncertainty. Following the precedent of §4.5 it is proposed to
evaluate these two alternatives by taking simulation examples from the existing literature and
comparing Qopt with the T-polynomial that results from the GA optimisation.

4.7.1 Simulation example 1
This example, taken from Yoon & Clarke (1995) was previously presented in §4.5.3. As
discussed there, suitable values of the servo parameters were deemed to be A, =4;

A2-5;

A„=4; T = 0.3;

P=\

(4.103)

Since the plant is stable equation 4.96 may be used to calculate Qopt- These authors defined the
upper bound on the uncertainty as l-0.8z“'
0.2

(4.104)

and this yields
Qopt

-3.49(l-1.53z~‘ -0.59z'^)
(l-0.9z“‘)^(l-0.8z“')

(4.105)

(
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Figure 4.30: Closed-loop performanee of Tpolynomial vs. Youla parameters

Figure 4.29: Robust stability bound for Tpolynomial and Youla parameter.

The performance of this design is compared with that resulting from the GA-tuned GPC
controller, discussed in §4.5.3. The stability bounds and closed-loop perfonnance for both
control loops are illustrated in Figures 4.29, 4.30. The closed-loop performance displayed in
4.30 corresponds to the actual plant as opposed to the model. The same tracking performance
results from both designs but the disturbance rejection performance, resulting from the use of
the Youla parameterisation is noticeably better.

4.7.2 Simulation example 2
Ansay & Wertz (1997) apply the Q parameterisation to Rohr's infamous example (Rohrs et ciL,
1982). The continuous-time description of the process is
229
(4.106)

(5+ 1)(5" +305 + 229)

A first-order model is chosen such that it has the same natural frequency as the true plant i.e.
0.13z -1
1-0.88Z"'

(4.107)

with Ts = 0.04s. The servo parameters recommended by Ansay & Wertz are
/V, =1;

7/2=6;

A^=l; /l = l;

P=\

(4.108)

while they suggest a simple Q parameter defined by
0

=

A

1-/^"'

(4.109)

with, for this application, p = 0.8. The simulation results, as presented by these authors, are
illustrated in Figure 4.31. Also shown in that Figure is the closed-loop response resulting from
the use of the T-polynomial (their design). In the latter case the same servo parameters were
used and the T-polynomial was defined as T = A(I - 0.8z‘). On the basis of this simulation it
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Figure 4.31: Closed-loop performance of Tpolynomial vs. Youla parameter as
presented by Ansay & Wertz (1997).

Figure 4.32: Closed-loop performance using (i) Tpolynomial calculated using GA, (ii)
corrected Youla parameter

would appear that there are significant advantages to be gained from utilising the Qparameterisation. However, these results are misleading in that the authors erred in the
implementation of the control law. Specifically, and with reference to Figure 4.28, these authors
did not update the feedback transfer function S after the calculation of Q i.e. the controller was
implemented using So as opposed to S. Amending this yields the closed-loop performance of
Figure 4.32. These results can be compared with those generated from the GA optimisation. The
calculated parameters are
::=4;

A^2=19;

/I = 4.5357
(4.110)

T = (l-0.8176z~')
and the closed-loop responses are compared in Figure 4.32. The regulator responses are
identical but the overshoot is considerably reduced (by approximately 10%) when the Tpolynomial is used. These results were also compared with those resulting from the use of the
Qopt as defined by equation 4.96. However, it was difficult to obtain a Qopt transfer function that
generated a performance comparable with the simple formula of 4.109. This somewhat
paradoxical statement results from the fact that the 'optimal Q parameter' depends on a suitably
defined filter W. Though reasonable choices for this parameter were defined e.g.
W =

2.5(1-0.8z"')
l-0.5z~'

(4.111)

the closed-loop performance was considerably inferior to that presented in Figure 4.32. This
again demonstrates the inherent difficulty with Qopt and by extension Hoo control. The optimality
of both these techniques is, in theory, unquestionable. However, as demonstrated here, the
results obtained in practice are not only determined by what is theoretically possible but also by
the simplicity of the tuning technique. The specification of the frequency dependent weight for
Qopt (and likewise for Hao control) is not trivial and therefore superior performance may be
obtained by less optimal but simpler techniques. From that point of view the formula for Q
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suggested by Ansay & Wertz is very useful and, as illustrated in Figure 4.32, generates good
results.

These two simulation examples have demonstrated that for practical purposes the Youla
parameterisation provides no distinct advantage over the r-polynomial. The converse of this
statement is, of course, also true. In the first example the tracking performance of both
techniques was identical but the disturbance rejection performance resulting from the use of Q
was better. In the second example the disturbance rejection performance of both techniques was
identical but the use of the T-polynomial yielded enhanced tracking performance. In general
both techniques ultimately depend upon the selection of the respective design parameters, Q and
T. As demonstrated here, when appropriately chosen, good performance results and the decision
whether to employ T or ^ is largely one of personal choice. From that point of view the Tpolynomial is probably simpler as it is a direct component of the GPC algorithm whereas the Q
parameterisation requires some additional manipulation to determine the final transfer functions
S and R. One distinct advantage of the T-polynomial over the Q parameterisation arises during
constraint handling. If constraints are incorporated the control law becomes non-linear and the
Youla parameter can no longer be defined. However, the r-polynomial can still be used and
retains its advantages even when general inequality constraints are applied.
In general the results of §4.51 - §4.53 and §4.71, §4.72 illustrate, to some extent, the potential of
the advocated tuning technique. In contrast to previous proposals this tuning technique yields a
systematic design that achieves an optimal trade-off between robustness and disturbance
rejection objectives. Furthermore, in the autotuning context the controller commissioning is
considerably simplified in that performance is simply dictated by the H2 or ISE criterion and
robustness by a model of the estimated uncertainty. The performance of the autotuner was
compared with previously published results where, obviously, the GPC was carefully designed
to yield good perfonnance. The results of the comparison indicate that in all cases the autotuner
yielded equivalent or improved performance. The proposed technique offers the advantage of a
systematic tuning procedure and automatically determines the relevant GPC tuning parameters.
In that context it is preferable in that it simultaneously yields optimum performance while
avoiding the, often laborious, trial-and-error iterative style design that would otherwise be
required.
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Chapter 5: Real-time Application

5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes a set of real-time experiments conducted to demonstrate the performance
of the proposed GPC tuning technique. With the focus on controller design for uncertain
systems, a suitable system, namely a dc motor, was selected. In this context the uncertainty
arises due to the highly non-linear dynamics of the dc motor. The inherent non-linearity is
principally due to actuator non-linearities such as a dead-zone but effects such as friction and
stiction also contribute. The motor is locally controlled by an analogue proportional controller
and exhibits a poorly damped response to step inputs, the damped natural frequency of which
varies depending on the magnitude of the applied command. These inherent non-linearities are
further compounded by significant dynamic variation under inertia changes. The main objective
of the control in this study is to achieve fast and precise responses to position commands in spite
of the stated dynamic complexity and variation.

Considering the extent of the dynamic variation, it is not possible to determine a single linear
model that will adequately describe the motor dynamics in a global context. Thus it is necessary
to select a nominal operating point and identify a local model for that operating point. Due to
the inherent non-linearity e.g. dead-zone, friction, etc, any reasonably accurate local
approximation of the motor dynamics is necessarily of high-order. However, high-order models
are, in general, not recommended for control purposes and this is particularly true when the
models are in transfer function form (Paattilammi & Makila, 2000); therefore a low-order
approximation is required. Thus, the modelling error that naturally arises from the use of any
system identification technique is exacerbated by the deliberate mismodelling that results from
the desire to use a low-order model. Hence controller design, even at a nominal operating point,
I 2^)
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introduces considerable model uncertainty (predominately at high frequencies) which, if not
accounted for, may result in deleterious effects. This uncertainty may be incorporated into the
design using the techniques discussed in the previous chapters. The synthesis adopted for this
application is therefore to estimate the loop perturbation (or multiplicative uncertainty), Ai,
using
A,=^-l

(5.01)

Go

where G is the plant (or high-order model) and Go the low-order nominal model. Robust
stability may then be assured iff
Al

\ = \^2

\<

(5.02)

The problem of satisfying this constraint, along with achieving desired performance
specifications, is solved through the use of the GA optimisation detailed in Chapter 4.

Clearly the success, or otherwise, of this design is crucially dependent on the accuracy of the
identified models and considerable time and expertise needs to be devoted to this task. Since the
standard GPC formulation utilises a transfer-function model, parametric identification
techniques were utilised to provide the requisite control and perturbation models. The
identification of these models includes, at a minimum, the selection and determination of:
■

input signals

■

sampling time

■

model strueture

■

identification algorithm

■

signal filtering

■

model validation

These issues, and some practical techniques through which they may be resolved, are reviewed
in §5.3. Section 5.4 applies these techniques to the identification of a nominal low-order model
for the dc motor and the associated model uncertainty. Given these models, the GPC is designed
using the GA and applied to the dc motor. Section 5.5 extends these results by considering the
control of the motor on a global scale i.e. over the range of possible operating points and §5.6
presents results for a variety of applied loads. The usefulness of the proposed tuning technique
is further established in §5.7 by comparison with a GPC design, based on previously published
tuning guidelines. In conclusion the proposed technique is compared with the optimal Youlaparameterisation.
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Real-lime control environment

Figure 5.1: Experimental set-up of voltage controlled dc motor

5.2 Real-time apparatus
The experimental rig used to evaluate the performance the proposed tuning technique is a
voltage controlled dc motor. The control target can be position, speed or torque, among others.
In this application, position will be utilised as the controlled variable. An analogue proportional
controller, as shown in Figure 5.1, is supplied with the dc motor and employed to stabilise the
motor. The combination of motor plus proportional controller is considered to be the system
under control and a generalised predictive controller was designed on this premise. The control
objective is to accurately and rapidly track any changes in set-point. The control design is
achieved using MATLAB and implemented in real-time using the dSPACE real-time control
environment. In this environment the controller is implemented on a Texas Instruments
T1V1S320C30 DSP processor and communicates with the motor via analogue-to-digital and
digital-to-analogue converters. The controller outputs a signal in the range -lOV to lOV to the
servo-amplifier to effect a change in the shaft position. The shaft position is encoded into a
voltage that is also in the ±10V range. In essence, the advantage of the MATLAB/dSPACE real
time environment is that it resolves the issues of coding and implementation thus enabling the
control system designer to concentrate on the design aspects of the application, the first of
which is to identify a suitable model.

5.3 System identification
The general procedure of process identification is considerably more involved than the
relatively simple task of extracting a mathematical model from measured (noisy) input/output
data. The philosophy adopted for this application is illustrated in Figure 5.2. In general, the first
step is to consider the final goal for the application of the process model, since this determines
the type of model, its accuracy requirements and the identification method. In this application
the model is to be utilised to design a digital controller and therefore a medium accuracy,
preferably low-order, model is required (Isermann, 1980). However, because estimates of the
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Figure 5.2: General procedure of process identification

model uncertainty are also required, additional high accuracy models are also necessary. The
nature of the GPC control law dictates that these models be in transfer function form and an
obvious choice of estimation algorithm is one of the many least squares variants (Ljung, 1987).
In this application a priori knowledge was generated by applying step input signals, of varying
amplitudes to the motor. This indicated that the motor characteristics were strongly non-linear
and that its dynamics varied depending on the operating point. Furthermore repeated application
of these inputs signals indicated that the motor was relatively time-invariant, though minor gain
variations were observed. The open-loop settling time was observed to be approximately one
second and on this basis a sampling time, r^, of 0.01 sec was selected. Finally these initial test
signals indicated that the system was not unduly perturbed by noise thus any of the standard
parametric identification algorithms, including least squares, could be applied to the
input/output data to obtain unbiased estimates of the plant coefficients. The remaining stages of
the motor identification procedure may be summarised as follows -
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5.3.1 Selection of input signals
To identify the controllable and observable part of a dynamic process the input signal has to be
persistently exciting. Roughly speaking this means that the input signal has to be sufficiently
rich to excite all process modes of interest during the experiment. For a discrete model of the
form
G(z) =

b\z

'

+b2Z ^ +--- + b„,z

l + di([2

.-d

(5.03)

+•••-{-(J

the coefficients
e^=[a,

Z), ...

a,n

(5.04)

b,„\

may be estimated from the non-recursive least squares estimation equation
xyTy

e=

where the matrix

V|/

(5.05)

and vector Y contain the measured inputs and outputs, see e.g. Ljung (1987).

After dividing [\j/'v|/l by (N -i- 1), where N is the number of observations, the elements of this
matrix are estimates for correlation functions (iV + l)~'4^^4^ =
-<(^)

.

-o;^,(^y+ m-i)

■■ •

-<5"(rf + /H-2)

<t>X(0)

-K(d)

(5.06)

<,(0)
•

*,"(«'-2)
<(0)

[Hii f H,2l
_H2, i H22.

H

(5.07)

This matrix is quadratic and symmetric for large N, if the input u(k) is a stochastic or periodic
signal with constant meanvalue. To solve 5.05 it is required that

is not singular or

equivalently that
detH;^0

(5 08)

and arising from this, the condition for persistent excitation is, that
detH22^0
In addition

(5.09)
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N-\

K(^)= lim 'Z\U(k)-UWJ(k + T)-U]
jV->oo

(5.10)

k=0

must exist, where
_

1 ^-1

Wm-YU{k)
A^^co N ^=0

(5.11)

These conditions, defined by Astrdm & Bohlin (1966), are called 'persistently exciting of order
m' and provide a relatively simple test to determine whether the input signal is sufficiently
exciting for the model being estimated.

Recommended test signals, which are persistently exciting for large m are square wave inputs
and PRBS sequences, the latter being persistently exciting of order N-1 where N is the clock
period. Other recommended test signals, Richalet (1993), are those composed of a series of
steps of different lengths, one long and miany short. Such signals when applied as input will
generate a measured variable that contains a well-balanced amount of transient and steady-state
data. However, initial experimentation indicated that, for this application at least, in terms of
persistency of excitation and model accuracy such signals offered no advantage over the simpler
square-wave signals. Therefore a square-wave with a frequency of 0.1 hertz was selected as the
input signal. This satisfied the persistency of excitation conditions - 5.09 & 5.10 - for the range
of model orders of interest {0 < m < 10).

5.3.2 Signal filtering
In general, the measured signals u(k) and y(k) will be disturbed by both high-frequency noise
and dc offsets. The high-frequency noise may easily be removed by filtering the data through a
suitably designed first- or second-order low pass filter. In order to avoid influencing the
identified process model, not only the output but also the input has to be filtered. In the case of
the dc motor the noise characteristics were not significant and therefore no low-pass filtering
was conducted.

For accurate process identification only the variations of the output signal with respect to the
variations of the input signal should be used. Therefore the signals need to be conditioned as
u{k) = U{k)-U,,

y{k) = Y{k)-Y,,

(5.12)

prior to any parameter estimation where Udc is the bias on the input and Y^c the bias on the
output. The removal of these dc offsets was performed on all measured data prior to the
parameter estimation stage.
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5.3.3 Identification algorithm
As mentioned previously, the design of the generalised predictive controller requires a
parametric model, in the form of a transfer function. Thus the most obvious candidates to yield
the desired model are parametric identification algorithms such as least squares and its variants.
Since the controller design is conducted off-line the non-recursive variants may be utilised. In
this context the most commonly used algorithms are
•

least squares (LS)

•

generalised least squares (GLS)

•

instrumental variables (IV)

•

maximum likelihood (ML)

•

output error (OE)

These methods are adequately described in the existing literature, see for example Eykhoff
(1974), Isermann (1981) and Ljung (1987), and will not be dealt with in any detail in this
section. It suffices to mention that these algorithms may be largely categorised in terms of
computational expense and the assumptions made regarding the process noise. Since the process
noise is deemed negligible and the estimation is performed off-line, all of the above algorithms
are applicable.

Two candidate algorithms were selected to perform the parameter estimation - least squares
(due to its simplicity) and the output error technique, which is available as a Simulink block in
the Mathwork's System Identification Toolbox. Initial experimentation indicated that the latter
technique yielded better results, particularly for small sampling intervals. For example. Figure
5.3

illustrates the open-loop response of the dc motor when sampled at

== 0.01 sec. This

input/output data was then supplied to the standard least squares routine and the output error
estimator with the results of Figure 5.4. Clearly the model resulting from the least squares
parameter estimator is grossly in error when compared with the results from the output error
algorithm. It is not clear why the least squares estimator should perform so poorly in this
instance, though it is most likely a numerical problem arising from the system of equations 6

=

iip/y

(5.13)

For small sampling instants this system of equations can easily become linearily dependent and
hence give rise to numerical issues due to ill-conditioning. On the other hand, the output error
algorithm, being a MATLAB function, should be robust against such numerical problems. Due
to the superior performance arising from the output error technique, this algorithm was utilised
in all the subsequent system identification experiments.
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(a)

Time (samples)

Figure 5.3 Open-loop response of dc motor

Figure 5.4 Open-loop response of identified
models, (a) output error; (b) least
squares

5.3.4 Model order selection
For parametric models the structure of the model, i.e. its order m and the dead-time d, will rarely
be known a priori and hence need to be 'estimated' in addition to the aetual coefficients of the
model. Several techniques are available to aid this selection process the simplest, and most
common, of which are
■

Loss function tests

■

Pole-zero cancellation tests

5.3.4.1 Loss function tests
The simplest method to determine the model order is to regard the loss function
V {m) =

{m)e{m)

(5.14)

as a function of m. The error term e(m) utilised may be the residual of the chosen parameter
estimation method i.e.
e = y-y = y-^^6

(5.15)

^ = y-ym =y-M{u)

(5.16)

or the output error, defined as

where M(u) is the output of the model when the input is u. The latter generally results in larger
values of e(m) as the estimated model is used to generate a new data vector

from which the

error is computed. In contrast equation 5.15 uses the measured input/output data in the form of
\1/ to compute the error. Thus equation 5.16 tends to amplify or enhance any errors that may be
present. For this reason equation 5.16 was used throughout the subsequent sections when
estimating the model order.
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V

m
Figure 5.5 Loss function V(m )

The determination of the model order therefore consists of fitting least squares models of
different orders to the measured input/output data and analysing the reduction in the loss
function. The loss function for higher order processes normally decreases until m - m, and then
remains constant or exhibits slight changes, Figure 5.5. The model order m is chosen as the
value for which Vfth +1) and V{th ) do not differ significantly. To test if the reduction of the
loss function is significant when the order is increased from m to m +1 the test quantity
t=

V{m^)-V{m2) N-2{m + \)
V(m2)

(5.17)

may be used. A confidence level is defined and from the tabulated F-distribution the
corresponding /-statistic, t\ can be extracted. If / < /* the probability of V(ni+l) being
significantly smaller than V(m ) fails and m is taken to be the estimated model order (Astrom
& Eykhoff, 1971).

5.3.4.2 Pole-zero cancellation tests
In the parameter estimation if a higher order, m , than the real process order, m, is assumed (m m) additional pole-zero pairs result which (at least) approximately cancel each other. This effect
can be used for order testing by calculating the roots of the numerator and denominator
polynomials for different order m (van den Boom & van den Enden, 1974).

Both of these techniques were utilised in the determination of accurate high-order models for
the motor. A discrete transfer function of the form
(7(2) =

'+^2^

A{z ')

\ + a^z -1‘h------- hQfj^z ""

(5.18)

was assumed. Though some researchers (Clarke, 1994) advocate the rule 'a low-order A and a
high-order B' no appreciable advantage arose from this choice of model order and therefore rih
was constrained (for simplicity) to equal iia - 1. Prior experimentation, at a variety of different
operating points, indicated that a suitable range for the model order was
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(5.19)

2<n^<\0

while the time delay was allowed to vary from
(5-20)

\<d<2

Thus for each input/output data pair eighteen different models were generated and tested using
5.14 & 5.16. The model that minimised 5.14 was then selected as the correct model. The polezero cancellation test was also applied as verification test.

It is also possible to use the residuals, equation 5.15, to determine the model order. Since most
parameter estimation techniques e.g. least squares, maximum likelihood, require that the
residuals tend to white noise for unbiased estimates, the whiteness of the residuals, as
determined by the auto-coiTelation function, may be used to ascertain if the correct model order
has been determined. However, since the presence of noise may also corrupt the residuals, the
use of this technique, as a model order selection test, may be misleading and was thus avoided.

5.3.5 Model validation
Model validation implies checking that the identified model agrees with the real process
behaviour, taking into account the limitations of the identification method. Model validation
should include a check to determine if the a priori assumptions, associated with the
identification method used, are true. Additionally the input/output behaviour of the model and
process should be compared. To verify the former the residuals were examined. In particular it
was verified that the residuals were statistically independent i.e. that (j)ee('^) ^ 0 {or \ ^ 0. Also
the expectation, E{e(k)}, was computed and checked to verify that E{e(k)} = 0. A final overall
judgement of the identified model was obtained by verification of the input/output behaviour,
i.e. by applying the input signal to the model and comparing the model response, y,„, with that of
the process. To avoid any possible bias, new input/output data was utilised in the model
verification stage.

5.4 Local (nominal set-point) control
The first of the real-time experiments was conducted at a local or nominal operating point. The
selected nominal set-point was a square wave with frequency 0.1 Hz and amplitude ±0.1 volts,
which was applied to the unloaded motor. This open-loop test was repeated a number of times,
the resulting input/output sequence averaged, filtered and then used to generate a suitable model
for the dc motor using the output error identification algorithm. Eighteen different model
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(b)
Figure 5.6. Comparison of identified models, (a) Second-order model; (b) Ninth-order model

structures were examined to determine the most appropriate model for the dc motor. The results
of the model order estimation are tabulated in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 - Model order selection using loss function
for nominal operating point
Order

Value of loss function
cl= 1

D-^2

2

1.21092e-001

1.36756e-001

3

9.24344e+004

1.38431e+004

4

3.85449e-001

1.20184e-001

5

1.10965e-001

1.20575e-001

6

1.16985e-001

1.03571e-001

7

2.1 1887e+001

1.19631e+001

8

1.27831e-001

9.97588e-002

9

9.91013e-002

9.24119e-002

10

9.32986e-002

3.69446e+001

From this it would appear that the optimal choice of model is ninth-order with a delay of two
sampling periods. For control purposes the second-order model with unit delay, defined byG(z) =

0.0122Z -1
1-1.95Z"' -h0.962z“^

(5.21)

was selected. The step responses of both these models are presented in Figure 5.6, the
significant difference being that the high-order model is noticeably more damped. Despite this,
the second-order model is a reasonable representation of the dc motor in that it captures the
dominant characteristics and is therefore a valid simplification. The non-linear nature of the
motor dynamics is clearly evident from the sudden, almost unexpected damping given the large
overshoot, which even high-order linear models were unable to completely capture (Figure
5.6(b)).
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Figure 5.7: Closed-loop performance without
the T-polynomial
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Figure 5.8: Closed-loop performance with Tpolynomial included

Given the low-order (nominal) process model the design of the GPC controller proceeded in two
stages. Firstly, the desired nominal serv'o performance was specified as a second-order
critically-damped response with a settling time five times faster than the open-loop response of
the motor i.e.
M (z) =

0.04z'
l-1.6z“' +0.64z~^

(5.22)

The GA optimisation was applied to determine the servo parameters fN/, N2. A.] which would
yield this response by optimising the cost
J.er.o = \l{y.,-yfdt

(5.23)

where y,,, is the output of the model 5.22 and y is the response of the servo-motor under the
control of the GPC. Given that the process is poorly damped the control horizon was set as

=

2 and the GA optimisation yielded
=1;

A^2=31;

a

=0.1

(5.24)

Applying the GPC control law, without the inclusion of the T polynomial results in a marginally
stable control law. Figure 5.7.

Including the T-polynomial significantly enhances this real-time performance. The selection of
T requires that the upper bound on the proportional loop uncertainty, Wi, or the proportional
inverse uncertainty, IT/, or both be detennined. Examining the Bode magnitude responses of the
high-order model, G/,o, and the nominal low-order model. Go, revealed that the frequency
responses differed only at high frequencies. Therefore the uncertainty may be adequately
described by the proportional or multiplicative loop uncertainty Al and its upper bound Wj. This
upper bound is defined by
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Figure 5.9: Step inputs spanning the dynamic range of the motor, (a) constant step amplitude; (b)
varying step amplitudes

Goiz-^)

(5.25)

and a r-polynomial was then designed to optimise the disturbance rejection performance subject
to the stability constraint
\Wj{jCD)\<

1

\^U

CO]

(5.26)

Since the output response of the motor is not unduly influenced by measurement noise, this
component was removed from the GA optimisation for this application. With this modified cost
the optimal f-polynomial was r-(l-0.92z"')(l-0.91z“')(l-0.81z“')

(5-27)

and the resulting closed-loop performance is shown in Figure 5.8.

5.5 Global control
In addition to adequate performance at the nominal operating point, it is also desired that the
GPC perform well over the entire dynamic range of the dc motor. To determine the degree of
difficulty associated with this objective, additional open-loop tests were conducted to examine
the dynamic performance of the motor at various operating points. Two test signals were
constructed, see Figure 5.9, for this purpose. The first ( Figure 5.9(a) ) consisted of a series of
step inputs of equal amplitude which spanned the operating range (±1V) of the motor. The
second test signal was constructed by combining step inputs of varying amplitudes, and again
this input spanned the operating range of the motor. The response to both these stimuli is
illustrated in Figure 5.10. Figure 5.10(a) depicts the open-loop response to the input sequence of
Figure 5.9(a). For clarity, the motor response to each successive step is overlaid and the dc
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Figure 5.10: Open-loop response of dc motor, (a) Response to the input sequence of Figure 5.9(a); (b)
Response to the stimuli of Figure 5.9(b)
values removed, indicating the responses are very similar and it may be concluded that the
dynamic behaviour of the motor is both linear and consistent in this regard. Figure 5.10(b)
shows the open-loop response to the second set-point sequence - that of Figure 5.9(b). Again the
response to each successive step input is overlaid and the dc values removed. In this instance it
is clear that for this type of input the motor characteristics alter considerably in that both the
natural frequency of oscillation and damping factor varyied depending on the magnitude of the
applied step.

Given the range of dynamic variation illustrated in Figure 5.10(b) two additional high-order
models were estimated. These models corresponded to the extremes of the input signal of Figure
5.9(b), i.e. the model corresponding to the step of amplitude O.IV and that corresponding to the
step of amplitude 1.5V. These models were used, in conjunction with the existing low-order
nominal model, to define the uncertainty associated with this dynamic variation and a new
upper bound on the model uncertainty, ffS, defined. The T-polynomial was then re-designed to
ensure that the closed-loop would be robustly stable. Prior to re-designing T, the desired
nominal servo performance was modified. The rationale for this was the rather excessive initial
control signals illustrated in Figure 5.8. While this effect could be ameliorated through stronger
filtering on the part of the T-polynomial, such a choice would result in seriously compromised
disturbance rejection performance. In any case, these initial spikes arise due to the demand for a
very fast servo response (tending towards dead-beat) combined with the fact that the specified
servo performance is very similar to a first-order dynamic specification. It is well documented
that excessive control action results when higher-order processes are made to respond in a firstorder manner (McIntosh et ai, 1991). Thus to avoid this problem the servo demand was
relaxed, and an over-damped second-order model was defined as -
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Figure 5.11: Closed-loop performance for small step changes
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Figure 5.12: Closed-loop performance for large step changes
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Figure 5.13: Upon-loop response of damped and
undamped motor

M (z) = —

Figure 5.14: Uncertainty associated with nominal
model for half-loaded motor

0.005z'

(1-0.9z“‘)(1-0-95z"‘)

(5.28)

Applying the GA optimisation resulted in new values for the GPC parameters
/V, =14;

/V2=58;

A =0A
(5.29)

r - (1 - 0.86z“‘ )(1 - 0.84z"‘ )(1 -0.63z“')
Applying this GPC controller to the set-point sequence of Figure 5.9(a) resulted in the closedloop performance shown in Figure 5.11. The corresponding performance for the input signal of
Figure 5.9(b) is presented in Figure 5.12. In both cases it is evident that the GPC performed well
over the entire range of operation. Furthermore, despite the significant dynamic variation and
strong non-linearity present this performance was quite consistent.

5.6 Applying Eddy Current Damping
The forgoing experiments have demonstrated the performance of the GPC when applied to the
undamped motor. If damping is applied to the motor the dynamic response varies dramatically,
as illustrated in Figure 5.13, consequently it is expected that obtaining satisfactory closed-loop
control will be considerably more difficult. In this context the main problem is that of selecting
a nominal model that achieves the "best" performance/robustness trade-off Intuition might
suggest that such a nominal model would lie at the mid-point of the overall operating range i.e.
midway in the dynamic range of the half-loaded motor. A theoretical and more systematic
alternative is to select the nominal model based on the estimated uncertainty models. For
example, consider the half-damped motor and a low-order nominal model identified about the
operating range ±0.2 with additional high-order models identified at the extremes of the
operating ranges for (a) the undamped motor, (b) the case with half-damping applied and (c) the
full) damped motor. Thus one nominal model and six high-order models are generated. The
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Figure 5.15: Uncertainty associated with nominal
model for fully damped motor

Figure 5.16: Uncertainty associated with nominal
model for undamped motor

uncertainty associated with the nominal model and each of the high-order models may be
calculated from
(5.30)
and this is illustrated in Figure 5.14. Applying the same procedure to nominal models estimated
for the fully damped and undamped motor yields the plots Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16,
respectively. A brief perusal of these results indicates that the most suitable nominal model is
that corresponding to the undamped motor as the uncertainty is predominantly located at high
frequencies. For each of the other possibilities significant uncertainty exists about the mid
frequency range, particularly so for the fully damped motor. To guarantee robust stability under
these circumstances would require a high-order T-polynomial with a very narrow bandwidth i.e.
T would need to be of the form

where 6 ^0.9 and n, ^5. Such a choice, while possibly preserving the stability of the closedloop would result in very poor disturbance rejection performance and possibly poor servo
performance. Hence the most suitable nominal model was deemed to be the previously
identified second-order model for the undamped motor and the GPC was tuned via the GA to
optimise the disturbance rejection performance while guaranteeing the robust stability of the
closed-loop. The resulting T polynomial was r = (l-0.652“')^(l-0.6z"')

(5.32)

The performance of this design was evaluated by applying the GPC controller to the motor
when subjected to (a) no damping, (b) the half-damped case and (c) full damping. For each case
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Figure 5.17: Closed-loop performance of GPC when applied to (a) unloaded motor, (b) motor
with half-load and (c) fully loaded motor

it was required that the motor output follow the set-point sequence of Figure 5.9(b). The closedloop tracking performance and control signals are illustrated in Figure 5.17. Though some
overshoot exists for the fully damped motor, the overall performance is consistent and
considering the extent of the open-loop dynamic variation the GPC performs very well.

5.7 Comparison

with

tuning-rules

and

Q-

parameterisation
To illustrate the effectiveness of the GA tuning technique the performance of the GPC when
tuned using alternative techniques is evaluated in this section. Specifically the use of tuning
rules, such as those suggested by McIntosh et al. (1991) and Yoon & Clarke (1994), for the
design of the T-polynomial is investigated and the resulting performance compared with that
from the GA optimisation. Also investigated is the use of the Youla-parameterisation,
specifically the design advocated by Ansay & Wertz (1997). The evaluation commences by
comparing the servo performances for the damped motor, since in the presence of mismodelling
the choice of T will affect the closed-loop tracking. Subsequently the disturbance rejection
performances of each of the designs are compared.
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In McIntosh et al. (1991) it is suggested that the T-polynomial should be chosen according to
the following rule
7- = (l-/|Z-‘r

(5.33)

where Hg is the order of the plant model denominator polynomial and tj is chosen in the region tj
^0.9

0.8. For maximum bandwidth, and hence best disturbance rejection performance T was

chosen as
r-(l-0.8z“')^

(5.34)

In contrast Yoon & Clarke (1994) suggest
T = A{\-P2~^f

(^-35)

A2 = A^i -deg(f’)

(5.36)

with

P being the P-polynomial. A rule-of-thumb is to place /?

e

(0, 1) in the neighbourhood of the

dominant root of the model denominator polynomial. The desire for good disturbance rejection
would dictate that the order of Tbe maintained as low as possible hence T was simply chosen as
T = A = {\-\ .95z“' + 0.962)

(5.37)

The final design utilised the Q- or Youla-parameterisation where
0-

(8 \(-//(1-z-')^
1AJ

(5.38)

as detailed in §4.7.2. To ensure a fair comparison the tuning parameter jj. was chosen to ensure
robust stability and thus the robustness of this design was similar to that of the GA tuned GPC.
This philosophy yielded jj. = 0.92. Each of the four designs was evaluated at half-load by
applying a step-change of magnitude 1.4V to the motor. The results are presented in Figure
5.18.

The regulator performance was evaluated at a steady-state output position of 0.2V. At the lOO"^
sampling instant a unit step disturbance was applied to the half-damped motor. This disturbance
was applied to the process input. The results are displayed in Figure 5.19. Compared with either
of the alternatives, the proposed tuning technique resulted in the lowest overshoot for the servo
performance and minimum peak deviation in the regulator case. The GA-optimisation yielded
significantly better results, in terms of peak deviation and integral of error criterion, than either
of the other two tuning-rules that were analysed in this study. The comparison with the Youlaparameterised GPC is not as clear-cut. In terms of the servo performance the Youlaparameterised GPC resulted in larger overshoot but faster settling time, hence the peak deviation
is abraded but the integral of tracking error reduced. The disturbance rejection performance of
47
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of GA optimisation,
tuning rules and Q-parameterisation
- servo performance

Figure 5.19: Comparison of GA optimisation,
tuning rules and Q-parameterisation regulator performance

this design also results in a larger peak deviation and approximately equivalent settling time,
hence the GA-tuned generalised predictive controller is more appropriate in this context.
Overall these results reveal the excellent trade-off between tracking and disturbance rejection
performance that was achieved by the GA-tuned GPC. The resulting controller clearly
outperforms either of the more conventionally tuned designs and yields approximately the same
servo but enhanced regulator performance compared to the Q-parameterisation.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions & Future Research

6.1 Conclusions
Probably the most exciting task in control is to devise a methodology that is not only able to
resist unstructured uncertainty but also capable of rendering consistent performance, thus
satisfying the twin objectives of robust stability and robust performance. Conceptually, this
seems rather demanding, as it is usually the case that robust stability is traded off against highperformance and vice-versa. Traditionally this trade-off was accomplished through the
definition of suitable frequency domain bounds that characterised the uncertainty and robust
stability was then achieved by solving the associated Riccati equation(s) yielding the so-called
Hao design technique. These frequency domain bounds shaped the sensitivity and input
sensitivity functions hence robust perfonnance, indeed good nominal performance, was not
guaranteed unless these bounds were adroitly chosen. The major design effort thus consisted of
shaping these functions to encompass the uncertainty and performance objectives. This task is
not trivial and often several trials are required prior to obtaining a successful design. The
difficulty is further compounded by the fact that performance objectives are generally specified
in the time-domain and many of these, e.g. rise-time and settling time, do not easily translate
into the frequency domain. Consequently this thesis has departed from the //«, philosophy and
concentrated instead on the design of alternative controller structures to cater for uncertainty.

The acclaim associated with MBPC, both in industry and academia, is due to its unique
combination of simplicity and control acumen. Unlike //«, control the tuning parameters
associated with MBPC are based in the time-domain and hence MBPCs are considerably
simpler to tune and more intuitive to commission. More importantly, perhaps, MBPCs have a
40
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unique predictive capacity and constraint handling capability. The former endows the strategy
with the ability to surmount the time-delay problem while the latter facility is considered
essential in most industrial implementations. Notwithstanding these advantages, most MBPCs
do not adequately address the design trade-off between robustness and performance. Hence the
focus in this thesis has been to address this problem and develop a design technique that
encompasses the trade-off alluded to above.

In particular, the GPC law was considered for the control versatility it allows and because of its
combined academic and industrial success. This thesis begins in earnest with Chapter 2 where
the basic GPC law is introduced. The focus is a comprehensive review of the significant
contributions made to the understanding, tuning and development of this popular control law. In
particular this thesis has endeavoured to clarify the interpretation of the T-polynomial as an
observer polynomial and also to analyse its effect on the quality of the predictions, y{t + j), and
on the regulator performance e.g. disturbance rejection, immunity to measurement noise and
closed-loop robustness. Subsequently, the problem of incorporating advance set-point
knowledge was addressed and it was illustrated, through simulation examples, that poor
performance may result if the standard GPC algorithm is combined with a pre-programmed
reference or set-point trajectory. A simple solution was proposed by the author, namely, that an
additional horizon be introduced over which the pre-programmed reference trajectory is defined.
Good results were obtained by constraining this horizon to be approximately equal to the
process dead-time. In recent years a number of research groups have concentrated on extending
the GPC algorithm to (a) incorporate constraints and (b) ascertain some stability guarantees.
These extensions, among others, are reviewed in §2.8 and §2.9.

Since the late 1980's considerable effort has been expended on the development of tuning
guidelines to simplify the task of commissioning the GPC. Initially this research focused on the
GPC servo-parameters (Nj, N2, Nu, Z, P(z')} and subsequently on the selection of the Tpolynomial. Research into the latter is of considerable importance, since this polynomial has a
significant effect on the closed-loop robustness and disturbance rejection properties. The
difficulty in choosing this polynomial was partly associated with the robustness/performance
trade-off and partly due to the fact that its influence is not monotonic. Hence, in general, it has
been found that robustness was enhanced as the roots of T approached unity along the positive
real z-plane axis. However, in many cases, it was found that increasing a root from a value of,
say, 0.95 to 0.98 had a counterintuitive effect and even compromised closed-loop stability. A
similar effect may occur as the order of the T polynomial is increased. In general, robustness is
enhanced up to a certain value, after which it is reduced and instability becomes a real
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possibility. This difficulty was assuaged with the work of Yoon and Clarke who developed
precise guidelines for the selection of the bandwidth and, in particular, the order of T to yield a
robust closed-loop design. Unfortunately their recommendation (see §4.5, §5.7 for details) T = A{\-pz~^Y

(6.01)

is not completely encompassing in that if A is unstable or badly damped the guideline fails.
Furthermore, the guideline does not account for the trade-off between performanee and
robustness that is inherent in all controller design problems. Consequently, 6.01 can only be
regarded as a starting point that needs refining by trial-and-error tuning if robust performance as
well as robust stability is to be achieved.

The proeedure advocated in this thesis differs considerably from previously published works, in
that, while the latter have invariably, concentrated on the development of empirical tuning
guidelines, this thesis has concentrated on the development of a generalised systematic tuning
mechanism which achieves a realistic trade-off between performance and robustness. This
design begins in Chapter 3 with a review of established techniques through which uncertainty
may be modelled and is then developed in Chapter 4. Throughout Chapters 4 and 5 the synthesis
addresses the shaping, via the T-polynomial, of the complementary sensitivity function to ensure
that the robust stability criterion, defined by the proportional loop perturbation, is satisfied. It is
also possible to include uncertainty defined by a proportional inverse loop perturbation, or a
eombination of both, but for the examples considered in this work this was not required. The
necessary trade-off was then achieved by introducing additional performance criteria such as
disturbance rejection and a desired insensitivity to the effects of measurement noise. The cost,
which optimises disturbance rejection performance subject to the constraints of robust stability
and measurement noise, was minimised using a GA. The performance of the proposed design
was demonstrated through simulation examples in Chapter 4 and real-time experiments in
Chapter 5. The design was evaluated by comparison with previously published results and in all
eases it was shown that equivalent or superior performanee resulted from the GA-tuned GPC.
For these reasons the recommended tuning strategy, though computationally more demanding,
is believed to be of great practical significance.

This thesis has also examined the prospect of applying a GA to auto-tune the GPC. This is of
importance because the plethora of servo-tuning parameters, though giving rise to a wide variety
of tracking objectives, may also be perceived as a disadvantage in terms of operator confidence
and training. By utilising a GA to optimise these parameters the task of specifying the servo
performance may be reduced to that of deciding a nominal closed-loop transfer function which
is considerably simpler than that of seleeting {Nj, N2, Ny, T, P(z‘)}. Though some highly-
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regarded researchers (Richalet, 2001) strongly disapprove of auto-tuning procedures in that they
tend to be inflexible in the sense that a single controller design objective cannot realistically
cope with the variety of industrial processes that exist, this criticism does not apply to the
advocated auto-tuner. In contrast, the performance of the proposed technique is dictated by
(a) the upper bound on the model uncertainty
(b) the nominal tracking model or closed-loop transfer function
The former is directly estimated from operational data and consequently the degree of
robustness is directly dependent on the nature of the process in question. The nominal tracking
model is set by the designer and obviously influences the performance/robustness trade-off In
many industrial applications the emphasis is on consistent performance despite widely varying
operating conditions and load criteria, in which case a slow nominal model (i.e. similar or
longer settling time compared with the open-loop process) is desired. Alternatively, if high
performance is required e.g. military application, robotics, etc., a much faster nominal model
may be utilised. In either case the tuning may be tailored to the task at hand, but the tedium is
significantly reduced.

A further advantage of the GA optimisation is that the tuning strategy is completely open and
can be easily tailored to accommodate additional requirements if and when they arise. For
example, in §4.4.1 the GA optimisation was redefined to correspond to the mixed sensitivity
problem and in this context the equivalence of GPC and

Hoo

control was demonstrated. In the

real-time application described in Chapter 5 it was deemed that the influence of measurement
noise was negligible and hence this criterion was removed from the GA optimisation. Finally,
note that while the tuning was specifically developed for the GPC, a similar philosophy may, in
fact, be applied to any 2DoF controller. For example, in O'Mahony & Downing (2000), this
design technique was applied to tune a 2DoF PID controller. In this instance the optimisation
problem is to select the PID gains to achieve the optimal trade-off between performance and
robustness.

For these various reasons, but principally due to the systematic nature of the design and the
excellent trade-off that is achieved, it is believed that the recommended tuning strategy is of
considerable practical significance. The simulation results presented in Chapter 4 and the real
time results presented in Chapter 5 support this belief In both cases the advocated approach was
compared with previously published results based on the use of either the T-polynomial or the
^-parameterisation. The results of these comparisons favour the use of the strategy proposed in
this thesis.
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6.2 Future research directions
Possible directions for future research include the following

1. Model uncertainty: As part of the modelling effort it is necessary to arrive at an
appropriate description of the uncertainty. On the one hand, this uncertainty description
should be "tight"; it should not include "extra" plants that do not exist in the real situation.
On the other hand, to achieve this, mathematically complex models are required which
inevitably lead to elaborate controller analysis and design techniques. In other words the
uncertainty description should lead to a simple (non-conserv'ative) synthesis procedure such
that the controller is stable and satisfies the performance requirements in the presence of the
specified uncertainty. The techniques known to this author, including those utilised in this
thesis, do not sufficiently address this trade-off in that they tend to be overly simplistic and
hence conservative. Therefore additional research in the area of defining and specifying the
associated model uncertainty may lead to less conservative designs and hence improved
controller performance.

2.

Modified GA-based tuning: The current GA-based tuning utilises a nominal model and an
associated description of the uncertainty. The controller is then tuned to optimise the
disturbance rejection performance subject to the robust stability constraint. An alternative to
this procedure might be to treat each model within the set of models as equally important
and therefore to select the GPC parameters such that the best average performance is
achieved for all models within the set. This could be achieved by applying a specific
parameterisation of the T-polynomial to each model and computing the associated lAE of
the disturbance response. This would then be averaged over the entire model set and used as
the objective function within the GA. Hence the criterion would then be to optimise the
average disturbance rejection performance subject to the constraint that the model set be
stable for that particular choice of T. This would remove the need for identifying a suitable
nominal model, which often proves difficult because this topic appears to receive little
attention in the literature, and the associated upper bound on the uncertainty. Robust
stability would simply involve verifying that each of the local models resulted in a stable
closed-loop for the GPC parameters under test.

Additional research in the GA context could involve the use of the GA to tune the GPC on
line and in real-time. Previous research in this area has been reported by Hyun & Lee
(1997) where a GA was used to tune five feedback gains of a cascade PID controller used
to control the velocity of a hydraulic motor. To reduce the computational complexity the
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GA would need to be further refined, through the use of small population sizes and careful
selection of the initial population (Reeves, 1995; Schwarz et ah, 2001). In addition the
initial parameter ranges need to be adroitly chosen to ensure that the control law will
remain stable for the duration of the on-line tuning. This may be achieved by specifying
small parameter ranges which can be extended (on-line) if optimisation appears to yield a
solution which lies on one of the boundaries. Hyun & Lee report a very successful
application where the five feedback gain were optimised in less than 100 experiments. The
algorithm ran on a 486 PC with a sampling rate of 0.005 sec.

3. Alternative controller formulations: In §2.9 a number of alternative GPC formulations
were briefly reviewed. Of particular interest is the constrained receding horizon predictive
control algorithm (CRHPC) formulated by Clark & Scattolini, (1991) and the stable
generalised predictive control algorithm (SGPC) of Kouvaritakis et ah, (1992). Though
developed to provide some stability guarantees for GPC, both algorithms, but particularly
the SGPC variant, have been shown to provide superior closed-loop performance for
difficult plants. For example, Kouvaritakis et al. (1992) demonstrate that SGPC can stabilise
a system with near coincident poles and zeros, some of which lie outside the unit circle.
Such systems present almost insurmountable difficulties for the standard GPC algorithm.
However, the advantages proffered by this algorithm - if any - for less difficult systems
have not been reported. Hence, it could be advantageous to apply these algorithms, tuned
using the GA-based technique, to more standard industrial-type models and determine if
significantly different closed-loop performance results.

4.

A final direction for future research lies in the application of the GA to directly optimise the
GPC cost function. Preliminary work in this regard has been conducted by Martinez et al.
(1998) where, due to the flexibility in the performance index, the resulting GPC can be
easily applied to different problems, e.g. systems with a nonlinear actuator. In particular,
instead of the standard quadratic cost these authors investigated the use of an absolute value
cost function and the square root of the absolute value as the cost function. They reported
improved performance in terms of reduced overshoot when the GPC, formulated using the
latter index, was applied, in simulation, to a double integrator. In addition such a
formulation would provide a novel mechanism for handling constraints.
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